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Abstract

To design a successful computer system, designers need to know characteristics of the computational workload that this system is supposed to process. This knowledge forms the necessary basis for optimizations of the system. In order to use this knowledge in the design process, designers need to characterize the workload using a formal workload model. This model represents an abstraction of the concrete workload and serves as an input to a number of critical design tasks, such as system performance analysis. The quality of the workload model largely determines the quality of the design decisions made based on it.

Coming up with a proper workload model represents a difficult problem in many computer system design contexts. One such context, addressed in this thesis, is system-level design of embedded computers whose main functionality involves real-time processing of media streams (e.g., streams of audio-video data). Of late, there is a growing demand for such computers because they are increasingly being embedded into many electronic products, especially those found in consumer electronics domain, e.g., digital TVs, audio and video players, digital video cameras, advanced set-top boxes, multimedia-enabled mobile phones and a myriad of other electronic devices supporting multimedia applications. To meet high performance requirements and stringent constraints pertaining to cost, size and energy consumption, these embedded computers tend to have complex, heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures. This architectural complexity, coupled with the ever-growing complexity of the multimedia applications themselves, results in a very complex workload behavior and by that poses many challenges to the workload modeling.

In this thesis, we argue that the variability of various parameters of the multimedia workloads is the key property to be captured in a workload model for the embedded systems design. We show that conventional workload models fail to accurately characterize the dynamic nature of the multimedia workloads and, as a result, return overly pessimistic estimations of system performance (especially, if worst-case performance bounds are of interest). As a solution, we propose a novel workload model capable of accurately capturing the workload’s dynamic nature. We demonstrate the advantages of the proposed workload model over conventional ways to characterize the workload and develop a number of system-level design methods which use this model. These methods include system-level performance analysis, automatic identification of representative workload sce-
narios for system simulation, design and optimization of resource management policies and a run-time processor rate adaptation strategy for energy-efficient processing of media streams on heterogeneous multiprocessor embedded architectures with stringent memory constraints. We demonstrate the utility of our workload model and evaluate it through a number of case studies involving comparisons to detailed simulation models.
Zusammenfassung

Um ein erfolgreiches Computersystem zu entwerfen, müssen die Entwickler die Rechenanforderungen für das System kennen. Daher ist es notwendig diese Anforderungen mittels eines formalen Auslastungsmodells zu charakterisieren. Dieses Modell repräsentiert eine Abstraktion der konkreten Rechenauslastung und dient beim Entwurf als Eingabe für verschiedene kritische Entwurfsaufgaben. Die Qualität des Auslastungsmodells wirkt sich hierbei direkt auf die Qualität der hierauf basierenden Entwurfsentscheidungen aus.


In dieser Arbeit zeigen wir, dass die Variabilität verschiedener Kenngrössen von der Multimedia-Rechenauslastung die Haupeigenschaft ist, die ein geeignetes Auslastungsmodell umfassen sollte. Wir zeigen weiterhin, dass herkömmliche Auslastungsmodelle diese dynamischen Eigenschaften der Rechenauslastung nicht genau modellieren und demzufolge zu pessimistische Abschätzungen der Systemleistung liefern, besonders dann, wenn die Extremwerte der Leistung von Interesse sind. Als Lösung schlagen wir ein neuartiges Auslastungsmodell vor, welches die dynamischen Eigenschaften der Rechenauslastung gut charakterisieren kann. Wir zeigen die Vorteile des vorgeschlagenen Modells gegenüber herkömmlichen Auslastungsmodellen, und entwickeln einige Systementwurfs-
methoden, welche auf diesem Modell beruhen. Diese Methoden umfassen die Leistunganalyse auf Systemebene, die automatische Identifizierung der charakteristischen Rechenauslastung für die System-Simulation, den Entwurf und die Optimierung der Strategien zum Management der Systemressourcen, und ein Verfahren für die Anpassung der Prozessortaktfrequenz zur Laufzeit für eine energieeffiziente Verarbeitung von Media-Datenströmen auf heterogenen eingebetteten Multiprozessorsystemen mit Speicherplatz Einschränkungen. Wir zeigen den Nutzen unseres Auslastungsmodells und evaluieren es durch eine Reihe von Fallstudien, unterstützt durch detaillierte Simulationen.
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Introduction

Design of virtually any computer system starts from defining the system’s intended range of applications. Subsequently, designers try to architect the computer system such that it supports its target applications in a most efficient and economical way. The designers optimize the system architecture based on such criteria as system’s cost, size, performance and energy consumption. In this process, knowing the characteristics of the workload which the target applications will impose on the architecture is essential for arriving at an optimal architectural solution.

Those workload characteristics that are important in a given design context can be captured in a workload model. Using such a model is an established practice in computer system design and performance evaluation. A workload model serves to formally characterize the workload and on the basis of this characterization to distinguish between different workload scenarios. Such a characterization represents an important input to the system architecture design and optimization process. Further, a workload model is indispensable during design of various resource management policies and run-time adaptation strategies for the architecture. Typically, it is also an integral part of a performance model used for performance analysis. How good (e.g. accurate, reliable and efficiently analyzable) a workload model is largely determines the quality of the design solutions and the accuracy of the performance estimations based on it. In many computer design contexts, finding an appropriate workload model represents a difficult problem.

In this thesis, we address the problem of modeling multimedia workloads for system-level design of embedded systems whose functionality involves real-time processing of media streams, e.g., streams containing audio and video data.
Driven by application requirements and fuelled by technological advances, the architectures of such embedded systems are increasingly being designed to contain a composition of diverse parallel processing elements integrated on a single chip. Such *heterogeneous multiprocessor system-on-chip* (MpSoC) architectures have a potential to provide high performance and flexibility in a cost- and energy-efficient manner. However, in many cases, this potential is difficult to realize as there is still a lack of methods and tools that could streamline the design process of MpSoC architectures while producing high-quality results. This problem to a large extent stems from the inability of the models traditionally used for the system-level design to accurately capture important characteristics of the multimedia workloads imposed on the MpSoC architectures as a result of processing media streams.

This chapter first introduces the workload modeling problem arising in the system-level design context of heterogeneous multiprocessor embedded computers for media processing, such as multimedia MpSoCs. After that, it summarizes contributions and gives an outline of this thesis.

### 1.1 Embedded Computers for Media Processing

The number of various consumer electronics products supporting multimedia applications rapidly grows. Digital TVs, DVD players, digital video cameras, advanced set-top boxes, media adapters, game consoles and multimedia-enabled cell phones are just a few examples of such products. The vast majority of these products have special-purpose computers embedded in them. The workloads imposed on these *embedded computers* are dominated by applications involving digital processing of media streams, such as audio, video, graphics, as well as other kinds of streaming data (e.g. web or voice-over-IP traffic). A typical multimedia application includes receiving data streams from the environment (e.g. from a microphone or a broadband communication network), processing these streams using various algorithms — mainly falling into four categories: compression-decompression algorithms, digital signal processing, content analysis and network packet processing [38, 173] — and sending the processed streams back to the environment (e.g. to display devices).

Embedded systems like those just described have to process media streams under stringent timing constraints determined by the environment. For example, a digital video camera has to process video frames at the rate with which they arrive at its input. Furthermore, strict delay and jitter constraints may be associated with the processing of each individual frame. If these timing constraints are not met, the quality of the processed video stream may seriously degrade. Therefore, during design of such *real-time embedded systems*, ensuring *temporal correctness* of their behavior is equally important as ensuring its functional correctness.
The need to execute complex media processing algorithms under tight timing constraints implies that the embedded computers have to be designed to sustain high computational loads. On the other hand, to be suitable for the deployment in the consumer electronics products, these embedded computers must be aggressively optimized to have low energy consumption and cost. In addition, continuous evolution of multimedia standards and emergence of new media formats, coupled with ever increasing complexity of multimedia applications, motivate flexible architectures. This combination of requirements calls for application-specific, heterogeneous architectures containing multiple computational components with different degrees of programmability, ranging from fully programmable processors to dedicated function blocks.

1.1.1 Multiprocessor systems-on-chips

Rapid advances of the integrated circuit technology make it possible to design and implement embedded systems as multiprocessor systems-on-chips (MpSoCs) [172]. According to the MpSoC paradigm, multiple coarse-grain components of an embedded architecture (e.g. multiple processors, busses, memories, peripheral devices, etc.) are integrated on a single chip. This enables creation of flexible heterogeneous architectures that can satisfy high performance requirements of the multimedia applications in a cost- and energy-efficient way. Hence, increasingly, embedded computers for media processing are being implemented as MpSoCs.

There are many examples of multimedia MpSoCs available from the industry and academy [38, 62, 63, 151, 155]. Most of them follow the design pattern shown in Fig. 1: A typical multimedia MpSoC contains a number of software programmable processors (CPUs, DSPs, media processors, etc.), weakly programmable co-processors, fixed-function hardware modules, and peripheral devices (e.g. video and audio I/O blocks). These coarse-grain computational components are interconnected by an on-chip communication network which may encompass various types of busses, bridges, direct memory access (DMA) controllers, distributed memories, and other communication components. Following the emerging network-on-chip (NoC) paradigm [31, 79], the on-chip communication infrastructure may resemble a large-scale computer network, involving such concepts as routers, switches, protocols, communication queues, etc.

The on-chip communication network may have a complex architecture consisting of several subnetworks interconnected by bridges, as shown in Fig. 1. A subnetwork (low-level network) combines intensively communicating computational components into a tight cluster (subsystem). In this way, the local communication traffic between the components within a subsystem is isolated from the system-wide data exchange taking place via a high-level on-chip network. Besides supporting the system-wide communication, this high-level network provides an arbitrated access to a relatively large amount of inexpensive off-chip
Fig. 1: A multimedia MpSoC template architecture.
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This memory is primarily devoted for storing global data structures as well as large data sets (e.g. full video frames) not fitting into smaller embedded memories located on the chip. The on-chip memory is typically more expensive but faster than the off-chip memory. Distributed around the architecture, the embedded memories store frequently accessed program code and data structures. They are also used to implement performance-critical data exchange between the on-chip computational components. To communicate certain data types, the components may need to bypass the bridges interconnecting different subnetworks. For this, the components may be connected to more than one subnetwork or directly to each other, thereby resulting in an irregular application-specific communication architecture.

1.1.2 System-level view of media processing

At the system level, a multimedia application executing on a heterogeneous multiprocessor architecture, such as a multimedia MpSoC, can be viewed as a set of tasks (or processes) concurrently running on different execution resources of the architecture. These tasks communicate with each other solely through unidirectional data streams [134, 135]. Each stream is sent from a producer task to the corresponding consumer task through a first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer. The buffer allows for asynchronous communication between the tasks, thereby leading to reduced communication overheads and increased utilization of the execution resources [95]. Within the architecture, the buffers are allocated in shared memories or instantiated as dedicated hardware FIFO memory blocks.

1.2 System-Level Design Issues

Although the integrated circuit technology provides great opportunities for manufacturing increasingly complex MpSoCs, optimally designing such systems under high time-to-market pressures becomes more and more difficult. The growing complexity of MpSoCs poses many challenges to their system-level design. Currently, there is a lack of methods and tools that could help system designers to effectively tackle this complexity. A comprehensive discussion of the system-level design issues can be found elsewhere [72]. This section concentrates only on few of them relevant to the workload modeling problem addressed in this thesis.

The goal of embedded system designers is to construct system’s architecture out of a set of hardware and software components. Due to a large number of such components and their heterogeneity, integrating them into a consistent working whole (such as an MpSoC) represents an excessive design effort. Well-defined (and standardized) component interfaces and protocols can significantly
reduce this effort [72]. Although they may ease the task of building a functionally correct system, they cannot help in verifying whether the resulting system architecture meets performance requirements of the target applications.

*Platform-based design* further reduces the system design complexity by providing a generic, domain-specific template architecture that only needs to be customized for the target application range. Examples of such platforms in the multimedia domain include OMAP from Texas Instruments [53], Nomadik from STMicroelectronics [6] and Nexperia [38] from Philips. The platform customization involves tuning various parameters of the template architecture, such as bus widths, memory sizes, cache configurations, clock rates of processor cores, etc.; selecting and configuring resource management policies; and, possibly, adding to the basic architecture some application-specific components (e.g. co-processors), with the aim of obtaining an architecture that represents a desirable tradeoff between performance, energy consumption and cost.

Already for systems of moderate complexity, the resulting design space formed by all possible platform configurations may be huge and highly irregular. To efficiently explore this space, system architects must be able to quickly evaluate the performance of candidate architectures. The performance evaluation has to predict with a sufficient accuracy such characteristics of the prospective system as throughput, memory requirements, utilization of execution resources, processing delays, etc. It should also help system designers to identify performance bottlenecks within the system.

Nowadays the mainstream in system-level performance evaluation of complex real-time embedded systems relies on simulation. Although simulation may return very accurate performance estimations, its coverage is limited only to those workload instances that have been simulated. Hence, achieving a good coverage necessitates multiple simulation runs using carefully chosen *representative workload scenarios*. In addition, accurate simulators oftentimes exhibit high running times making them poorly suitable for a fast design space exploration cycle.

Irrespective of how many and which workload scenarios have been simulated, the simulation can never achieve, in a reasonable time, the full coverage required for the *performance verification*. Because of this, it may not be used, for example, to verify whether an embedded system satisfies the imposed on it timing constraints in all possible workload scenarios. Such a verification is possible using formal analytic approaches that perform *worst-case performance analysis*, i.e. return worst-case performance bounds.

The worst-case performance analysis uses a *performance model* which represents an abstraction encompassing all system’s states and behaviors and all possible workload scenarios. The performance analysis can therefore provide the full coverage needed for the performance verification. Moreover, it is typically faster than the simulation. However, due to the complexity of both the analyzed architectures and their workloads, it is extremely difficult to find proper sys-
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System abstractions that would lead to accurate (i.e. tight) worst-case performance bounds. This explains why in many design contexts, embedded system engineers prefer to use simulation for the performance evaluation, in spite of its drawbacks.

1.2.1 Issues in design of multimedia MpSoCs

The performance evaluation issues discussed so far arise in various system-level design contexts and are not pertinent exclusively to the domain of multimedia MpSoCs. The discussion in this subsection concentrates on the design issues that are more specific to this domain.

Users expect from the media devices a high-quality and stable delivery of a multimedia content, and these expectations are growing fast. A central concern in the design of multimedia MpSoCs is therefore to ensure a specified quality of service (QoS) to the processed media streams. If a device has committed to provide a certain QoS level, it has to guarantee this level under any circumstances. This requirement is especially difficult to fulfill because many multimedia applications impose highly variable and unpredictable workloads on the underlying architectures [14, 57, 142, 165]. The designers of multimedia MpSoCs therefore face a challenging problem of designing architectures capable of providing a predictable performance under uncertain workload conditions and stringent cost and energy constraints.

The quality of media streams processed on an MpSoC depends on two factors:

- First, as mentioned in Section 1.1, a violation of the timing constraints associated with the stream processing may seriously impair the quality of media streams.

- Second, the quality may also degrade if the FIFO buffers between the application tasks executing on the MpSoC experience overflows or underflows. This leads to the concept of buffer constraints: An overflow (underflow) buffer constraint requires that the corresponding buffer never overflows (underflows).

Hence, the QoS guarantees are specified in terms of the timing and buffer constraints.

To provide the QoS guarantees under uncertain workload conditions, the resources of an embedded architecture for media processing have to be dimensioned for the worst-case workload. However, since the worst-case workload occurs rarely, the resources may remain underutilized most of the time. A way to improve the utilization is to share the resources among several independent concurrent applications (or application tasks). Such a sharing has to respect the QoS guarantees associated with the processed media streams. This necessitates deployment of sophisticated resource management policies. These policies must be able to satisfy timing and buffer constraints associated with several concurrent streams imposing varying resource demands on the shared communication and computational components of the architecture. Whereas the current practice
Chapter 1. Introduction

relied on computationally expensive dynamic schemes \[135, 137\], the goal is to design low-overhead resource management policies.

A major design effort is directed towards making embedded systems energy-efficient. This issue is crucial in the design of battery-operated multimedia devices, such as portable media players or cell phones. Achieving the energy efficiency requires multimedia MpSoCs to be adaptable to changing workload conditions. For this, the architectures provide various energy-saving mechanisms, e.g., support a variety of power modes. Intelligent run-time adaptation strategies are needed to control these mechanisms. For instance, to reduce the energy dissipated on an MpSoC component, the operating frequency and voltage of this component can be dynamically adjusted in response to workload fluctuations experienced by it. Such a run-time energy management must be performed without jeopardizing the QoS guarantees associated with the media streams processed by this component. This implies that the run-time adaptation strategies must be able to handle the worst-case workload, which may occur sporadically.

1.3 The Workload Modeling Problem

Effectively addressing the system-level design issues outlined in the preceding section requires a proper workload model:

- The selection of representative workload for an effective simulation-based performance evaluation necessitates a comparison of different workload scenarios. For the comparison, the workload scenarios have to be characterized based on a model which captures interesting for the performance evaluation workload properties. For example, if designers intend to determine by the simulation the required FIFO buffer sizes, they may want to identify a diverse set of workload scenarios which produce maximum backlogs in different FIFO buffers of the architecture. Thus, the model they use for the workload characterization may include such a property as burstiness of the communication patterns between application tasks.

- A workload model also forms the basis of any analytic performance model. It is therefore responsible for tightness of the worst-case bounds returned by the performance analysis. Tighter bounds imply less pessimism in the resource dimensioning, thereby leading to lower system cost and energy consumption. Hence, having a workload model which provides a pessimistic but accurate workload characterization is essential in this context. Additionally, a successful workload model should allow for an efficient analysis.

- Finally, a workload model is necessary in design of the resource management policies and the energy-saving run-time adaptation strategies. These techniques have to be aware of the workload dynamics. This implies that these dynamics
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Fig. 2: Motivating example: A processor executing an MPEG-2 decoder application (a); and a trace of execution requirements imposed on the processor by this application (b). The plot shows the number of processor cycles required to decode a sequence of macroblocks within an MPEG-2 video stream.

must be reflected in the workload model. As for the worst-case performance analysis, such a model should describe the workload with a sufficient accuracy, and, at the same time, if hard QoS guarantees are required, it has to represent a worst-case characterization.

Clearly, to be effective in the above roles, a workload model should provide a proper abstraction of the actual workload. However, due to the complex, highly variable nature of many multimedia workloads, coming up with such an abstraction represents a difficult problem. Existing system-level design methods and tools rely on workload models which are unable to accurately capture the workload variability. As a consequence, they may produce unsatisfactory results. Worst-case performance analysis methods are a salient manifestation of this fact: Overly pessimistic bounds that they return sometimes are not useful at all for an economical design.

Fig. 2 shows a simple example illustrating the above concern: The processor depicted in Fig. 2(a) executes an MPEG-2 decoding algorithm on a video stream arriving from a network. The complex, highly variable nature of the
workload imposed by the video stream on this processor is apparent from the plot in Fig. 2(b), which shows a trace of processor cycles required to decode a sequence of macroblocks\(^1\) within the video stream.

While analyzing the performance of a system such as the one shown in Fig. 2, the existing methods typically assume that *each* macroblock in the stream requires for its processing the largest possible number of cycles, i.e. imposes on the processor the worst-case execution demand (WCED). Such an assumption would be necessary, for example, to guarantee that the buffer at the input of the processor in Fig. 2(a) never overflows. However, this assumption would be too pessimistic and therefore may lead to unnecessary costly designs: The ratio of the worst-case to the average load on a processor due to a multimedia application can easily be as high as a factor of 10 [134]. In this case, the assumption that *each* macroblock in the video stream requests from the processor the WCED represents a very inaccurate workload abstraction. Hence, a better abstraction capable of capturing the workload variability and thereby resulting in more accurate performance estimates is needed.

Fig. 2 demonstrates only one aspect of the workload variability. In reality, a typical multimedia task can be characterized by the variability of several parameters. For example, in the scenario shown in Fig. 2, the arrivals of the media stream from the network may be characterized by bursts which depend on the network congestion levels. Another source of the variability may be a non-constant rate with which the MPEG-2 decoding task consumes the data from the input buffer. Similarly, a task may produce the data at its output at a variable rate. In addition, a combination of a particular application with a given hardware architecture may result in many other sources of the variability. For instance, advanced microarchitectural features, such as caches and branch prediction, may result in variable task execution times, etc.

Finally, at the system level, a composition of multiple tasks, executing concurrently on distributed resources of an MpSoC and each characterized by variability of several parameters, results in complex non-functional interactions and interdependencies between the architectural components [133]. Accurately estimating performance of such a composition represents a challenging task. Even more challenging task is to verify that the composition meets certain performance requirements or to decide which resource management policies and run-time adaptation strategies should be used to orchestrate it. This gives rise to the following research question:

*What kind of workload model (and the associated with it analysis methods) can help to effectively address these system-level design problems?*

\(^1\)An MPEG-2 video stream encodes a sequence of video frames. Every frame in the sequence is composed out of *macroblocks*, with each macroblock representing a certain 16 × 16 block of pixels within the frame [118].
1.4 Thesis Contributions

In this thesis, we propose a new model for characterization of multimedia workloads in the system-level design of heterogeneous multiprocessor embedded computers. This workload model allows to effectively address many of the design issues described in the preceding sections. In particular, this thesis makes the following main contributions:

• We introduce the concept of Variability Characterization Curves (VCCs) as a means to characterize entire classes of increasing functions or sequences based on their worst-case and best-case variability. We then define several VCC types for the multimedia workload characterization (collectively referred to as multimedia VCCs).

• We extend the modeling capabilities of the Modular Performance Analysis framework [159, 160] and its mathematical foundation, the Real-Time Calculus [24, 121, 157, 158], with the multimedia VCCs. Towards this, we introduce the concept of workload transformations, which enable an accurate and efficient performance analysis of heterogeneous multiprocessor embedded systems under variable multimedia workloads. The extended analysis framework can return significantly tighter performance bounds than those achievable without the workload transformations.

• We formulate the problem of scheduling bursty media streams under strict buffer constraints and propose methods to address this problem. In particular, we present a framework for design of resource management policies for multimedia MpSoCs. The framework provides methods to quickly evaluate the quality and check the feasibility of various resource management policies to be deployed in an MpSoC. It fully relies on the VCC-based characterization of the media streams.

• We show how the VCC-based workload model can be used for energy-efficient media stream processing. Towards this, we develop a run-time processor rate adaptation strategy which can be used in conjunction with the dynamic voltage scaling to achieve considerable energy savings while processing bursty multimedia workloads under strict buffer constraints. In comparison to other methods addressing similar problems, our scheme handles multimedia workloads characterized by both, the data-dependent variability in the execution time of multimedia tasks and the burstiness in the on-chip traffic arising out of multimedia processing, and at the same time it provides hard QoS guarantees.

• We introduce the problem of selecting representative workload for system-level performance evaluation of MpSoCs and propose a solution to this problem for the case of multimedia workloads. Our method employs VCCs for the workload characterization and supports automatic identification of the representative workload.
Finally, we demonstrate the utility and experimentally assess the quality of the VCC-based workload model through several case studies involving realistic application scenarios. In the experiments, we compare our model with the existing analytic approaches and with a detailed (transaction-level) system simulator.

1.5 Thesis Overview

- The main purpose of Chapter 2 is to introduce the MPA framework whose modeling capabilities we extend in Chapter 3.

- Chapter 3 introduces the concepts of VCCs and workload transformations, defines the multimedia VCC types and proposes several workload transformations based on them. This chapter also discusses possible ways to obtain VCCs and presents results of an experimental evaluation of the VCC-based workload model.

- In Chapter 4, we address the problem of selecting representative workload for system-level performance evaluation of MpSoCs. We show how the VCC-based workload characterization model can be used for quantitative comparison and classification of media streams and present results of an empirical validation of the proposed method.

- Chapter 5 introduces the problem of stream scheduling under buffer constraints and presents the framework for design of resource management policies for multimedia MpSoCs. It focuses mainly on the methods for quick feasibility tests of stream schedulers and estimation of buffer memory requirements resulting from deploying these schedulers on the processing elements of an MpSoC.

- Chapter 6 presents the VCC-based run-time processor rate adaptation technique for energy-efficient media stream processing under buffer constraints.

- Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes main results of this work.
System-Level Performance Analysis

System-level performance analysis plays a key role in the design of complex embedded systems. It is used early in the design cycle to estimate characteristics of the prospective embedded system and based on this estimation make critical design decisions. The quality of these decisions therefore largely depends on the quality of the estimates obtained from the performance analysis. This explains why a significant research effort is being invested in devising efficient performance analysis methods capable of producing accurate and reliable estimates of the system performance.

This chapter introduces the problem of system-level performance analysis of heterogeneous multiprocessor embedded systems. It briefly outlines existing approaches to solving this problem and treats in detail one of them — the Modular Performance Analysis (MPA) framework based on the Real-Time Calculus (RTC). This framework provides powerful abstractions and mathematical support for a compositional performance analysis of distributed embedded systems. However, the basic abstractions it offers are not sufficient for an accurate performance modeling of heterogeneous multiprocessor embedded computers for media processing. We will address this problem in the next chapter by extending the modeling capabilities of the MPA framework.
2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Requirements
Early in the design cycle, embedded system designers face the problem of evaluating many candidate hardware-software architectures with respect to various performance indexes. These indexes may include system’s throughput, response times, end-to-end delays, resource utilization, memory requirements, etc. In most cases, building a prototype for each design alternative to directly measure these performance characteristics is infeasible because of high implementation costs and stringent time-to-market constraints. On the other hand, due to the increasing complexity of modern embedded systems, back-of-the-envelope estimations cannot be used without taking the risk of being totally incorrect. Hence, the only option left for the designers is to carry out the performance analysis based on some kind of a performance model of the system. This can be a simulator or a mathematical model. In any case, it should return sufficiently accurate estimates of the system performance. Furthermore, to allow for a fast design space exploration, the performance model should also be efficiently analyzable and easily constructible. The latter property is especially important for supporting automated design space exploration.

Designing embedded systems that must satisfy real-time constraints faces additional challenges associated with the need to verify timing correctness of their behavior. For instance, it might be necessary to verify whether the time elapsed between two specified events within the system ever exceeds a given value. Such a verification can only be accomplished using a formal system model supporting worst-case analysis, which implies a complete coverage of all possible states of the system and of its environment. Neither system’s prototype nor its simulator can be employed for the performance verification purposes as (due to the high system complexity) it is hardly possible to check all system states within a reasonable time frame.

2.1.2 Input specification
A starting point for the system-level performance analysis is a specification which typically describes the following aspects of an embedded system:

- Application task structure
  The application task structure is typically modeled by a task graph (or a set of task graphs) that captures a partitioning of the target application into individual tasks, and models data and control dependencies between them. Interactions between the tasks in a task graph may be governed by a specific model of computation. For example, multimedia applications are often modeled using the formalism of Kahn Process Networks [70, 134, 135], which assumes that the tasks communicate via FIFO channels.
2.1. Introduction

- **Task assignment to processing elements**
  The application tasks performing data transformations are assigned for execution to *computational resources* such as CPUs, DSPs and co-processors, while the tasks responsible for data transfers are assigned to *communication resources* such as busses, DMA controllers, bridges, etc. Throughout this thesis we refer to both resource types as *processing elements* (PEs) because in principle for the performance analysis it is irrelevant whether an architectural resource executes computation or communication tasks.

- **Resource management policies**
  As a result of the task assignment, multiple tasks may be mapped on to one PE. In this case, a scheduling (or arbitration) policy is deployed to manage tasks’ access to this PE. In general, several different scheduling and arbitration policies may be deployed within the architecture.

- **Storage resource allocation**
  Data arrays manipulated by the tasks, for example, the buffers implementing the FIFO communication channels, are assigned to the off- and on-chip memories.

- **Characteristics of processing elements**
  For the performance analysis we need to specify capabilities of processing elements. Therefore, such parameters as clock rates of processors and effective communication bandwidths of busses typically form a part of the input specification.

- **Task properties**
  These include a variety of relevant to the performance analysis task characteristics, for example, the number of processor cycles needed to complete a task on a given PE and the size of data items to be exchanged between the tasks.

- **Characteristics of the environment**
  The input specification should also capture characteristics of the event streams to be processed by the embedded system. These characteristics may include timing properties of the event streams (e.g. their arrival rates) as well as their possible contents, for example, different event types that may appear in a given event flow.

**Ex. 1:** *Fig. 3 shows a mapping of an example application onto a hypothetical architecture. The application is specified by two task graphs describing the processing of two independent event flows. The nodes in a task graph correspond to the application tasks, while the edges model the data dependencies between these tasks. T1 and T4 are communication tasks mapped on to a bus, which is shared between these tasks. T1, T3, and T5 are computational tasks. T1 is assigned for execution to a DSP, whereas T3 and T5 share a CPU.*
2.1.3 Existing approaches to performance analysis

Based on the kind of specification described in the previous subsection, designers need to build a performance model of the system. They can do this in several ways. For example, they could construct a system simulator [15], use a trace-based performance evaluation technique [83, 125], create a stochastic model of the system [93] or employ a worst-case performance analysis method. Their choice depends on the analysis goals (and on the available expertise and tools). A comparative overview of various approaches to the performance analysis of embedded systems can be found elsewhere (see, e.g. [159]). In this chapter, we concentrate on techniques suitable for the performance verification, i.e. on the worst-case performance analysis methods. Furthermore, here we limit the discussion only to those methods that can be applied to distributed (multiprocessor) embedded systems having heterogeneous hardware-software architectures. By the heterogeneity we mean not only the diversity of processing elements making up the architecture but also the variety of scheduling and arbitration policies that might be deployed on those processing elements.

The need to ensure the timing correctness of distributed real-time embedded systems has led to the development of methods that can analyze worst-case end-to-end response times of entire task chains mapped onto multiple processor nodes communicating via a shared bus. Such methods have been termed holistic scheduling analysis because they tightly integrate the schedulability analysis of individual processing elements (i.e. processors and communication channels) into an overall piece of analysis [163]. The first holistic method proposed in Tindell et al. [163] addressed systems with fixed priority scheduling policy deployed on processor nodes communicating via a bus using a time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol. Later many extensions and generalizations of this method appeared in the literature (see, e.g. [48, 128, 130] and references therein).
These methods can be very effective in modeling complex timing relations (e.g. phasing) between the tasks. However, they are often attributed a lack of scalability and modularity [68, 159], which are needed for modeling large heterogeneous systems (perhaps, with hundreds of nodes) and for quick modifications of these performance models during a design space exploration cycle. In other words, these techniques might need to be redesigned for each new system configuration.

The above problem has been partially addressed in Ernst et al. [68, 133]. Their approach advocates a compositional performance analysis methodology which uses propagation of abstract event streams between various scheduling analysis techniques locally applied to the processing elements (components). The basic idea is to reuse existing (standard) scheduling techniques for the local analysis. This entails using standard event models (e.g. sporadic, periodic, periodic with jitter, periodic with bursts) and adapting them between the components which use incompatible event models. These adaptations as well as the standard event models themselves may be overly pessimistic, leading to a loss in accuracy. Furthermore, since the method heavily relies on the existing scheduling analysis techniques, supporting any new (not yet existing) scheduling policy necessitates devising an analysis for it; i.e. essentially the method suffers from the same problem as the holistic scheduling analysis discussed above.

In the next section, we describe the MPA framework [159, 160], which tries to overcome the drawbacks of other scheduling analysis methods by following a completely different approach to the performance analysis, which does not rely neither on the standard event models nor on the traditional scheduling analysis methods, while offering a high degree of generality and modularity.

2.2 Modular Performance Analysis

2.2.1 Basic idea

In essence, any performance analysis involves two basic concepts — the service requested by an application (task) and the service offered by the architecture to this application (task). Temporal interactions between the requested and the offered service determine performance characteristics of the system. The ultimate goal of any performance analysis method is therefore to properly capture these interactions. In this subsection, we describe how this is achieved in the MPA framework.

The basic idea behind the MPA framework is to model the interactions between the requested and the offered service using the concept of scheduling network. In a scheduling network, the requested and the offered service are modeled by event and resource streams. These streams flow through the network nodes,
Fig. 4: A scheduling network modeling the application-to-architecture mapping shown in Fig. 3. Called performance components, that model the interactions between the streams. Fig. 4 shows an example scheduling network corresponding to the application-to-architecture mapping discussed in Ex. 1. Solid and dashed arrows correspond to the event and resource streams, respectively.

An elementary performance component receives one event and one resource stream as its input (see Fig. 4). The input event stream abstracts arrivals of a certain request type, while the input resource stream models availability of a given resource for processing of this request type. Abstractly seen, the input event stream triggers the performance component, which in response proceeds by consuming resources provided by the input resource stream. This represents execution of a task on a PE.

An elementary performance component typically also produces one event and one resource stream as its output. An event within the output event stream signifies a completed processing of a corresponding input event. The output resource stream represents the remaining service, i.e. the service which has not been consumed by the performance component. This remaining service can then be used to process another event stream, i.e. it may serve as an input to another performance component. Likewise, the output event stream may represent requests for another resource, i.e. it also may serve as an input to a different performance component. In this way, a scheduling network representing a performance model of the entire system (with a multitude of event streams and processing resources) can be constructed out of multiple independent performance components.

Besides the elementary performance components, a scheduling network may
contain other types of nodes:

- **Resource modules** model processing capabilities of PEs within the architecture. A resource module produces a stream corresponding to the *unloaded* resource that it models. In Fig. 4, resource modules are marked with dashed boxes. They represent the bus, DSP and CPU resources from Ex. 1.

- **Input modules** inject into the scheduling network event streams generated by the system’s environment. In Fig. 4, these are $In_1$ and $In_2$ modules.

- **Scheduling modules** distribute resource streams between different performance components in accordance with a given resource management policy. A scheduling module receives and produces only resource streams (originated by the same resource). Using scheduling modules we can model different scheduling and arbitration policies deployed on the PEs of the architecture. In Fig. 4, for example, we have *share* and *sum* scheduling modules.

- **Hierarchical modules** are complex performance components containing sub-networks of other components.

For the performance analysis, in addition to the *structural* performance view of the system provided by the scheduling network, we need also to characterize *behavior* of the event and resource streams, and of the associated performance components. That is we need to characterize timing properties of the streams and determine how these properties change when the streams pass through the performance components in the scheduling network. This can be done in many different ways. For example, we could simply simulate the scheduling network using appropriate event traces. However, our objective is a method which can be used for the worst-case performance analysis. To achieve this objective, we can rely on the mathematical foundation provided by the Real-Time Calculus, which is briefly introduced in the next section.

### 2.2.2 Real-Time Calculus

The Real-Time Calculus [24, 121, 157, 158] provides powerful abstractions of the event and resource streams and uses these abstractions to mathematically model the behavior of an elementary performance component. This basic model can then be used for a component-wise evaluation of a whole scheduling network. In addition, the Real-Time Calculus allows to compute various performance indexes of the system, such as upper bounds on the delay and backlog experienced by the events while being processed in the system.

**Characterization of event and resource streams**

Timing properties of event and resource streams are captured using *arrival and service curves*.
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Fig. 5: Modeling periodic event streams with jitter using arrival curves.

An event stream is abstracted by a pair of arrival curves, $\bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta)$ and $\bar{\alpha}^l(\Delta)$, which give respectively upper and lower bounds on the number of events seen in the event stream within any time interval of length $\Delta$.

A resource stream is modeled by a pair of service curves, $\bar{\beta}^u(\Delta)$ and $\bar{\beta}^l(\Delta)$, which give respectively upper and lower bounds on the resource amount (e.g. number of processor cycles) offered within any time interval of length $\Delta$.

The arrival and service curves can accurately describe streams with arbitrary complex timing behavior. On the other hand, a single pair of upper and lower curves can capture an entire class of streams with similar timing properties. For example, many standard event models (e.g. sporadic, periodic, periodic with jitter, periodic with bursts) can be represented by the arrival curves [24]. Fig. 5 illustrates this fact by showing how the arrival curves model a class of periodic event streams with jitter.

Scheduling network evaluation

The performance analysis using the MPA approach entails a scheduling network evaluation. The evaluation can be accomplished component-wise, by propagating the event and resource streams through the network. Doing this requires a model describing how the timing properties of the event and resource streams get changed as a result of passing through the performance components. Since event and resource streams are abstracted by the arrival and service curves, we need a mathematical model describing how an elementary performance component transforms the shapes of these curves. Such a model, provided by the Real-Time Calculus, is given by the following set of equations [24]:

$$\bar{\alpha}^u_O = \left[ (\bar{\alpha}^u_I \otimes \bar{\beta}^u_I) \oslash \bar{\beta}^u_I \right] \land \bar{\beta}^u_I$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

$$\bar{\alpha}^l_O = \left[ (\bar{\alpha}^l_I \oslash \bar{\beta}^u_I) \otimes \bar{\beta}^l_I \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

$$\bar{\beta}^u_O = (\bar{\beta}^u_I - \bar{\alpha}^l_I) \oslash 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

$$\bar{\beta}^l_O = (\bar{\beta}^l_I - \bar{\alpha}^u_I) \otimes 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

$\bar{\alpha}^u_I$, $\bar{\alpha}^l_I$, $\bar{\beta}^u_I$ and $\bar{\beta}^l_I$ denote the arrival and the service curves characterizing the event and the resource streams at the input of an elementary performance component, respectively. $\bar{\alpha}^u_O$, $\bar{\alpha}^l_O$, $\bar{\beta}^u_O$ and $\bar{\beta}^l_O$ provide the corresponding characteri-
zation of the streams at the output of the component. The model assumes that the events belonging to the same stream are processed in their arrival order and that they are stored in a FIFO buffer while waiting to be served.

Equations (2.1)–(2.4) use \((\max, +)\)- and \((\min, +)\)-algebra operators defined as follows [10].

\[
(f \otimes g)(t) = \inf_{0 \leq u \leq t} \{f(t - u) + g(u)\} \tag{2.5}
\]

\[
(f \ominus g)(t) = \sup_{0 \leq u \leq t} \{f(t - u) + g(u)\} \tag{2.6}
\]

\[
(f \underbar{\otimes} g)(t) = \sup_{u \geq 0} \{f(t + u) - g(u)\} \tag{2.7}
\]

\[
(f \underbar{\ominus} g)(t) = \inf_{u \geq 0} \{f(t + u) - g(u)\} \tag{2.8}
\]

(2.5) and (2.6) denote \((\min, +)\) and \((\max, +)\) convolutions, respectively, and (2.7) and (2.8) are corresponding deconvolutions. \(f(t)\) and \(g(t)\) denote non-decreasing functions.

Modeling scheduling polices
In comparison to other performance analysis methods, the MPA framework models the service offered to an event stream explicitly, using the concept of resource streams [159]. This approach has a number of advantages: First, it allows to model arbitrary complex resource availability patterns which may be experienced by individual event streams (or tasks) as a result of applying a certain scheduling or arbitration policy. Second, it supports the modularity of the performance analysis. Third, using the concept of resource streams it is easier to model hierarchical scheduling schemes and various resource reservation mechanisms.

A variety of scheduling and arbitration policies can be modeled by a proper calculation (or definition) of the service curves within a scheduling network. For example, a fixed priority scheduling can be modeled by directly connecting the output resource stream (i.e. the remaining service) of a higher priority component to the resource input of the next (in terms of priority) component. For example, in the scheduling network in Fig. 4, tasks \(T_3\) and \(T_5\) are scheduled on the CPU resource using the fixed priority scheme. \(T_3\) has the highest priority.

To model proportional share schemes and their derivatives, we need to introduce into the scheduling network the corresponding scheduling modules that distribute the resource streams according to specified shares, and after that collect the remaining service. Fig. 4 depicts an example of such an arrangement for tasks \(T_2\) and \(T_4\).
Calculating upper bounds on delay and backlog
Given an upper arrival curve $\bar{\alpha}^u$ and a lower service curve $\bar{\beta}^l$ at the input of an elementary performance component, we can compute upper bounds on the delay and on the backlog experienced by the event stream as a result of passing through this component [85]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{delay} & \leq \sup_{\Delta \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}} \{ \inf\{\tau \geq 0 : \bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta) \leq \bar{\beta}^l(\Delta + \tau)\} \} \\
\text{backlog} & \leq \sup_{\Delta \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}} \{ \bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta) - \bar{\beta}^l(\Delta) \}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.9) (2.10)

Fig. 6 illustrates these formulas.

In a similar way, we can find upper bounds on the total delay and on the total backlog which an event stream may suffer as a result of passing through a chain of performance components. How this can be done is described in [85, 159]. This allows to estimate such performance indexes of an embedded system as the worst-case end-to-end delay and memory requirements.
Modeling Variable Workload

This chapter introduces two central to this thesis concepts:

- *Variability Characterization Curves (VCCs)*; and
- *Workload Transformations*.

VCCs allow to capture variability of different workload characteristics. In this chapter, we define several VCC types for modeling multimedia workloads in the system-level design context of MpSoC architectures and describe various ways to obtain VCCs.

Tightly coupled with the concept of VCCs are the workload transformations. They extend the modeling capabilities of the RTC-based Modular Performance Analysis (MPA) framework introduced in the previous chapter. This extension potentially leads to considerably tighter analytic performance bounds than those obtained using traditional workload models. This chapter provides a discussion on how the workload transformations can be optimally placed in an RTC scheduling network.

Towards the end of this chapter we present the results of an experimental study comparing the proposed VCC-based workload model with a conventional model. We also assess the quality of the VCC-based model using a system simulator. As a basis for the experimental study we consider two design problems from the area of media processors and show how they can be solved using the VCC-based model. We thereby demonstrate first applications of VCCs in the system-level design context of multimedia MpSoC architectures. Other applications of VCCs in this context will be presented in the following chapters.
Contributions of this chapter

- We introduce the concept of Variability Characterization Curves—a general model for compact representation of whole classes of increasing functions or sequences based on their worst-case and best-case variability.

- We propose and define VCC types for workload modeling of multimedia applications mapped onto multiprocessor heterogeneous architectures.

- We extend the existing RTC-based MPA framework with workload transformation operations which enable system-level performance analysis of heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures under workloads characterized by variability of several parameters, such as task’s execution demands and I/O rates. We show how such workload transformations can be optimally used in the analysis.

- Through experiments we evaluate the VCC-based workload model. We quantify the gain from using this model by comparing it to a traditional task model widely used in the literature. We also demonstrate utility and assess the accuracy of the VCC-based model using measurements obtained from a detailed system simulator. This experimental study gives important insights on the nature of MPEG-2 video workloads and their characterization with VCCs.

Organization of this chapter

- Section 3.1 gives an overview of the related work

- Section 3.2 introduces the concept of VCCs and develops the necessary theoretical background.

- Section 3.3 reviews key properties of multimedia workloads and on this basis defines VCC types for multimedia workload modeling (multimedia VCCs).

- Section 3.4 introduces the concept of workload transformations and proposes several such transformations based on the multimedia VCCs defined in Section 3.3. Furthermore, this section discusses optimal placement of workload transformations in a RTC scheduling network.

- Section 3.5 elaborates on the ways to obtain VCCs.

- Section 3.6 presents results of the experimental evaluation of the VCC-based model.

- Finally, Section 3.7 concludes the chapter.
3.1 Related Work

This section outlines the existing approaches to model the workload for real-time scheduling and performance analysis of embedded systems.

Many results in the classical real-time scheduling theory [41, 150] are based on the task model introduced in [100] by Liu and Layland. In this model, tasks are characterized by tuples $(C_i, T_i)$, where $C_i$ is execution time of task $τ_i$ and $T_i$ is the period with which $τ_i$ arrives into the system; tasks are assumed to be independent and have deadlines equal to their periods. Subsequent research work mainly aimed at relaxing the assumptions about strict periodicity of task arrivals and deadlines. For instance, [97] considers tasks with arbitrary deadlines, less than their periods, whereas in the model of [92] the deadlines are greater than the task periods. The model in [96] allows periodic tasks to arrive with fixed offsets in time. In [162] tasks can have arbitrary deadlines, release jitter and bursty arrivals. Sporadic tasks are often modeled by constraining their minimum inter-arrival time [101].

To provide hard real-time guarantees workload models used in the classical real-time scheduling theory assume that every task instance requires WCET to complete. This assumption, although safe, is too pessimistic for a large class of applications characterized by high execution time variability; it may lead to poor processor utilization and, as a consequence, to designs with unreasonably high cost or power consumption or both. Different approaches addressing this problem have been reported in the literature [140]. In the sequel we focus the discussion on those approaches that further generalize the workload model.

One important direction in modeling tasks characterized by variable execution demands and irregular arrivals is to use stochastic models. For example, task models in [7, 71, 109, 161] specify task execution demands using probability distributions and assume periodic arrivals. Methods in [7, 161] handle sets of independent tasks, while [71, 109] consider task sets with precedence relations. Real-Time Queuing Theory, first introduced in [93], uses stochastic characterization for inter-arrival times, execution demands and deadlines, and relies on queuing theoretic methods for performance evaluation. These and other stochastic workload models can result in tighter analytic bounds and hence in more economical designs, but at the expense of some (usually controlled) fraction of missed deadlines. Because of this their application area is limited to soft real-time systems only.

Another line of research work aims at reducing the pessimism of the classical real-time task models by developing more expressive “deterministic” task models suitable for the analysis of hard real-time systems. Mok and Chen [117] proposes a multiframe task model. As its basis this model has the classical periodic task model of Liu and Layland [100]; however, it permits tasks whose WCETs may vary from one instance to another. Such a task can be represented by a set of subtasks, each characterized by its own WCET. The subtasks in the
set are cyclically triggered in a predetermined order and with a time separation equal to the period of the task they represent. In [13] this multiframe model has been extended to allow for the time separation between subtask activations to be also variable (i.e. to cycle through a fixed pattern).

Baruah [11, 12] presents a recurring real-time task model (RRT)—a further generalization of the multiframe models. In the RRT model, a task is modeled by a set of subtasks arranged in a directed acyclic graph representing the conditional, non-deterministic behavior of the task. Each subtask is characterized by its WCET, a relative deadline and a minimum triggering separation from its direct predecessors. The whole task graph is triggered sporadically with a specified minimum time separation between the triggering of the last subtask in the graph and the triggering of the next task instance. Another workload model, also using conditional directed acyclic graphs to model tasks, is reported by Pop et al. in [127]. Instead of associating a deadline to each subtask in a task graph, the model in [127] associates a single deadline with the whole graph. Furthermore, it exposes the parallelism within a task for mapping on a multiprocessor architecture.

In comparison to classical task models, the RRT model offers a great flexibility in modeling variability of the execution demand and irregular inter-arrival times. This flexibility is, however, limited to recurring patterns. If workload bursts (characterized by periods with dense arrivals of tasks or increased execution demand or both) occur relatively seldom, then avoiding overly pessimistic results under the RRT model necessitates to consider very large task graphs, leading to inefficiency of the analysis. In other words, designers have to trade off the accuracy of the analysis for the analysis time, which for the RRT model increases exponentially with the problem size [12].

Inspired by traffic characterization models in the domain of communication networks [85], an alternative workload model generalizing many previous results, including the RRT model, has been proposed by Thiele et al. [121, 158]. The workload imposed by a task on a processor or a communication resource is abstracted by an arrival curve giving the maximum amount of resources which can be requested by the task within any time interval of a given length. In addition, this model also captures the variability of the service offered to a task: a service curve gives the minimum amount of resources offered to a given task on a resource within any time interval of a given length. The resulting workload model can be efficiently analyzed using the mathematical framework of Real-Time Calculus (RTC) [158], having its roots in the min-max algebra [10]. As the RRT model, the arrival curves allow to capture arbitrary complex patterns of inter-arrival times and execution demands; however, in contrast to the RRT model, an accurate characterization of both short-term and long-term behavior of the workload is achieved in a relatively compact form. Furthermore, the complexity of the analysis in general is not dependent on the accuracy of the workload model, and efficient approximations can be done if needed [156].
3.1. Related Work

Another important feature of the workload model presented in [121, 158] is that unlike previous lines of work this model explicitly characterizes the service variability, thereby allowing to effectively abstract arbitrary complex scheduling and arbitration policies deployed on communication and computational resources, as well as such architectural features as caches, pipelines, write buffers, protocols etc. Continuing this line of work, Chakraborty and Thiele [26] proposed a new task model for streaming applications combining the concept of arrival curves with the RRT model, which may help to reduce the size of task graphs of the RRT model while modeling complex event streams.

Most of the approaches discussed so far are not concerned with modelling tasks which asynchronously interact while processing event streams; meaning that these approaches assume that a task producing an event (or a stream object) is never activated again before the dependent task consumes this event (and finishes its processing). Hence, these approaches are not interested in the properties of output event streams (activating the consumer tasks) and in variations of input and output rates of tasks (i.e. in the number of events consumed or produced by a task per activation). However, these properties of the workload become important in context of distributed execution platforms for stream processing applications. In this context different event streams may interact on shared resources, leading to scheduling anomalies: when a best-case load on one architectural component may cause a worst-case load scenario for another component [133]. In this situation it becomes important to capture in the model not only worst-case but also best-case behavior of the workload.

The importance of modeling both the worst-case and the best-case workload behavior in design context of embedded systems has been recognized in such modeling frameworks as SPI (System Property Intervals) [171, 182, 183]. In contrast to the research work on real-time scheduling mentioned above, the SPI framework has a different focus: its prime goal is modeling of heterogeneous embedded systems for their global performance analysis, design space exploration, optimization and synthesis. The SPI model represents a system as a network of communicating processes which allows (besides other communication modes) the asynchronous communication via unidirectional FIFO channels. In the SPI model each process is characterized by a set of behavioral intervals capturing worst-case and best-case values of various process properties such as execution time and the number of tokens consumed from input and produced to output channels. The SPI framework allows for refinement of this workload model through the concept of process modes. Following this concept, each process is associated with a set of modes, each of which is characterized by its own set of the behavioral intervals. When the model is evaluated (e.g. executed), the process may change its modes depending on, for example, input values.

Through the concepts of behavioral intervals and process modes the SPI framework can model the workload with a high accuracy. However, this requires an explicit specification of conditions upon which the modes are changed,
and therefore significantly complicates the workload modeling process and may preclude an efficient analyzability of the model. In fact, the SPI model offers a flexible tradeoff between the accuracy of the workload model and the modeling overhead: depending on the scenario a designer may decide how many different modes to associate with a process. In the simplest case, a process may have only one mode, as it is the case, for example, in [67] where the input (output) rate of a process is specified with a single behavioral interval. This approach, however, results in overly pessimistic bounds and does not accurately capture the long-term behavior of the workload, which is important, for instance, in multimedia applications.

Another framework for analysis of system properties proposed in [23, 24, 157] is based on RTC developed in [121, 158]. In comparison to the model used in [121, 158], the workload model in [23, 24, 157] has a concept of lower and upper arrival and service curves which capture the best- and worst-case behavior of the workload. In addition, [23, 24, 157] enhance the analytical framework in [121, 158] with mechanisms to determine properties of the output event streams. These developments pave the way to a modular approach to the performance analysis [159, 160]. However, the workload model in [23, 24, 157] can model only tasks that consume and produce only one event per activation. Furthermore, for computing the output event streams it becomes necessary to convert the arrival curves expressed in terms of event-based units into equivalents expressed in resource-based units and backwards. Since this conversion is performed by scaling the curves with a constant factor corresponding to WCED for processing of one event, the execution time variability is not accounted for, resulting in overly pessimistic analytic bounds for workloads with large variations in execution demand of tasks. These limitations of the framework have been addressed in [113, 115]. The results of [113, 115] are included in this chapter. Further refinements of this workload model can be found in [166, 168, 169].

3.2 Variability Characterization Curves

This section defines Variability Characterization Curves (VCCs) in a generic way, i.e. without regard to any concrete system property that they characterize. It also states some properties which are common to all VCCs and which will be useful in the course of this thesis.

3.2.1 Definitions

Let \( \mathcal{A} \) denote a set of increasing functions \( A_i, \ i = 1, 2, \ldots \) and \( \mathbb{T} \) denote the domain of these functions, such that \( A_i : \mathbb{T} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \). \( \mathbb{T} \) can be either the set of nonnegative real numbers (\( \mathbb{T} = \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \)) or the set of nonnegative inte-
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In the latter case, the functions in $\mathcal{A}$ represent sequences, i.e. $A_i = \langle A_i(0), A_i(1), \ldots \rangle$. Formally, a function $f$ is increasing if $f(x_1) \leq f(x_2)$ for any $x_1 < x_2$. In contrast, $f$ is strictly increasing if $f(x_1) < f(x_2)$ whenever $x_1 < x_2$. Using this notation we define VCCs as follows.

**Def. 1:** *(Upper VCC)* An upper VCC for the set of increasing functions $\mathcal{A}$ is an increasing function $V^u_{\mathcal{A}}$ satisfying the condition

$$A_i(t+s) - A_i(t) \leq V^u_{\mathcal{A}}(s) \ \forall t, s \in T, \ \forall A_i \in \mathcal{A} \quad \text{and} \quad V^u_{\mathcal{A}}(0) = 0$$

**Def. 2:** *(Lower VCC)* A lower VCC for the set of increasing functions $\mathcal{A}$ is an increasing function $V^l_{\mathcal{A}}$ satisfying the condition

$$A_i(t+s) - A_i(t) \geq V^l_{\mathcal{A}}(s) \ \forall t, s \in T, \ \forall A_i \in \mathcal{A} \quad \text{and} \quad V^l_{\mathcal{A}}(0) = 0$$

In case $T = \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ we adopt the convention that any upper VCC is a left-continuous function and any lower VCC is a right-continuous function. Note that functions $A_i$ are not required to conform to this convention. They can be either left-continuous or right-continuous without restriction.

In case $T = \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$ the corresponding VCC is a sequence. If necessary a VCC which is a sequence can be converted into an equivalent VCC defined on $\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$. The conversion can be done by a continuation in $T$ which respects the above convention about continuity of VCCs. More specifically, let $V^u_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}}$ and $V^l_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}}$ denote upper and lower VCCs defined on $\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$. They can be converted into their continuous equivalents $V^u_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}}$ and $V^l_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}}$ as follows

$$V^u_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}}(s) = V^u_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}}([s/\tau]) \quad (3.1)$$
$$V^l_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}}(s) = V^l_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}}([s/\tau]) \quad (3.2)$$

where $\tau$ denotes the desired spacing between samples of $V^u_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}}$ (or $V^l_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}}$) in $\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$.

A conversion in the opposite direction, i.e. $V_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}} \rightarrow V_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}}$, is also possible:

$$V^u_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}}(k) = V^u_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}}(k\tau) \quad k \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0} \quad (3.3)$$
$$V^l_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}}(k) = V^l_{\mathcal{A}_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}}(k\tau) \quad k \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0} \quad (3.4)$$

**Remark on notation:** To simplify the notation, in some contexts we will skip subscript $\mathcal{A}$ in $V^u_\mathcal{A}$ and in $V^l_\mathcal{A}$ if it is irrelevant which function set is characterized by the VCCs, i.e. we will simply write $V^u$ and $V^l$ instead of $V^u_\mathcal{A}$ and $V^l_\mathcal{A}$.

---

1Throughout this thesis, whenever we use $T$ without specifying whether $T = \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ or $T = \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$ we mean that both cases are possible, i.e. $T$ is a placeholder for $\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ and $\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$. 
From Defs. 1 and 2 it follows that a VCC is a mapping from $\mathbb{T}$ to $\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$. Often, however, while modeling systems with VCCs, there is a need for the inverse transformation. Such a transformation could be possible via inverse functions of VCCs. Unfortunately, since VCCs in general are not strictly increasing functions, they are not invertible in the conventional sense, i.e. for a given VCC there may not exist a function $V^{-1}$ such that $V^{-1}(V(t)) = t$ for all $t$. Therefore, we need to introduce a notion of pseudo-inverse functions.

**Def. 3**: (Pseudo-inverse of Upper VCC) The pseudo-inverse of an upper VCC $V^u$ is the function

$$V^{u^{-1}}(v) = \sup\{ t : V^u(t) \leq v; t \in \mathbb{T} \} \quad (3.5)$$

**Def. 4**: (Pseudo-inverse of Lower VCC) The pseudo-inverse of a lower VCC $V^l$ is the function

$$V^{l^{-1}}(v) = \inf\{ t : V^l(t) \geq v; t \in \mathbb{T} \} \quad (3.6)$$

### 3.2.2 Properties

Several useful properties of VCCs follow from the definitions given in Section 3.2.1.

**Prop. 1**: (Pseudo-inversion of Upper VCC) For any upper VCC $V^u$ and its pseudo-inverse $V^{u^{-1}}$ the following always holds

$$V^u(t) \leq v \iff V^{u^{-1}}(v) \geq t \quad (3.7)$$

**Prop. 2**: (Pseudo-inversion of Lower VCC) For any lower VCC $V^l$ and its pseudo-inverse $V^{l^{-1}}$ the following always holds

$$V^l(t) \geq v \iff V^{l^{-1}}(v) \leq t \quad (3.8)$$

**Prop. 3**: (Duality of Upper VCC) If $V^u_\mathcal{A}$ is an upper VCC for a set of functions $\mathcal{A}$, then $V^{u^{-1}}_{\mathcal{A}'}$ is a lower VCC for the set of functions $\mathcal{A}'$, where

$$\mathcal{A}' = \{ A' : A'(v) = \sup\{ t : A(t) \leq v; t \in \mathbb{T} \}; A \in \mathcal{A} \}$$

**Prop. 4**: (Duality of Lower VCC) If $V^l_\mathcal{A}$ is a lower VCC for a set of functions $\mathcal{A}$, then $V^{l^{-1}}_{\mathcal{A}'}$ is an upper VCC for the set of functions $\mathcal{A}'$, where

$$\mathcal{A}' = \{ A' : A'(v) = \inf\{ t : A(t) \geq v; t \in \mathbb{T} \}; A \in \mathcal{A} \}$$

**Prop. 5**: (Lower and Upper VCCs for the Same Set) If $V^u$ and $V^l$ are upper and lower VCCs, respectively, characterizing the same set of functions $\mathcal{A}$ then the following relation always holds:

$$V^u(t) \geq V^l(t) \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{T} \quad (3.9)$$
Proof.

Prop. 1 Define subset $S_v = \{ t : V^u(t) \leq v \} \subseteq \mathbb{T}$. Note that by Def. 3 $V^{u^{-1}}(v) = \sup S_v$. Suppose that $V^u(t) \leq v$, then $t \in S_v$. This implies that $t \leq \sup S_v$, that is $t \leq V^{u^{-1}}(v)$. Thus, it follows that $V^u(t) \leq v \Rightarrow V^{u^{-1}}(v) \geq t$. Now suppose that $V^{u^{-1}}(v) \geq t$, this is equivalent to saying that $\sup S_v \geq t$. This implies that $t \in S_v$, i.e. $t$ satisfies $V^u(t) \leq v$. Thus, we have shown that $V^{u^{-1}}(v) \geq t \Rightarrow V^u(t) \leq v$. This proves (3.7).

Prop. 2 Define subset $\tilde{S}_v = \{ t : V^l(t) \geq v \} \subseteq \mathbb{T}$. Note that by Def. 4 $V^{l^{-1}}(v) = \inf \tilde{S}_v$. Suppose that $V^l(t) \geq v$. This implies that $t \in \tilde{S}_v$. Hence, $t \geq \inf \tilde{S}_v$, which implies that $t \in S_v$. It follows that $t$ satisfies $V^l(t) \geq v$. Thus, we have shown that $V^{l^{-1}}(v) \leq t \Rightarrow V^l(t) \geq v$. This proves (3.8).

Two important relations directly follow from Prop. 1 and Prop. 2. Namely, by letting $V^u(t) = v$ in Prop. 1 we get

$$V^{u^{-1}}(V^u(t)) \geq t \quad (3.10)$$

Similarly, Prop. 2 implies that

$$V^{l^{-1}}(V^l(t)) \leq t \quad (3.11)$$

If $V^u_A$ and $V^l_A$ characterize the same function set $A$, from Props. 3–5 we can conclude that

$$V^{l^{-1}}_A (t) \geq V^{u^{-1}}_A (t) \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{T} \quad (3.12)$$

Furthermore, if we combine (3.10) and (3.11) with (3.12) we obtain

$$V^{l^{-1}}_A (V^u_A(t)) \geq t \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{T} \quad (3.13)$$

$$V^{u^{-1}}_A (V^l_A(t)) \leq t \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{T} \quad (3.14)$$

Remark on notation: Sometimes we will denote a pair of a lower and an upper VCCs characterizing the same function set $A$ by tuple $V_A = (V^l_A, V^u_A)$.

3.2.3 Discussion

Suppose $A$ is a set of increasing functions and $V_A$ is a VCC corresponding to it, then we say that $V_A$ characterizes $A$. More precisely, $V_A$ bounds the variability of functions in $A$. In particular, an upper VCC represents an upper bound on the maximum change in function value that can occur on any interval of a given length for any function in $A$. Correspondingly, a lower VCC is a lower bound on the minimum change in function value that can occur on any interval of a
given length. Thus, VCCs characterize worst- and best-case variability of the functions or sequences.

Le Boudec and Thiran [85] presents the concept of arrival and service curves used for characterization of traffic and nodes (e.g. routers) in communication networks. These arrival and service curves respectively characterize timing properties of data flows and the service offered to these flows on the network nodes (service flows). Such arrival and service curves represent concrete VCC types. In other words, in this thesis we generalize the concept of arrival and service curves to characterize any other properties of abstract sequences, and not only the timing of the data and service flows. However, the theory developed in [85] is applicable to a large extent to the generic VCCs defined in this section. More basic theory which may also be useful for system analysis with VCCs can be found in [10]. For this reason, we limited the discussion in this section to those theoretical concepts that are either new or differ in some way from those described in [10, 85]. This means that in the course of this thesis we may rely on some mathematical background which is not covered in this section but can be found in [10, 85].

Finally, before defining concrete VCC types for modeling of multimedia workloads (which we will do in the next section), we would like to point out an important property of any VCC, irrespective of its particular type: A single VCC can serve as a compact abstraction of a whole class of sequences or functions with similar worst-case or best-case variability. Therefore, VCCs represent an attractive means for capturing various aspects of system behavior in the design context of heterogeneous embedded systems where such abstractions are needed to tame the complexity of the design problems.

3.3 Variability Characterization Curves for Modeling Multimedia Workload

While the previous section presents the VCC concept in a generic way, this section introduces several concrete VCC types which enable effective modeling of multimedia workloads [113, 115]. These VCC types are useful in system-level design of embedded systems whose functionality involves distributed real-time processing of digital media streams. Later in this thesis, we demonstrate several applications of these VCC types to the performance evaluation and scheduling of multimedia MpSoC architectures, which represent such embedded systems.

In workload modeling there are two generally conflicting goals [12]:

- First, a workload model should be as general as possible such that it could accurately capture all relevant properties of the workload.
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Fig. 7: Example task graph of a multimedia application.

- Second, the model should be efficiently analyzable to be useful in the design process.

The former concern is addressed in this section. To address the latter concern, we rely on already existing theoretical framework of Real-Time Calculus [120, 157, 158], which has been shown to be efficient in system-level performance analysis of network processors [23, 25]. In Section 3.4, using the VCC types introduced in this section, we extend the RTC framework with the concept of workloads transformations, which are simple operations, having no significant impact on the efficiency of the whole analytical framework.

3.3.1 Execution model

In Section 2.2.1, we have mentioned that performance characteristics of a system are determined by the temporal interactions between the requested service and the corresponding offered service (i.e. between event and resource streams in the terminology of the MPA framework). The temporal characteristics of the requested and offered service and their interactions are tightly coupled with the execution model used to implement an application on the architecture. Hence, to understand the properties of multimedia workloads that might influence these temporal characteristics, we first need to define the execution model we assume for the multimedia applications mapped on to the multiprocessor architectures.

A multimedia application is partitioned into a number of concurrent (computation and communication) tasks which are assigned for execution to different PEs of the target execution platform. As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, we assume that the application tasks communicate solely via unidirectional data streams, which we can see as FIFO channels. A multimedia task may read and write data from (to) several such channels. To illustrate this, Fig. 7 shows a task graph of a hypothetical multimedia application.
We refer to the elementary data unit that a particular task can read from (write to) a particular channel as \textit{stream object}. A stream object might be a bit belonging to a compressed bitstream representing a coded video clip, or a macroblock, or a video frame, or an audio sample — depending on where in the task graph the corresponding stream exists.

A task becomes active whenever there is a predetermined amount of stream objects available in the incoming channels. There may be some activation rules associated with the task \cite{181}. These rules define specific conditions on the incoming channels upon which this task is activated (e.g. availability of a specified number of stream objects in \textit{all} or only in \textit{some} incoming channels).

Whenever the task is activated it requests from the PE on which it executes a certain amount of processor cycles. The task also consumes from the incoming channels a number of stream objects. We assume that this number equals to the amount of stream objects that were necessary to trigger the task. While executing (i.e. consuming the processor cycles) the task may write data into outgoing channels. We assume non-blocking writing.

Finally, a sequence of task activations can be abstractly seen as a \textit{request stream}; and the availability of the PE for processing this stream can be seen as a \textit{resource stream}.

### 3.3.2 Definitions of multimedia VCC types

The key workload characteristics to be captured in the workload model are those characteristics that affect the timing properties of the request and resource streams and their interactions. In this subsection, we pinpoint these key characteristics and define VCC types to characterize them. Some of the VCC types that will be introduced below are indicated in Fig. 8, which shows an abstract view of a multimedia task.

**Event-based arrival curves**

The timing of task’s requests for service is influenced by the timing of arrivals of stream objects into the incoming channels of this task. These arrivals depend on the tasks writing into these incoming channels (or on the system’s environment, if the stream is received from outside of the system). Each arrival into a channel can be modeled as an event. Hence, a sequence of arrivals into a given channel can be represented as an event stream. Similar to the characterization model described in Section 2.2.2, we model the timing properties of such event streams with VCCs called \textit{event-based arrival curves} \cite{85, 158}.

**Def. 5:** \textbf{(Event-Based Arrival Curves) }$\bar{\alpha} = (\bar{\alpha}_l, \bar{\alpha}_u)$ A lower event-based arrival curve $\bar{\alpha}_l$ and an upper event-based arrival curve $\bar{\alpha}_u$ are VCCs characterizing timing properties of a given event stream. $\bar{\alpha}_l(\Delta)$ bounds from below and $\bar{\alpha}_u(\Delta)$ from above the number of events that can occur in the stream within any time interval of length $\Delta$. 
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**Fig. 8:** Overview: VCCs for modeling multimedia workloads.

**Consumption curves**
Another factor influencing the timing of task’s requests for service is the amount of stream objects that must be available in a given incoming channel for activation of the task. This amount may vary from activation to activation, e.g. due to data-dependent behavior of the task. Successive activations of the task result in a sequence of numbers representing the amounts of stream objects consumed by the task from the given incoming channel at each activation. As an abstraction of such sequences we use VCCs called **consumption curves** [115].

**Def. 6:** *(Consumption Curves* $\kappa = (\kappa^l, \kappa^u)$) A lower consumption curve $\kappa^l$ and an upper consumption curve $\kappa^u$ are VCCs characterizing the relation between task’s activations and the number of stream objects consumed by the task from a given input channel. $\kappa^l(k)$ bounds from below and $\kappa^u(k)$ from above the number of task activations needed to consume $k$ consecutive stream objects from the input channel.

Besides the amount of stream objects that must be present in each individual channel to activate the task, the activation rules may impose some conditions on the set of incoming channels as a whole. The implications of such rules can also be reflected in the consumption curves. Alternatively, such rules can be accounted for at the higher modeling level, i.e. in the performance model itself. [68] reports some work in this direction.
Execution demand curves
The amount of execution resources requested by a task at each activation may vary depending, for example, on the task’s current state and the values of processed stream objects, or on such architectural features as caches, branch predictors and pipelines. A sequence of task activations results in a sequence of execution demands imposed by the task on the PE. For modeling such sequences we use execution demand curves [113, 115].

Def. 7: (Execution Demand Curves $\gamma = (\gamma^l, \gamma^u)$) A lower execution demand curve $\gamma^l$ and an upper execution demand curve $\gamma^u$ are VCCs characterizing execution demand of a given task. $\gamma^u(k)$ bounds from above and $\gamma^l(k)$ from below the amount of resource units (such as processor cycles) needed to complete any $k$ consecutive task executions.

Production curves
The timing properties of event streams generated by a task at its outputs depend on the amount of stream objects produced by the task into the outgoing channels at each activation. Again, from activation to activation this amount may vary. To characterize this aspect of task’s activation sequences, we employ VCCs called production curves [115].

Def. 8: (Production Curves $\pi = (\pi^l, \pi^u)$) A lower production curve $\pi^l$ and an upper production curve $\pi^u$ are VCCs characterizing the relation between task’s executions and the number of stream objects produced by the task into a given output channel. $\pi^l(k)$ bounds from below and $\pi^u(k)$ from above the number of stream objects produced by the task into the output channel as a result of $k$ consecutive executions of this task.

Resource-based service curves
An important factor largely influencing the performance characteristics is availability of execution resources for a given task over the time. Several tasks mapped onto a single PE may compete for the execution resource of this PE. A scheduling or arbitration policy then determines in which order these tasks are to be executed on the PE. As a consequence, the supply of resources to the tasks is not anymore uniformly distributed in time. This variability of the PE’s processing capacity as seen by an individual task is characterized using resource-based service curves [113, 115].

Def. 9: (Resource-Based Service Curves $\beta = (\beta^l, \beta^u)$) A lower resource-based service curve $\beta^l$ and an upper resource-based service curve $\beta^u$ are VCCs characterizing the service offered to a given task on a given execution resource. $\beta^l(\Delta)$ bounds from below the number of resource units (such as processor cycles) that are guaranteed to be provided to the task within any time interval of length $\Delta$. $\beta^u(\Delta)$
bounds from above the number of resource units that can be provided to the task within any time interval of length $\Delta$.

**Type rate curves**

In some cases, for the performance analysis it is useful to distinguish within an event stream (or any other sequence) different event types. For instance, this might be useful in case if different event types impose different execution demands on a PE. The different event types may follow in various patterns within the stream. For the characterization of these patterns we employ so called *type rate curves* [166].

**Def. 10:** *(Type Rate Curves $\vartheta = (\vartheta^l, \vartheta^u)$)* A lower type rate curve $\vartheta^l$ and an upper type rate curve $\vartheta^u$ are VCCs characterizing the containment of a given event type in a given event stream. $\vartheta^l(k)$ bounds from below and $\vartheta^u(k)$ from above the number of events of the given type in any subsequence of $k$ consecutive events within the event stream.

**Event-based service curves and resource-based arrival curves**

In contrast to the resource-based service curves, the event-based service curves express the availability of a PE for a given task in terms of the task executions instead of processor cycles. Similarly, in contrast to the event-based arrival curves, the resource-based arrival curves express the amount of resources (e.g. processor cycles) requested by a task.

**Def. 11:** *(Event-Based Service Curves $\bar{\beta} = (\bar{\beta}^l, \bar{\beta}^u)$)* A lower event-based service curve $\bar{\beta}^l$ and an upper event-based service curve $\bar{\beta}^u$ are VCCs characterizing the service offered to a given task on a given execution resource. $\bar{\beta}^l(\Delta)$ bounds from below the number of task executions that are guaranteed to be completed within any time interval of length $\Delta$. $\bar{\beta}^u(\Delta)$ bounds from above the number of task executions that can be completed within any time interval of length $\Delta$.

**Def. 12:** *(Resource-Based Arrival Curves $\alpha = (\alpha^l, \alpha^u)$)* A lower resource-based arrival curve $\alpha^l(\Delta)$ and an upper resource-based arrival curve $\alpha^u(\Delta)$ are VCCs characterizing the service requested by a given task from a given execution resource. $\alpha^l(\Delta)$ bounds from below and $\alpha^u(\Delta)$ from above the number of resource units (such as processor cycles) that may be requested by the task within any time interval of length $\Delta$.

### 3.4 Workload Transformations

Being able to analytically compute different performance figures of a system requires both the requested and the offered service being expressed in common
units. This can be achieved through a mapping of one service representation to
another. In simple cases, such a mapping can be done in a straightforward way
via scaling with a constant factor [24]. In more complex cases, where the work-
load variability cannot be neglected, this approach does not work well: it often
results in overly pessimistic performance bounds. In this thesis, we propose a
more sophisticated mapping mechanism which we call workload transforma-
tions. It is based on the concept of VCCs. In contrast to the scaling with a
constant factor, workload transformations in general are non-linear operations.
This non-linearity stems from the need to properly account for the workload
variability while performing the mapping between different workload and ser-
vice representations. As a result, the tightness of the bounds returned by the
performance analysis can be improved.

In this section, we define workload transformations and formulate general
rules for applying them. We then discuss workload transformations which are
useful for performance analysis of media processors. They involve the VCC
types defined in Section 3.3. Toward the end of this section, we show how the
modeling capabilities of the existing MPA framework can be enhanced through
the use of the workload transformations.

3.4.1 The workload transformation operation

Def. 13: (Workload Transformation) A workload transformation is an operation \( V_y(V_x(t)) \),
where \( V_y \) and \( V_x \) are VCCs of different types, with \( V_y \) having as its domain the
codomain of \( V_x \) and \( t \in T \). We say that \( V_y \) transforms \( V_x \).

For convenience, we introduce the workload transformation operator \( \odot \) which
we define as

\[
(f \odot g)(t) = f(g(t))
\]  

(3.15)

The operator \( \odot \) has the highest precedence level and is applied from right to left,
i.e.

\[
(f \odot g \odot h)(t) = f(g(h(t)))
\]  

(3.16)

Conservative workload transformations

Not all workload transformations are suitable for worst case analysis. Such
analysis has to guarantee correctness of computed upper and lower bounds. There-
fore, only conservative workload transformations are allowed in it. This means
that a workload transformation of a lower bound has to result in a valid lower
bound. Similarly, a workload transformation of an upper bound has to return a
valid upper bound. This can be achieved if the workload transformations satisfy
either of the two following rules:

- An upper VCC can only be transformed with another upper VCC.
- A lower VCC can only be transformed with another lower VCC.
3.4. Workload Transformations

This subsection describes a set of conservative workload transformations which are defined on the multimedia VCC types proposed in Section 3.3. These transformations are needed to extend the existing RTC-based performance analysis framework introduced in Chapter 2. They significantly improve the modeling capabilities of the framework and thereby enable an accurate performance analysis of distributed execution platforms under multimedia workloads characterized by the variability of several parameters. This subsection explains the role of each individual transformation within the RTC-based performance analysis framework.

Suppose that different properties of the system whose performance we wish to analyze are specified using a subset of VCCs which were defined in Section 3.3. For the performance analysis, we need to build a performance model out of these VCCs. The first step in constructing such a model is to quantify the requested and the offered service in some common units. The choice of units depends on particular goals of the analysis and on the input specification. As we will see later in this chapter (in Section 3.4.3), within a single performance model we may need to carry out some computations using resource-based units and other computations using event-based units. Hence, a variety of workload transformations may be required during constructing a performance model. In what follows, we list and explain different sorts of workload transformations which can be useful in the performance analysis.

### Input stream arrivals $\rightarrow$ task activations

This workload transformation maps the arrival process of a stream to the activation process of the task which processes this stream. The timing of the activation process depends on the timing of the stream arrivals. This is because, according to the rules defined in Tab. 1, the input stream arrivals are mapped to task activations.

**Tab. 1:** Conservative workload transformations (marked with $\sqrt{\cdot}$).

Tab. 1 lists all possible workload transformations which satisfy the above rules.\(^2\)

---

\(^2\)To correctly interpret Tab. 1, recall Props. 3 and 4 shown in Section 3.2, stating that the pseudo-inverse of an upper VCC is a lower VCC, and the pseudo-inverse of a lower VCC is an upper VCC.
to our model of computation, a task is activated only if the number of stream objects present at its input is larger or equal to the amount of stream objects that the task will consume during its next execution. The stream’s arrival process is specified by event-based arrival curves \((\bar{\alpha}_l, \bar{\alpha}_u)\). The goal of the workload transformation is to obtain arrival curves \((\alpha_{lt}, \alpha_{ut})(\Delta)\) that represent upper and lower bounds on the number of tasks activations which may occur in any time interval \(\Delta\). The workload transformation can be performed using consumption curves \((\kappa_l, \kappa_u)\) as follows.

\[
\bar{\alpha}_{lu}(\Delta) = (\kappa_u \circ \bar{\alpha}_l)(\Delta) \tag{3.17}
\]

\[
\bar{\alpha}_{lu}(\Delta) = (\kappa_l \circ \bar{\alpha}_u)(\Delta) \tag{3.18}
\]

**Task activations \(\rightarrow\) execution demand**

This workload transformation maps the activation process of a task to the execution demand imposed by this task on the resource on which it executes. The amount of the imposed execution demand, measured in resource-based units per time interval, depends on the timing of the task activations and on the execution demand imposed by each individual activation. The goal of this workload transformation is to obtain arrival curves \((\alpha_{lt}, \alpha_{ut})(\Delta)\) which represent upper and lower bounds on the number of resource units that can be requested by the task within any time interval \(\Delta\). Suppose that the timing of task activations is given by arrival curves \((\bar{\alpha}_{ta}, \bar{\alpha}_{ta})\) as defined by (3.17) and (3.18). Then using execution demand curves \((\gamma_l, \gamma_u)\) we can transform \((\bar{\alpha}_{ta}, \bar{\alpha}_{ta})\) into \((\alpha_{lt}, \alpha_{ut})\) as follows.

\[
\alpha_{ut}(\Delta) = (\gamma_u \circ \bar{\alpha}_{ta})(\Delta) \tag{3.19}
\]

\[
\alpha_{lt}(\Delta) = (\gamma_l \circ \bar{\alpha}_{ta})(\Delta) \tag{3.20}
\]

**Input stream arrivals \(\rightarrow\) execution demand**

Combining (3.17) with (3.19) and (3.18) with (3.20) gives a mapping of stream arrivals expressed in number of stream objects (i.e. in event-based quantities) per time interval on to the execution demand which is imposed by this stream on the execution resource. The execution demand is then expressed in resource-based quantities per time interval.

\[
\alpha_{ut}(\Delta) = (\gamma_u \circ \kappa_u \circ \bar{\alpha}_l)(\Delta) \tag{3.21}
\]

\[
\alpha_{lt}(\Delta) = (\gamma_l \circ \kappa_l \circ \bar{\alpha}_u)(\Delta) \tag{3.22}
\]

The resulting resource-based arrival curves \((\alpha_{lt}, \alpha_{ut})\) can be combined in RTC computations with resource-based service curves \((\beta_l, \beta_u)\). Note that if a task always consumes only one stream object per one execution, i.e. if \(\kappa_u(k) = \kappa_l(k) = k\), then (3.21) and (3.22) can be reduced to

\[
\alpha_{ut}(\Delta) = (\gamma_u \circ \bar{\alpha}_l)(\Delta) \tag{3.23}
\]

\[
\alpha_{lt}(\Delta) = (\gamma_l \circ \bar{\alpha}_u)(\Delta) \tag{3.24}
\]
**3.4. Workload Transformations**

**Consumed resources \(\rightarrow\) task executions**

Suppose we know resource-based arrival curves \((\alpha^l_O, \alpha^u_O)(\Delta)\) which represent the upper and lower bounds on the amount of resource units that a task may consume within any time interval \(\Delta\). The goal of this workload transformation is to convert these arrival curves into arrival curves \((\alpha^l_{te}, \alpha^u_{te})\) that represent the upper and lower bounds on the number of task executions that could be performed for the given amount of resources modeled by \((\alpha^l_O, \alpha^u_O)(\Delta)\). This workload transformation can be performed through pseudo-inverses of the execution demand curves as follows.

\[
\bar{\alpha}^u_{te}(\Delta) = (\gamma^{-1} \odot \alpha^u_O)(\Delta) \tag{3.25}
\]

\[
\bar{\alpha}^l_{te}(\Delta) = (\gamma^{-1} \odot \alpha^l_O)(\Delta) \tag{3.26}
\]

**Task executions \(\rightarrow\) output stream arrivals**

This workload transformation maps the execution process of a task to the arrival process of a stream produced by this task. The timing of the stream arrivals depends on the timing of task executions (since the task can produce stream objects only as a result of its execution). In addition, the amount of produced stream objects may vary from execution to execution. The goal of this workload transformation is to obtain event-based arrival curves of the stream at the output of the task, i.e. \((\bar{\alpha}^l_O, \bar{\alpha}^u_O)\). Let \((\bar{\alpha}^l_{te}, \bar{\alpha}^u_{te})(\Delta)\) denote arrival curves that represent upper and lower bounds on the number of the task executions that can occur in any time interval \(\Delta\). Then, using production curves \((\pi^l, \pi^u)\), we can perform the required workload transformation as follows.

\[
\bar{\alpha}^u_O(\Delta) = (\pi^u \odot \bar{\alpha}^u_{te})(\Delta) \tag{3.27}
\]

\[
\bar{\alpha}^l_O(\Delta) = (\pi^l \odot \bar{\alpha}^l_{te})(\Delta) \tag{3.28}
\]

**Consumed resources \(\rightarrow\) output stream arrivals**

Combining (3.25) with (3.27) and (3.26) with (3.28) gives a mapping of the amount of resources consumed by a task per time interval to the number of stream objects produced by this task per time interval. This workload transformation is performed as follows.

\[
\bar{\alpha}^u_O(\Delta) = (\pi^u \odot \gamma^{-1} \odot \alpha^u_O)(\Delta) \tag{3.29}
\]

\[
\bar{\alpha}^l_O(\Delta) = (\pi^l \odot \gamma^{-1} \odot \alpha^l_O)(\Delta) \tag{3.30}
\]

Note that if a task always produces only one stream object per one execution, i.e. if \(\pi^u(k) = \pi^l(k) = k\), then (3.29) and (3.30) can be reduced to

\[
\bar{\alpha}^u_O(\Delta) = (\gamma^{-1} \odot \alpha^u_O)(\Delta) \tag{3.31}
\]

\[
\bar{\alpha}^l_O(\Delta) = (\gamma^{-1} \odot \alpha^l_O)(\Delta) \tag{3.32}
\]
Offered resources \(\rightarrow\) task executions
The goal of this workload transformation is to map the amount of resources which a task is offered per time interval to the number of executions that this task can perform per time interval if it uses the offered amount of resources. The offered amount of resources is modeled by resource-based service curves \((\beta^l, \beta^u)\). The number of executions which can be performed for the offered number of resources per time interval is modeled by event-based service curves \((\bar{\beta}^l, \bar{\beta}^u)\). The workload transformation can be achieved using pseudo-inverses of the execution demand curves as follows.

\[
\bar{\beta}^u(\Delta) = (\gamma^{u-1} \circ \beta^u)(\Delta) \tag{3.33}
\]
\[
\bar{\beta}^l(\Delta) = (\gamma^{l-1} \circ \beta^l)(\Delta) \tag{3.34}
\]

Task executions \(\rightarrow\) offered resources
The goal of this workload transformation is to map the service expressed in number of task executions (i.e. in event-based quantities) which can be performed per time interval on to the amount of resources which are necessary per time interval in order to offer this service. The number of task executions offered per time interval is modeled by event-based service curves \((\bar{\beta}^l, \bar{\beta}^u)\), and the amount of resource units offered per time interval is modeled by resource-based service curves \((\beta^l, \beta^u)\). The workload transformation is performed via execution demand curves \((\gamma^l, \gamma^u)\) as follows.

\[
\beta^u(\Delta) = (\gamma^u \circ \bar{\beta}^u)(\Delta) \tag{3.35}
\]
\[
\beta^l(\Delta) = (\gamma^l \circ \bar{\beta}^l)(\Delta) \tag{3.36}
\]

3.4.3 Extended Modular Performance Analysis Framework
This subsection explains how the MPA framework described in Section 2.2 can be extended with the workload transformations introduced in the previous subsection.

The workload transformations can be applied at different points within a scheduling network. Since the transformations must be conservative, each transformation is typically associated with some loss of accuracy of the bounds. Hence, as a rule of thumb, the total number of workload transformations within a scheduling network should be minimized. There is, however, a more specific guideline for the optimal placement of the workload transformations within a scheduling network. We elaborate on it now.

If we use Real-Time Calculus to analyze a scheduling network then all event and resource flows in the network are modeled with arrival and service curves. In general, we are free to choose whether an arrival (service) curve existing between any two performance components is expressed in event-based or resource-based
Fig. 9: Scheduling network used in Ex. 2.

units. Both representations are possible. We can use this freedom of choosing the representation for minimization of the total number of workload transformations. Ex. 2 illustrates situations in which the workload transformations are needed and in which they can be avoided.

Ex. 2: Consider a scheduling network shown in Fig. 9. It consists of three performance components that correspond to three tasks T1, T2 and T3. T1 and T2 process event flow e1 with T1 being the first in the processing chain. T3 processes event flow e2. T1 and T3 are mapped to processing element PE1, and T2 is mapped to PE2. Execution demand curves γT1, γT2 and γT3 model the execution demand imposed by e1 and e2 on PE1 and PE2. Assume that all tasks per one execution consume and produce only one stream object (i.e. consumption and production curves can be omitted from the analysis). In this setup, consider the following cases:

1. Suppose that at T1’s input e1 is specified by an event based arrival curve and PE1’s resource flow is specified by a resource based service curve. Clearly, in this case in order to analyze T1 a workload transformation is unavoidable. Either the arrival curve of e1 has to be transformed into its resource-based equivalent or the service curve of PE1 must be transformed into an event-based representation.

2. Consider the event stream at the output of T1. Its arrival curve can be expressed either in resource-based or in event-based units, depending on the way it was obtained during analysis of T1. Assume that this is a resource-based arrival curve. Only if γT1 = γT2 and PE1 and PE2 provide the same amount of resources per time unit, no transformation is needed on the resource-based arrival curve existing between T1 and T2.

3. Consider the resource stream at the output of T1. Its service curve also can be expressed either in resource-based or in event-based units, depending on the way
Fig. 10: High-level view of a performance component with the RTC interface. All incoming and outgoing event streams are modeled by event-based arrival curves, while all incoming and outgoing resource streams are modeled by resource-based service curves.

It was obtained during analysis of T1. Assume that this is an event-based service curve. Only if $\gamma_{T1} = \gamma_{T3}$, no transformation is needed on the event-based service curve existing between T1 and T3.

In Ex. 2, in cases 2) and 3) we were able to avoid some workload transformations. This was only possible under special conditions. Unfortunately, in practice embedded systems can rarely satisfy such conditions because typically their architectures are heterogeneous and execution demands imposed on these architectures by tasks and event streams are divergent. This implies that typically in an RTC scheduling network all event streams between performance components will be modeled by event-based arrival curves and all resource streams will be modeled by resource-based service curves. Fig. 10 shows a high-level view of a performance component that has the corresponding RTC interface.

Having defined the interface of a typical performance component in an RTC scheduling network, we can now look inside the component to figure out how the interface can be optimally implemented. The optimal implementation is one that results in the least loss in accuracy of arrival and service curves at the output of the component after its evaluation.

Fig. 11 shows three possible implementations of an RTC performance component which involves workload transformations. The implementation in Fig. 11(a) performs all RTC computations on resource-based curves. For this, the input event-based arrival curves $\tilde\alpha^u_I, \tilde\alpha^l_I$ are first converted into the corresponding resource-based arrival curves $\alpha^u_I$ and $\alpha^l_I$ using (3.21) and (3.22). Then the RTC computations are carried out. After computing the output resource-based arrival...
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(a) Double transformation of arrival curves.

(b) Double transformation of service curves.

(c) Optimal implementation.

Fig. 11: Three possible ways to implement workload transformations within an elementary RTC performance component.
curves $\alpha^O_O$ and $\alpha^O_O$, we need to transform them back to their event-based representations ($\bar{\alpha}^O_O$ and $\bar{\alpha}^O_O$) for exposing them on the component’s interface. We accomplish this with (3.29) and (3.30). Thus, in the scheme in Fig. 11(a) we apply the workload transformations twice to the event flow.

The implementation in Fig. 11(b) performs all RTC computations on event-based curves. This necessitates to apply the workload transformations twice to the resource flow, i.e. to the service curves. (The required workload transformations are performed using (3.33)–(3.36) as indicated in Fig. 11(b).)

Both implementations, the one depicted in Fig. 11(a) and the one depicted in Fig. 11(b), have a common problem—a loss of accuracy caused by the double workload transformation applied to the arrival (or service) curves through execution demand curves $\gamma^u$ and $\gamma^l$.

To understand the problem, consider the workload transformations described by (3.21) and (3.29). For the sake of simplicity, assume that $\kappa^u(k) = k$ and $\pi^u(p) = p$ and that there is no backlogged events at the component’s input. Suppose that on some interval $\Delta$ all $\bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta)$ events arrive at the component’s input and that they all impose the worst-case execution demand of $(\gamma^u \odot \bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta))$ resource units. Now, assume that all the arrived events get completely processed in the same interval $\Delta$. This means that there were at least $(\gamma^u \odot \bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta))$ resource units available in $\Delta$ for processing the events. This also means that $\alpha^O_O(\Delta) \geq (\gamma^u \odot \bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta))$. If instead of $\alpha^O_O(\Delta)$ we plug $(\gamma^u \odot \bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta))$ into (3.29) in order to find how many events can be produced at most within $\Delta$ at the component’s output for $(\gamma^u \odot \bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta))$ resource units, we obtain $(\gamma^l^{-1} \odot \gamma^u \odot \bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta))$. From the general property of VCCs (3.13) it directly follows that

$$\gamma^u \odot \gamma^l \odot \bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta) \geq \bar{\alpha}^u_I(\Delta)$$

(3.37)

$\gamma^u$ and $\gamma^l$ of any event stream with variable execution demand never coincide and thus the inequality (3.37) is typically strict. Furthermore, the higher the variability of the execution demand the larger the difference between left and right sides of (3.37) can be (since, for some $k$, $\gamma^u(k)$ can be considerably larger than $\gamma^l(k)$). This results in an overly pessimistic workload conversion.

Inequality (3.37) leads us to the understanding of the basic problem with the double workload transformations. It can be summarized as follows. The resource-based arrival curves carry almost no information about timing of event arrivals in the corresponding event stream. As a result, an attempt to recover this information under safe assumptions ends up at overly pessimistic bounds. Similarly, the event-based service curves carry almost no information about the amount of offered resource units. Hence, recovering this information under safe assumptions also results in overly pessimistic bounds. Therefore, the double workload transformations must be avoided.

An implementation of the performance component which is free of any double workload transformations is shown in Fig. 11(c). This implementation is
obtaining the inaccuracy introduced into the resulting bounds as a result of workload transformations.

**Summary**

In this subsection, we addressed the problem of extending the existing MPA framework with workload transformations. We showed that in order to avoid a considerable loss of accuracy while introducing the workload transformations into an RTC scheduling network, the following two principles have to be followed:

- the total number of workload transformations in a network should be minimized;
- the double workload transformations should be avoided.

Based on these principles we developed a mathematical model of an RTC performance component which can be used in the extended MPA framework. The model represents the main result of this subsection. It is captured by the following set of equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{a}^u_O &= \pi^u \odot \left( (\kappa^u \odot \bar{a}^u_I \odot \gamma^{l-1} \odot \beta^u_I) \odot (\gamma^{u-1} \odot \beta^l_I) \right) \wedge (\gamma^{l-1} \odot \beta^u_I) & (3.38) \\
\bar{a}^l_O &= \pi^l \odot \left( (\kappa^l \odot \bar{a}^l_I \odot \gamma^{l-1} \odot \beta^u_I) \odot (\gamma^{u-1} \odot \beta^l_I) \right) \wedge (\gamma^{u-1} \odot \beta^l_I) & (3.39) \\
\beta^u_O &= (\beta^u_I - \gamma^l \odot \kappa^l \odot \bar{a}^l_I) \odot 0 & (3.40) \\
\beta^l_O &= (\beta^l_I - \gamma^u \odot \kappa^u \odot \bar{a}^u_I) \odot 0 & (3.41)
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.5 Obtaining Variability Characterization Curves

The quality of results delivered by performance evaluation and scheduling methods using VCCs largely depends on the quality of VCCs supplied to them as an input for the analysis. The quality of the VCCs, in turn, depends on the way in which they have been obtained. This section discusses relevant issues and outlines several approaches to obtaining VCCs.

#### 3.5.1 Objectives and limitations

Recall from Section 3.2 that a VCC is essentially an upper or a lower bound on the worst-case or, respectively, best-case variability of functions belonging to a given set. Hence, any considerations that can be made about worst-case bounds in general are also applicable to VCCs. Nevertheless, to provide a framework for a discussion of different ways for obtaining VCCs, in this subsection we revisit some of the relevant general issues by putting them in the VCC context.

At least two objectives have to be pursued while obtaining a VCC:
• **Guarantee**: A VCC has to guarantee that it *fully* captures the worst-case (or best-case) variability of a given function set, i.e. it has to be a proper bound. This guarantee is a necessary condition for obtaining reliable results from any analysis based on the given VCC.

• **Tightness**: A VCC has to be as tight as possible. The tightness of the VCC can influence the accuracy of the analytical results. The tighter the VCC the more accurate variability characterization it provides and, hence, the more accurate analytical results can be achieved through its use.

In order to see the whole range of possibilities for obtaining VCCs we have to make a clear distinction between a given set of increasing functions to be characterized by a VCC (refer to Defs. 1 and 2) and the information based on which the VCC characterizing this set is constructed. We refer to such information as the *source information*. In the simplest case the source information represents the function set itself. The corresponding VCC can then be derived directly from this set. In other cases the function set might not be explicitly available or it may be incomplete, however, some knowledge about it still can be at our disposal. This knowledge, which can serve as the source information in such cases, may be in the form of assumptions, formal specifications, various bounds and parameter estimates pertaining to the system at hand or to its environment or to both. Sections 3.5.2, 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 provide some concrete examples of possible forms of the source information.

Having drawn the distinction between the function set to be characterized and the source information based on which a VCC is constructed, we make the following assertions.

• The guarantee, which a VCC is required to provide, depends on the particular modeling and analysis goals. These goals, therefore, determine the function set to be characterized by the VCC.

• Whether or not a VCC provides the required guarantee depends on how guaranteed (i.e. reliable and sufficient) is the source information based on which the VCC has been constructed and does not depend on a particular method used to construct it.\(^3\)

• The tightness of a VCC depends on the accuracy of the source information as well as on the method which has been used for constructing the VCC.

In summary, we identify the following principle limitations in achieving the objectives set forth in the beginning of this subsection. The guarantee provided

\(^3\)If the source information is reliable and sufficient for providing the required guarantee but nevertheless the resulting VCC does not provide this guarantee, then the method is wrong (e.g. contains some faults). We exclude such cases from the consideration by assuming that any method for obtaining VCCs is correct.
by a VCC is limited by the reliability and sufficiency of its source information, whereas the tightness of the VCC is limited by the accuracy of both the source information and the method by which the VCC has been obtained.

### 3.5.2 Obtaining VCCs from traces

As Section 3.5.1 mentions, one of the possible ways to obtain a VCC is to construct it directly from the function set which this VCC has to characterize (i.e. in this case the source information for the VCC is the function set itself). Obviously, being able to obtain a guaranteed VCC in this way requires all the functions in the set to be precisely defined. Furthermore, by constructing a VCC directly from the function set we can obtain the tightest possible VCC for this set. Such tightest upper and lower VCCs can be computed as defined below.

**Def. 14: (Tightest Upper VCC)** The tightest upper VCC \( V_u^* \) for a given set of increasing functions \( A \) is computed as

\[
V_u^*(s) = \sup_{\forall A_i \in A, \forall t \in T} \{ A_i(t+s) - A_i(t) \} \quad \forall s \in T \tag{3.42}
\]

**Def. 15: (Tightest Lower VCC)** The tightest lower VCC \( V_l^* \) for a given set of increasing functions \( A \) is computed as

\[
V_l^*(s) = \inf_{\forall A_i \in A, \forall t \in T} \{ A_i(t+s) - A_i(t) \} \quad \forall s \in T \tag{3.43}
\]

Showing that \( V_u^* \) computed with (3.42) is the tightest upper VCC for \( A \) is straightforward: any other function \( V \), such that \( V(s) < V_u^*(s) \) for some \( s \), is not an upper VCC for \( A \) by Def. 1. By following a similar reasoning, \( V_l^* \) computed with (3.43) can be shown to be the tightest lower VCC.

In practice, the increasing functions \( A_i(t) \) from which a VCC is constructed can be computed from traces. A trace is a sequence of events which have occurred as a result of a system execution at a given point in the system or its environment (e.g. at a specified input or output or processing element). Let \( v_j \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) and \( t_j \in T \) denote, respectively, the value and the occurrence time of \( j \)th event recorded in a trace. Then the increasing function \( A \) corresponding to this trace can be computed as follows.

\[
A(t) = \sum_{j: t_j \leq t} v_j \quad \text{and} \quad A(0) = 0
\]

Traces are collected by measuring the parameters of interest in a real system or its simulator. The event values \( v_j \) can represent different parameters of the system’s behavior. For example, they can indicate arrivals of events at an input of the system, or they can be execution times of a task which are recorded into
the trace each time the task finishes its execution, etc. The occurrence time \( t_j \) does not need to be an absolute time. It can also be a sequence number of an event in the trace.

Note that in order to obtain the VCCs it is not necessary to first convert the traces into the increasing functions. The VCCs can be constructed directly from the traces. For this purpose, the traces are analyzed by sliding along them windows of different sizes. The window size corresponds to the argument value for which a VCC is computed. The value of upper (lower) VCC for a given argument value is then the maximum (the minimum) sum of trace values \( v_j \) that fall into a window of the corresponding size.

**Discussion**

Although VCCs obtained from traces can accurately capture worst-case and best-case variability in the event streams, they have a restricted applicability. In particular, such VCCs cannot be used for the timing analysis of hard real-time systems. The hard real-time analysis has to fully cover all possible system states and interactions with the environment. Hence, if such an analysis uses VCCs that have been obtained from a set of traces, then this set must contain all possible traces. For most of the realistic systems, however, generating the exhaustive set of traces is infeasible.

Despite their limitation mentioned above, the VCCs obtained from traces have a wide range of applications in the analysis and design of soft real-time systems. For this class of systems the full coverage of the analysis is not so essential as for the hard real-time systems. Some rare or exceptional system behaviors can be omitted from the consideration especially in the context of a system-level design space exploration. Therefore, a set of traces representing typical cases may be sufficient for obtaining a VCC for analysis of soft real-time systems.

Since most of the multimedia systems belong to the class of soft real-time systems, in this thesis for experimental case studies we use VCCs that have been obtained from traces. Appendix A gives details on the simulation framework used to collect the traces and obtain from them the VCCs.

### 3.5.3 Obtaining VCCs from constraints

Sometimes no complete information is available about functions \( A_i \) belonging to a given set \( \mathcal{A} \) to be characterized by VCCs. The set of functions \( \mathcal{A} \) might not be explicitly defined or it might be defined only partially. For instance, exact values of functions \( A_i \) may not be known because of some uncertainty in parameters of a modeled system or its environment. In such situations the tightest upper and lower VCCs cannot be obtained using (3.42) and (3.43). Then VCCs can be constructed based on some other kind of source information than the function set itself. This subsection and Section 3.5.4 are devoted to a discussion of such ap-
Before a design of an embedded system is started, there is almost always a certain amount of pre-specified information about characteristics of the future system and its environment. In the design process this information becomes more and more refined. Such information may include various timing requirements and constraints, estimated or available from data sheets performance figures and other characteristics that pertain to the system, its individual components and tasks, its target execution platform and the environment. For example, if the embedded system is to process a media stream, the stream’s parameters such as the arrival rate and the maximum jitter can be known and fixed quite early in the design cycle.

The various information available at the design time about the system and its environment can be used to reason about the worst-case (or best-case) variability of certain system characteristics. I.e. based on this information the VCCs can be defined for some, not necessarily all, argument values. For the rest of the argument values the VCCs can be approximated by making some worst-case assumptions.

For example, suppose that the only knowledge we have about a PE is that at maximum it can process 10000 events within any interval of 10 sec. Using only this constraint we can already construct a proper upper arrival curve for the processed event stream at the output of this PE, as it is shown in Fig. 12.

**Fig. 12:** An upper arrival curve for an event stream at the output of a PE which can at maximum process 10000 events in any interval of 10 sec.
3.5.4 Obtaining VCCs from formal system specifications

In some cases VCCs can be obtained from system specifications using formal methods, as opposed to somewhat ad hoc approaches illustrated in Section 3.5.3. This subsection exemplifies one such formal method for obtaining execution demand curves. This method is based on the formalism of finite state machines (FSM), which is used to specify system functionality and properties of event streams. A theoretical background and other relevant details and ramifications of this method can be found in [166, 168].

Ex. 3: Consider an MPEG-2 encoding system shown in Fig. 13. Uncompressed video frames captured by a video camera arrive at the input of a media processor. The media processor compresses them using an MPEG-2 encoding algorithm and sends the compressed bitstream, for instance, to a network. We assume that the MPEG-2 algorithm is entirely implemented on one processing element (PE) within the media processor. Our goal is to construct an upper execution demand curve for the workload imposed by the MPEG-2 encoder task on the PE.

In order to formally specify the system we need to know some details about the behavior of the MPEG-2 encoder. They are presented below.

The MPEG-2 compression scheme exploits three frame types to encode video information. These are I-, P- and B-frames. Before the compression, a preprocessing stage indicated in Fig. 13 as Video Input assigns to each input video frame one of these types. After that, depending on the frame type the encoder executes different subtasks to compress the frame, as shown in Fig. 14. As a result, different frame types will impose different execution demands on the processing element, as specified in Tab. 2.

The MPEG-2 standard [118] does not specify any particular implementation of the encoder algorithm. System designers, therefore, can choose between many different implementation options. In particular, the standard does not specify specific frame patterns that can be used by the encoder to compress a video sequence. Advanced encoders use several predefined patterns and can arbitrary switch between them based on the characteristics of the input video sequence. Likewise our encoder can generate three commonly used patterns: IPB, IPBB and IPBBPBB. Furthermore, if a scene change has been detected in the input

![Fig. 13: MPEG-2 encoding system considered in Ex. 3.](image-url)
### 3.6. Experimental Evaluation

This section presents results of an experimental evaluation of the VCC-based workload model [113, 167]. The VCC-based model is compared to a traditional task model widely used for scheduling and performance analysis of real-time embedded systems. Performance figures obtained from VCC-based analysis are

---

**Fig. 14:** Task graph of the MPEG-2 encoder algorithm indicating processing paths for different video frame types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame type</th>
<th>Worst-case execution time [cycles]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>$2 \cdot 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>$8 \cdot 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$20 \cdot 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. 2:** Execution demand of the MPEG-2 encoder for each frame type.

---

In a video stream, the encoder can interrupt the currently generated pattern at any place and start generation of a new pattern. This behavior, however, is subject to a constraint: whenever a scene change has been detected and a new pattern has been started, at least three consecutive frames must be encoded without pattern interruption. An FSM describing the frame pattern generation behavior is shown in Fig. 15.

Given the specification in the form of FSM in Fig. 15 and using the worst-case execution demands of different frame types from Tab. 2, we can derive an upper execution demand curve $\gamma_{\text{MPEG-2enc}}^u$ for the MPEG-2 encoder task. For this we annotate all transitions of the FSM with the worst-case execution demands of the corresponding frame types. As a result of this annotation we obtain a weighted directed graph $G_{\text{MPEG-2enc}}$. The value of $\gamma_{\text{MPEG-2enc}}^u(e)$ then is the weight of the maximum-weight path of length $e$ in $G_{\text{MPEG-2enc}}$ [168]. Fig. 16 shows the resulting execution demand curve.
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Fig. 15: FSM specifying frame patterns generated by the MPEG-2 encoder.

Fig. 16: Upper execution demand curve $\gamma_{\text{MPEG-2enc}}^u$ for the MPEG-2 encoder task obtained from FSM in Fig. 15 using worst-case execution demands given in Tab. 2.

also compared to measurements collected from a system simulator. The experimental results show that the VCC-based model returns considerably tighter performance bounds than those computed using the traditional task model. Furthermore, the comparison of these bounds with the simulation measurements indicates that they provide useful estimates of system properties and therefore can serve as a sound basis for making design decisions.

For the evaluation of the VCC-based model, we apply it to two optimization problems that may arise in the design context of multimedia MpSoC architectures. Both problems concern clock rate minimization of a PE processing media streams. Having the processor clock speed optimized is important in many design scenarios, as even a modest reduction in the clock rate may lead to considerable savings in the system cost and energy consumption.

The design scenarios which we consider in this experimental study a relatively simple. This simplicity facilitates the comparison of the VCC-based model to a traditional workload model. That is, to achieve a fair comparison, we se-
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Fig. 17: MPEG-2 video decoder design scenario: The MPEG-2 decoder algorithm is mapped onto two PEs of an MpSoC platform. PE1 executes VLD and IQ functions, while PE2 executes IDCT and MC functions of the decoding algorithm. The goal is to determine minimum clock rate of PE2 ensuring that the FIFO buffer at the PE2’s input, $B_2$, never overflows.

lected the optimization problems such that they can be solved by using either of the models. Applications of VCCs to more complex scheduling and performance analysis problems are demonstrated later in this thesis, in Chapter 5.

The traditional workload model to which we compare the VCC-based model in this experimental study characterizes execution demand of a task by a single value—its WCED. As an alternative to this characterization we propose the execution demand curves. To clearly see the gain from using only this VCC type, we characterize other properties of the tasks, such as timing of arrivals, in both models in the same way. In this sense, our “traditional” model corresponds to that proposed in [24, 25].

Section 3.6.1 addresses the processor rate minimization problem under a buffer constraint, while Section 3.6.2 addresses the processor rate minimization problem under a delay constraint. In the former case, for calculations of the minimum processor rate we use VCCs obtained from traces. In the latter case, the calculations are performed on analytically obtained VCCs. In both cases, the evaluation criteria is the tightness of the computed lower bound on the processor rate.

3.6.1 Processor clock rate optimization under buffer constraint

Design scenario

Fig. 17 shows a mapping of an MPEG-2 video decoding application onto an MpSoC platform consisting of two PEs, PE1 and PE2. One part of the MPEG-2 decoding algorithm, including VLD and IQ functions, is implemented on PE1, while the rest of the algorithm, i.e. IDCT and MC functions, is implemented on PE2. Given this mapping, the video decoding occurs on the macroblock level and proceeds as follows. First, an MPEG-2 bitstream arrives through a networking interface at the input of PE1. After applying to it VLD and IQ functions, the video stream emerges at the PE1’s output as a sequence of partially decoded
Each partially decoded macroblock represents a data structure containing decompressed IDCT coefficients and, if applicable, motion vectors. PE1 writes this stream of partially decoded macroblocks into FIFO buffer $B_2$. PE2 reads from $B_2$ one macroblock at a time and completes its decoding by processing it with IDCT and, if necessary, MC functions. After that, PE2 writes the fully decoded macroblock into buffer $B_v$ which is read by a video output interface. Finally, after some additional post-processing in the video output interface, the resulting video signal appears at the system output for rendering on a display device.

The design goal in the scenario described above is to determine an optimal clock rate of PE2. Suppose that one of the criterion for the selection of the clock rate is to ensure that buffer $B_2$ at PE2’s input never overflows. That is, we are interested in finding a lower bound on the clock rate of PE2 ensuring that $B_2$ never overflows. For simplicity, we assume that both PEs in Fig. 17 execute no tasks other than the tasks performing the MPEG-2 video decoding functions. This assumption means that processing capacity of PE1 and PE2 is fully devoted to execution of the MPEG-2 decoding tasks.

Intuitively, avoiding infinite growth of the backlog at PE2’s input necessitates PE2 to run at a rate which is high enough to fully process in a long term the workload imposed on it by the video stream. This condition is necessary but not sufficient for preventing overflows of $B_2$. For this condition to be sufficient, buffer $B_2$ has to be large enough to completely absorb transient overloads of PE2 due to workload bursts. However, in this design scenario, we assume that the size of $B_2$ is insufficient to completely absorb such transient overloads. This means that to avoid overflows of $B_2$ the clock rate of PE2 may need to be substantially higher than the rate determined by the long-term average workload imposed on this PE. In other words, $B_2$ imposes a constraint on the minimum clock rate at which PE2 is allowed to run. In this situation, we say that there is a buffer constraint on the clock rate of the PE. Again, for simplicity, we will assume that in Fig. 17 no buffers are constrained besides $B_2$.

**Modeling workload with VCCs**

The minimum clock rate at which PE2 in Fig. 17 has to run in order to guarantee that buffer $B_2$ at its input never overflows depends on how bursty is the workload imposed on PE2. For a given size of $B_2$, the higher the workload variability is, the higher the clock rate must be. Hence, for the analysis we need somehow to capture this workload variability on PE2. For this we employ VCCs.

Workload variability on PE2 originates from two sources: (i) execution time of VLD and IQ functions on PE1 is highly variable resulting in bursty arrivals into buffer $B_2$; and (ii) execution time of IDCT and MC functions on PE2 itself is also variable. To characterize the burstiness of the stream at the PE1’s output, we use upper event-based arrival curve $\overline{\alpha}^u$, while for the characterization of the
execution demand of IDCT and MC functions on PE2 we employ upper execution demand curve $\gamma^u$. Furthermore, since at each execution the task performing IDCT and MC functions always consumes from $B_2$ exactly one macroblock, its consumption curves $\kappa^l(k) = \kappa^u(k) = k$.

**Lower bound on processor rate under buffer constraint**

Let $L$ denote the size of buffer $B_2$ measured in number of stream objects (i.e. macroblocks). The upper bound on the backlog experienced by a stream at the input of a processing element can be computed using (2.10). Based on (2.10) we can formulate a constraint which requires that this upper bound never exceeds $L$:

$$L \geq (\bar{\alpha}^u - \bar{\beta}^l)(\Delta) \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0$$

Using this constraint, we can easily compute the required lower event-based service curve $\bar{\beta}^l$ which ensures no buffer overflows for the stream constrained by $\bar{\alpha}^u$. However, instead of $\bar{\beta}^l$ we are interested in finding the required resource-based service curve $\beta^l$ which is expressed in number of processor cycles per time unit. From $\beta^l$ we will be able to compute the required clock rate. Thus, we need to reformulate the above constraint for $\beta^l$. We can do this using workload transformations via $\gamma^u$ in two ways:

(i) $\beta^l(\Delta) \geq \gamma^u \odot ((\bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta) - L) \vee 0)$; and

(ii) $\beta^l(\Delta) \geq ((\gamma^u \odot \bar{\alpha}^u)(\Delta) - \gamma^l(L)) \vee 0$.

The latter constraint is more intuitive and more conservative than the former and hence there may be a temptation to consider it as the only correct one. We show that the former constraint also leads to a correct bound on $\beta^l$ and therefore, to achieve a tighter bound on $\beta^l$, the former constrained has to be used. Since this basic result will be used in other parts of the thesis we formulate it as a theorem:

**Thm. 1: (Buffer-constrained service)** The backlog in front of a processing element caused by an event stream characterized by upper event-based arrival curve $\bar{\alpha}^u$ and upper execution demand curve $\gamma^u$ never exceeds $L$ events if the lower resource-based service curve $\beta^l$ offered to the event stream on this processing element satisfies

$$\beta^l(\Delta) \geq \gamma^u \odot ((\bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta) - L) \vee 0) \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0$$

under the assumption that the consumption curves $\kappa^l(k) = \kappa^u(k) = k \quad \forall k \geq 0$.

**Proof.** We have to show that if $\beta^l$ satisfies (3.44) then $L$ represents a valid upper bound for the maximum backlog. For this, it is sufficient to show that $L$ is larger or equal to the known upper bound on the backlog determined by (2.10) [85], i.e. we need to show that

$$L \geq (\bar{\alpha}^u - \bar{\beta}^l)(\Delta) \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0$$

(3.45)
Using Prop. 1 of upper VCCs, we can rewrite (3.44) as follows

\[(\gamma^{-1} u \circ \beta^l)(\Delta) \geq (\bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L) \lor 0 \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 \tag{3.46}\]

Assume that \(\bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L > 0\), then (3.46) takes the form

\[L \geq (\bar{\alpha} u - \gamma^{-1} u \circ \beta^l)(\Delta) \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 : \bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L > 0\]

From (3.34) we know that \(\bar{\beta}^l(\Delta) = (\gamma^{-1} u \circ \beta^l)(\Delta)\), and hence we get:

\[L \geq (\bar{\alpha} u - \bar{\beta}^l)(\Delta) \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 : \bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L > 0\]

Now, if we assume that \(\bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L \leq 0\), then (3.46) takes the form

\[(\gamma^{-1} u \circ \beta^l)(\Delta) \geq 0 \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 : \bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L \leq 0\]

i.e.

\[\bar{\beta}^l(\Delta) \geq 0 \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 : \bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L \leq 0\]

The same holds true for (3.45) if \(\bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L \leq 0\).

Thus we have shown that in both cases, when \(\bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L > 0\) and when \(\bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L \leq 0\), (3.44) implies (3.45), i.e. \(L\) represents a valid upper bound for the maximum backlog. \(\square\)

Since the full processing capacity of PE2 is devoted to the video decoding task, the shape of the lower resource-based service curve is determined by \(\beta^l(\Delta) = f \cdot \Delta\), where \(f\) denotes the clock rate of PE2. Hence, to find the lower bound on the clock rate of PE2, we can rewrite (3.44) as follows

\[f \geq \frac{\gamma u \circ ((\bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L) \lor 0)}{\Delta} \quad \forall \Delta > 0\]

Finally, we obtain

\[f_{min} = \sup_{\forall \Delta > 0} \left\{ \gamma u \circ \frac{((\bar{\alpha} u(\Delta) - L) \lor 0)}{\Delta} \right\} \tag{3.47}\]

(3.47) gives the analytical lower bound on the clock rate of PE2 which guarantees that the buffer constraint \(L\) is satisfied.
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Fig. 18: Workload characterization on PE2. Thin lines correspond to VCCs of individual video sequences. Solid thick lines show VCCs representing the whole set of video sequences. The dashed line on $\gamma^u$ plot (b) represents the execution demand curve corresponding to the traditional task characterization with only one value—task’s WCED.

**Obtaining $\bar{\alpha}^u$ and $\gamma^u$ from traces**

We conducted experiments with a set of 14 different MPEG-2 video sequences encoded with the following parameters: 9.78 Mbit/s constant bit rate (CBR), main profile at main level (MP@ML), frame rate of 25 fps, and resolution of $720 \times 576$ pixels. By simulating decoding of these sequences on the SimpleScalar instruction set simulator (ISS) [8], we collected execution demand traces for tasks mapped onto PE1 and PE2 in Fig. 17. From these traces, using the analysis technique described in Section 3.5.2, for each video sequence in the set we obtained event-based arrival curve $\bar{\alpha}^u_i$ and execution demand curve $\gamma^u_i$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, 14$. These VCCs are shown with thin lines on the plots in Fig. 18.

From all VCCs $\bar{\alpha}^u_i$ and $\gamma^u_i$ obtained for individual video sequences, we calculated event-based arrival curve $\bar{\alpha}^u_\Sigma$ and execution demand curve $\gamma^u_\Sigma$ representing the whole set of video sequences:

$$\bar{\alpha}^u_\Sigma(\Delta) = \max_{\forall i} \{\bar{\alpha}^u_i(\Delta)\}$$

$$\gamma^u_\Sigma(k) = \max_{\forall i} \{\gamma^u_i(k)\}$$

The resulting $\bar{\alpha}^u_\Sigma$ and $\gamma^u_\Sigma$ are indicated in Fig. 18 with solid thick lines.

**Comparison to traditional task characterization model**

Two workload models can be compared based on the tightness of the lower bound on the processor rate $f_{\min}$ computed using these models for a given buffer constraint $L$.

As a basis for the comparison, we took a widely used task model in which task’s execution demand is characterized by only one value — its WCED\(^4\) [100].

\(^4\)In the literature, WCED is more often referred to as WCET.
Unlike execution demand curves, this model does not exploit any knowledge of task execution sequences to characterize the task execution demand. Instead, it considers only individual task instances, assuming that every such instance imposes WCED on the processor. As for modeling arrivals of a task, this task model specifies either the period with which the task arrives into the system or the minimum time interval between its two consecutive arrivals (the minimum inter-arrival time).

We were interested in quantifying the gain resulting from using only one VCC type—the execution demand curve. For this we computed the lower bound on the processor rate by evaluating (3.47) for the VCC-based model \( \bar{\alpha}_u \Sigma \) and \( \gamma_u \Sigma \) obtained above. For the traditional task model, we evaluated (3.47) as follows:

- Instead of using the minimum inter-arrival time (or the period) for the characterization of the arrivals of the macroblock stream at the input of buffer \( B_2 \) in Fig. 17, we used less pessimistic characterization with the measured \( \bar{\alpha}_u \Sigma \). (In this respect, we did not fully respect the the traditional workload model.)

- For the characterization of the execution demand imposed by the video decoding task on \( PE_2 \), we used WCED of this task measured over all video sequences. We note that such WCED equals to \( \gamma_u \Sigma (1) \) determined above. Hence, the execution demand curve corresponding to the traditional characterization is a straight line with the slope \( \gamma_u \Sigma (1) \), i.e. \( \gamma_{WCED}(k) = k \cdot \gamma_u \Sigma (1), k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \). Consequently, we used \( \gamma_{WCED}^u \) for the evaluation of (3.47). Fig. 18(b) shows \( \gamma_{WCED}^u \) with a dashed line.

Note that the existing RTC MPA framework reported in [24, 25] uses exactly this model (with \( \gamma_{WCED}^u \) in place of \( \gamma_u \)).

Fig. 19(a) shows the lower bound on the clock rate of \( PE_2 \) versus the length of buffer \( B_2 \) computed using (3.47) for the VCC-based model (solid line) and for the traditional workload model (dashed line). By inspecting the plots in Fig. 19(a) we can make the following observations:

1. With increasing size \( L \) of buffer \( B_2 \) the minimum clock rate at which \( PE_2 \) can run without causing buffer overflows decreases. Both workload models expose this trend.

2. The clock rate bound calculated using VCC-based model is significantly tighter than that calculated using the traditional workload model with a single WCED value.

Fig. 19(b) shows how much exactly we can gain by using the VCC-based model in place of the traditional model. For small buffer sizes \( (L < 2000) \) the gain is
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(a) Lower bound on the clock rate of PE2

(b) The gain from using the execution demand curve

Fig. 19: Experimental results. On the left plot, the solid line corresponds to the lower bound on the clock rate of PE2 calculated using execution demand curve $\gamma_u^S$; the dashed line corresponds to the bound calculated using the traditional task characterization with a single WCED value.

about 30–40%, while for larger buffer sizes the gain may be as large as 50%. This means that the VCC-based workload model may result in up to two times less pessimistic estimations of system parameters than the traditional model, leading to considerable savings in system cost and power consumption.

Comparison to simulation

To estimate the degree of pessimism incurred by the VCC-based model, we simulated the video decoding system shown in Fig. 17 with the clock rate of PE2 set to the values calculated using (3.47). More specifically, using (3.47) we computed $f_{\min}$ for a given buffer constraint $L$ and then simulated a transaction-level model$^5$ of the system shown in Fig. 17 with the clock rate of PE2 set to $f_{\min}$. For each simulated video sequence, we measured maximum backlog in buffer $B_2$ and compared this measured number to the given buffer constraint $L$. The closer the measured maximum backlog to the given buffer constraint $L$ was, the less pessimism the VCC-based workload model incurred.

For investigation of the pessimism incurred by the VCC-based model, we conducted a number of experiments with different values of $\bar{\alpha}_u^\Sigma$ and $\gamma_u^\Sigma$ plugged into (3.47). For the experiments, we used the same set of 14 MPEG-2 video sequences as described in the preceding paragraphs of this subsection. Following is a summary of the conducted simulation experiments.

- First, we experimented with VCCs $\bar{\alpha}_u^\Sigma$ and $\gamma_u^\Sigma$ characterizing the whole set of video sequences (as defined above). That is, in (3.47) we used $\bar{\alpha}_u^\Sigma = \bar{\alpha}_u^\Sigma$ and $\gamma_u = \gamma_u^\Sigma$. Fig. 20 shows the maximum backlog registered in buffer $B_2$ while de-

$^5$ Appendix A gives details about the simulation environment.
coding different video sequences in the set. The maximum backlog shown in Fig. 20 is normalized to buffer constraint $L$ ("buffer size") for which the corresponding $f_{\min}$ was computed. The bar plot in Fig. 20 shows that for all but one video sequence (#1) the maximum backlog in $B_2$ was less than half of buffer size $L$. For video sequence #1 and buffer sizes $L = \{250, 1000, 3000\}$, the maximum backlog was about half of $L$. However, for buffer size $L = 500$, video sequence #1 caused $B_2$ to be filled up to 80%. Although for the rest of video sequences the computed bound on the clock rate is seemingly pessimistic, given the fact that we performed worst-case analysis by abstracting the whole set of video sequences with only one pair of VCCs, $\bar{\alpha}_u^w$ and $\bar{\gamma}_u^w$, we can conclude that the pessimism incurred by the VCC-based model is relatively low. The simulation results presented in Fig. 20 indicate that sequence #1, probably, imposes a highly bursty workload on PE2, and represents for the system the most "adverse" (in terms of the imposed workload) video sequence among all other sequences in the set. VCCs could accurately capture this worst-case.

- To estimate how pessimistic a VCC abstraction of a single video sequence can be, we conducted a series of experiments in which for computation of the lower bound on the clock rate of PE2, we plugged into (3.47) VCCs characterizing individual video sequences. That is, in (3.47) we used $\bar{\alpha}_u^i = \bar{\alpha}_u^i$ and $\bar{\gamma}_u^i = \bar{\gamma}_u^i$, where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, 14$. Thus, for a given buffer size $L$ we computed values of $f_{\min}$ for each video sequence in the set and simulated decoding of each video sequence with the corresponding to it value of $f_{\min}$. The resulting normalized maximum backlogs registered in buffer $B_2$ are depicted in Fig. 21. The simulation results in Fig. 21 show that for all video sequences and all buffer sizes $L$ the maximum backlogs in $B_2$ were larger than 50%. Moreover, in Fig. 21 we can see that in many configurations the buffer was almost full. This indicates that
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Fig. 21: Normalized maximum backlogs registered in buffer $B_2$ in Fig. 17 when the clock rate of PE2 was set to the values obtained from the VCC-based model characterizing each MPEG-2 video sequence individually.

VCCs obtained for individual traces (in our case video sequences) can provide highly accurate abstractions for these traces. This suggests that instead of time consuming simulations, system-level performance evaluation could be carried out analytically using these VCC-based abstractions without a considerable loss of accuracy of the resulting performance numbers. Although in this case VCC-based model would not be able to guarantee coverage of the worst case, at least it could speedup the performance evaluation process, provided that the VCC-based analytical model can be efficiently evaluated. In fact, other comparative studies [25, 115] have demonstrated that the VCC-based models can be few orders of magnitude faster than the corresponding system-level simulators.

- Finally, based on the experimental results obtained above, we hypothesized that VCCs could provide a relatively accurate characterization for groups of traces (video sequences) with similar properties. To check this hypothesis, we conducted simulations with a subset of the video sequences used in the experiments above. We formed this subset by inspecting VCCs $\bar{\alpha}_u$ and $\gamma_u$ of individual video sequences (shown with thin lines in Fig. 18). Such ”outliers” as, for example, video sequence #1, which mainly determined shapes of $\bar{\alpha}_u^{\Sigma}$ and $\gamma_u^{\Sigma}$ (shown in Fig. 18 with thick lines), were not included into the subset. As a result, the subset included video sequences whose VCCs had similar shapes—sequences #4 through #14. For this subset we then calculated VCCs $\bar{\alpha}_u^{\Sigma^*}$ and $\gamma_u^{\Sigma^*}$ by following the same procedure as we used above for the calculation of $\bar{\alpha}_u^{\Sigma}$ and $\gamma_u^{\Sigma}$. Using (3.47), we computed $f_{min}$ for different values of buffer size $L$ and with $\bar{\alpha}_u = \bar{\alpha}_u^{\Sigma^*}$, and $\gamma_u = \gamma_u^{\Sigma^*}$, and performed corresponding system simulations. The resulting normalized maximum backlogs registered in buffer $B_2$ are shown in Fig. 22. In this figure, we can see that for most configurations buffer $B_2$ was occupied approximately for 50–90%. This is an indicator that VCCs can provide an accurate
Fig. 22: Normalized maximum backlogs registered in buffer $B_2$ in Fig. 17 when the clock rate of PE2 was set to the values obtained from the VCC-based model characterizing a subset of the MPEG-2 video sequences with similar VCC shapes.

abstraction for groups of traces (video sequences) with similar properties. Hence, if the emphasis of a performance analysis is on the accuracy of the results rather than on the speed with which these results are obtained, instead of individually characterizing every trace with VCCs (as described in the preceding paragraph), without significant loss in the accuracy we could use VCCs to characterize distinctive groups (or classes) of traces with similar workload properties. This idea is further developed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

3.6.2 Processor clock rate optimization under delay constraint

Design scenario

Fig. 23 shows a system-level view of a networked multimedia device implemented on a media processor. The processor receives at its inputs real-time audio and video streams, compresses and sends them to a network. The compression is performed by tasks running on a PE within the media processor. Audio and video frames periodically arrive into FIFO buffers $B_a$ and $B_v$ at the PE’s input. The PE reads from a buffer one frame at a time and processes it by executing the corresponding compression task: Audio frames get processed by an MP3 encoding task, while the video stream get processed by an MPEG-2 encoding task. After this processing, the compressed audio and video streams are sent to the FIFO buffers at the PE’s output.

The video and audio streams must be processed in real time. Since the audio stream has lower priority than the video stream, audio frames may experience a processing delay which depends on interference from the video encoding task. To ensure quality of the audio stream, we impose a constraint on the delay. We require the delay to be not larger than some value.

Our design problem is to determine a lower bound on the clock rate of the
Fig. 23: Design scenario of a networked multimedia embedded system. The PE concurrently executes two tasks: one for MPEG-2 encoding of a video stream and the other for MP3 encoding of an audio stream. The MPEG-2 task has a higher priority than the MP3 task. The goal is to determine the minimum clock rate of the PE which satisfies a delay constraint associated with the audio stream.

PE which guarantees that the delay constraint for the audio stream is satisfied.

First, we analytically derive the lower bound on the clock rate, and after that, we explain how it can be computed in a practical setting.

**Lower bound on processor rate under delay constraint**

Let \( D \) denote the delay constraint that we wish to satisfy for the audio stream. From Section 2.2.2 we know that the upper bound on the delay can be computed using (2.9). Hence, we require that this bound is smaller than our delay constraint \( D \), i.e.

\[
D \geq \sup_{\Delta \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}} \left\{ \inf \{ \tau \geq 0 : \bar{\alpha}_a^u(\Delta) \leq \bar{\beta}_a^l(\Delta + \tau) \} \right\} \quad (3.48)
\]

where \( \bar{\alpha}_a^u \) and \( \bar{\beta}_a^l \) denote event-based arrival and service curves of the audio stream, which have \( \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0} \) as their codomain. (We consider only integer quantities of stream objects.)

Let \( e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0} \) denote a number of stream objects. Then the delay constraint (3.48) can be expressed via pseudo-inverse functions of the arrival and service curves

\[
\bar{\beta}_a^{-1}(e) \leq D + \bar{\alpha}_a^{-1}(e - 1), \quad \forall e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0} \quad (3.49)
\]

Using Def. 4 we can restate (3.49) as follows

\[
\bar{\beta}_a^l(D + \bar{\alpha}_a^{-1}(e - 1)) \geq e, \quad \forall e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0} \quad (3.50)
\]

The constraint (3.50) is expressed in terms of event-based quantities. It says that in order to satisfy the delay constraint \( D \) for the audio stream, we have to ensure that at least \( e \) audio frames are completely processed within any time interval of length \( D + \bar{\alpha}_a^{-1}(e - 1) \). Since we are interested in finding the minimum
rate of the PE expressed in terms of clock cycles, we have to apply a workload transformation to (3.50). This will give us a constraint on the amount of clock cycles required to satisfy (3.50). For the workload transformation we employ the execution demand curves of the audio task \((\gamma_l^a, \gamma_u^a)\). Under pessimistic assumptions we get

\[(\gamma_l^a \odot \tilde{\beta}_d^l) (D + \tilde{\alpha}_d^u^{-1} (e - 1)) \geq \gamma_u^a \odot e, \quad \forall e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}\]

and using (3.36) we obtain

\[\beta_d^l (D + \tilde{\alpha}_d^u^{-1} (e - 1)) \geq \gamma_u^a (e), \quad \forall e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}\] (3.51)

The left hand side of (3.51) denotes the required resource-based service curve for the audio stream, while the right-hand side denotes the upper bound on the number of processor cycles that may be required to completely process any number \(e\) of consecutive audio frames.

From the problem definition we know that the video encoding task has a higher priority than the audio task. Hence, the video stream can acquire the full processor capacity, while the audio stream can get only the service which has been left after the processing of the video stream. To find the remaining service for the audio stream, we can use (2.4) as follows.

\[\beta_d^l (\tau) = \sup_{\forall \Delta \in [0, \tau]} \{ \beta_d^l (\Delta) - \alpha_v^u (\Delta) \} \lor 0\] (3.52)

where \(\beta_d^l\) and \(\alpha_v^u\) denote the resource-based service and arrival curves of the video stream.

Using (3.52) and by noting that the service curve corresponding to the full processor capacity is determined as \(f \cdot \Delta\), where \(f\) denotes the processor clock rate, we can restate constraint (3.51) as follows.

\[\sup_{\forall \Delta \in [0, D + \tilde{\alpha}_d^u^{-1} (e - 1)]} \{ f \cdot \Delta - \alpha_v^u (\Delta) \} \geq \gamma_a^u (e), \quad \forall e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}\] (3.53)

To satisfy (3.53) for a given value of \(e\), it is sufficient to select \(f\) large enough such that there exists \(\Delta' \in [0, D + \tilde{\alpha}_d^u^{-1} (e - 1)]\) for which

\[f (e) \cdot \Delta' \geq \alpha_v^u (\Delta') + \gamma_a^u (e)\]

holds true. Since we are looking for the lower bound on the clock rate we require that

\[f (e) \geq \inf_{\forall \Delta \in [0, D + \tilde{\alpha}_d^u^{-1} (e - 1)]} \left\{ \frac{\alpha_v^u (\Delta) + \gamma_a^u (e)}{\Delta} \right\}, \quad \forall e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}\] (3.54)

To ensure that for any \(e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}\) the above constraint is satisfied, we take the maximum value of all possible values of \(f (e)\).

\[f_{\text{min}} = \sup_{\forall e \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}} \left\{ \inf_{\forall \Delta \in [0, D + \tilde{\alpha}_d^u^{-1} (e - 1)]} \left\{ \frac{\alpha_v^u (\Delta) + \gamma_a^u (e)}{\Delta} \right\} \right\}\] (3.55)
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or, equivalently, if we use (3.23) we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{\text{min}} &= \sup_{\forall e \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}} \left\{ \inf_{\forall \Delta \in [0, D + \bar{\alpha}_u^{-1}(e-1)]} \left\{ \frac{(\gamma_v^u \ominus \bar{\alpha}_v)(\Delta) + \gamma_u^v(e)}{\Delta} \right\} \right\} 
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.56)

(3.56) gives the analytical lower bound on the PE’s clock rate which guarantees that the delay constraint \(D\) for the audio stream is satisfied.

**Computing the lower bound**

To see the gain from the application of VCC-based workload model, we compute the lower bound on the clock rate for two different cases. In one case, we use upper execution demand curve \(\gamma_v^u\) that accounts for the per-frame variability of the execution demand of the MPEG-2 encoding task. Such a curve is analytically obtained in [167] from type rate curves (which represent another VCC type). In the other case, we use a conventional worst-case analysis approach: we get \(\gamma_v^u\) under the pessimistic assumption that all frames within the video stream require the same, largest possible, number of cycles for their processing. I.e. we model the MPEG-2 encoding task by a single value—its worst-case execution demand. Other VCCs involved in the computation of the lower bound are identical in both cases.

As mentioned above, \(\gamma_v^u\) which captures the execution demand variability of the MPEG-2 encoding task can be computed from the type rate curves. How this can be accomplished is out of scope of this thesis. The corresponding method is described in detail in [167]. For the purpose of this experimental study, we use \(\gamma_v^u\) which was computed in [167] from a formal specification of the MPEG-2 encoding task. The formal specification was identical to one described in Ex. 3 (including the values of the worst-case execution times for different video frame types given in Tab. 2). Fig. 24 shows \(\gamma_v^u\) obtained in [167] that we use in this experimental study for the calculation of the lower bound on the processor clock rate.

For comparison, in Fig. 24 we also plot \(\gamma_v^u\) computed without using the type rate curves. In this case, the upper execution demand curve of the encoding task is determined as

\[
\gamma_v^u(e) = e \cdot \max\{\text{wced}_I, \text{wced}_P, \text{wced}_B\}
\]

where \(\text{wced}_I, \text{wced}_P\) and \(\text{wced}_B\) denote worst-case execution demands for the I-, P- and B-frame types, respectively. The values of the worst-case execution demands used in this experimental study are given in Tab. 2.

Besides the upper execution demand curve of the video encoding task \(\gamma_v^u\), calculating the lower bound on the processor clock rate also requires knowing upper event-based arrival curves of the video stream \(\bar{\alpha}_v^u\) and of the audio stream \(\bar{\alpha}_a^u\) as well as upper execution demand curve of the audio MP3 task \(\gamma_a^u\).
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Fig. 24: Upper execution demand curves of the video encoding task which were used in the experimental study. The solid line corresponds to the execution demand curve obtained in [167] from the type rate curves. It captures the per-frame execution demand variability of the video encoding task. The dashed line corresponds to the execution demand curve which does not capture this variability.

We obtain $\gamma_u$ under a pessimistic assumption that all audio frames, in the worst case, require the same amount of cycles $wced_a$ to be processed, i.e.

$$\gamma_u(a)(e) = e \cdot wced_a$$

According to our problem statement, the video and audio frames arrive at constant rates into the input FIFO buffers. Let $r_v$ and $r_a$ denote the video and audio input frame rates, respectively. Then, the corresponding arrival curves can be determined as $\bar{\alpha}_u(v)(\Delta) = \lceil r_v \Delta \rceil$ and $\bar{\alpha}_u(a)(\Delta) = \lceil r_a \Delta \rceil$. Note that in general the shapes of the arrival curves may be more complex.

Finally, using (3.56) we can compute the lower bound on the PE’s clock rate which guarantees that the audio delay constraint $D$ is satisfied. Note that in theory (3.56) has to be evaluated up to $e \to \infty$. This is to ensure that the value of the clock rate is high enough to sustain the overall average load imposed by the streams on PE. However, computing up to $e \to \infty$ is impractical. We can overcome this problem by trading off the accuracy of the computation to the computational time. We can evaluate (3.56) up to any given number of stream objects $e_{\text{max}}$, but we have to put an additional constraint on the clock rate:

$$f_{\min} \geq \gamma_u \circ \bar{\alpha}_u(a_{\text{max}}(e_{\text{max}})) + \gamma_u(a_{\text{max}}(e_{\text{max}}))$$

(3.57)

With (3.57) we simply require that, on some time interval of length $\bar{\alpha}_a^{-1}(e_{\text{max}})$, the PE must provide the amount of service needed to fully process all video and
3.6. Experimental Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio stream</td>
<td>44100/1152 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wecd&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>5 · 10⁶ cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video stream</td>
<td>25 fps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. 3:** System parameters used in the experimental study of the design scenario shown in Fig. 23. The worst-case execution demand of the MPEG-2 encoding task for different video frame types is given in Tab. 2

![Clock rate vs. audio delay constraint](image1)

(a) Lower bound on the clock rate of PE vs. audio delay constraint.

![Gain from VCC-based workload model](image2)

(b) The gain resulted from using the VCC-based workload model.

**Fig. 25:** Experimental results. On the left plot, the solid line corresponds to the clock rate bound computed with VCCs which capture the execution demand variability of the video encoding task; the dashed line corresponds to the bound computed using the traditional task characterization model.

audio frames that may arrive within that interval. If \( e_{\text{max}} \) is too small, then the constraint (3.57) may be very pessimistic but the evaluation time of (3.56) can be short. If \( e_{\text{max}} \) is large enough, then the right-hand side of (3.57) approaches the average case from above but the evaluation time may correspondingly increase.

**Experimental results and discussion**

Using equation (3.56) in conjunction with the constraint (3.57) we computed the lower bound on the PE’s clock rate for the system parameters specified in Tab. 3 and for a range of values of the delay constraint \( D \). Fig. 25(a) shows the results of the computations for the case when the execution demand variability of the MPEG-2 encoding task is captured by \( \gamma_u \) and for the case when it is not captured by \( \gamma_u \). The latter case represents the traditional task characterization model in which the execution demand of a task is modeled by a single value.
In Fig. 25(b), we plot the gain resulted from the usage of the VCC-based workload model. For different values of the audio delay constraint, the plot shows the percentage by which the lower bound on the clock rate computed using $\gamma_v^u$ that captures the execution demand variability of the video task is smaller than the corresponding bound computed using $\gamma_v^w$ that does not capture this variability (i.e. which was obtained under the assumption that all video frames have the same execution requirement in the worst case). By inspecting the plot in Fig. 25(b), we can see that for large values of the delay constraint we can gain up to 20% of savings in the clock rate by capturing the workload variability using VCCs.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented two central to this thesis concepts — Variability Characterization Curves and Workload Transformations. We discussed different ways to obtaining VCCs and defined several VCC types for modeling multimedia workloads. We also proposed and justified the optimal placement of the workload transformations in an MPA scheduling network. Finally, we presented results of an experimental evaluation of the VCC-based workload model. Our experiments showed that the VCC-based model results in significantly tighter analytic bounds than a traditional model. The simulation study suggested that these bounds represent useful estimates of system properties and therefore can serve as a sound basis for making design decisions. In this simulation study we also investigated the effect of grouping the traces for obtaining VCCs on the tightness of the analytic bounds. We came to the conclusion that in certain design contexts it might be of advantage to distinguish between different workload classes.

In the rest of this thesis, we demonstrate the utility of the VCC-based workload model and of the workload transformations in different design contexts of multimedia MpSoC architectures. In particular, in the next chapter we further explore the idea of distinguishing between different workload classes: we employ VCCs for automatic exploration of the workload design space.
Chapter 3 introduced the concept of Variability Characterization Curves (VCCs) and demonstrated how they can capture different properties of multimedia workloads. This chapter shows how VCCs can help to address an emerging and challenging problem of workload design for system-level performance evaluation of multimedia MpSoC architectures.

“Workload design” refers to a process of selecting representative workload for performance evaluation and comparison of computer architectures [39]. It is a well recognized problem in the domain of microprocessor design. In this domain, different program characteristics that influence the selection of a representative workload include microarchitecture-centric properties such as cache miss rates, instruction mix and accuracy of branch prediction. However, workload properties that are pertinent to the context of system-level design of multiprocessor SoC architectures are very different. To date the problem of workload design, in this specific context, has not been sufficiently addressed. This chapter presents results appeared in [114], which suggests how this problem can be approached in the specific case of media processor design. This chapter has the following structure:

- Section 4.1 introduces and motivates the problem of workload design for system-level performance evaluation of multiprocessor SoC platform architectures.
- Section 4.2 summarizes relevant research work.
- Section 4.3 outlines the proposed approach.
- Section 4.4 proposes VCCs as a basis for workload characterization necessary for quantitative comparison and classification of media streams.
• Section 4.5 describes how various media streams can be classified based on VCCs characterizing them.

• Section 4.6 presents results of an empirical validation of the proposed workload classification method.

• Finally, Section 4.7 concludes this chapter.

4.1 Introduction

A typical design process of a complex embedded system such as a multimedia MpSoC platform involves a thorough exploration of the available design space. Starting from some template architecture — the platform, system designers iteratively evolve this platform with the goal to arrive at an architecture which would be optimal for the target application range. Searching for the optimal architecture necessitates evaluating and comparing to each other many alternative platform configurations. Traditionally, performance evaluation of architectures heavily relies on simulations. For system designers to be sure in representativeness of performance numbers obtained from such simulations, ideally, each candidate architecture needs to be simulated for a large and diverse set of possible inputs (or application scenarios). However, in most cases this is impractical. This is because simulating a single design point may be prohibitively expensive in terms of the simulation time. For example, simulation of only a few minutes of video, for a video decoding application, may take tens of hours [165]. This significantly limits the number of different inputs for which simulations can be performed within an allotted design time. Therefore, from the large set of possible inputs, the system designers have to choose a small subset which would be representative\(^1\) of the workload that the system would experience in reality. Simulations can then be restricted to this subset only.

Obtaining a representative input set is, of course, not a new concern—workload design and other relevant problems, such as workload characterization, benchmark construction, synthetic workload generation, etc., are well recognized problems in different areas of computer performance evaluation. However, issues involved in solving these problems are almost always domain-specific. This is because they depend on the nature of applications and architectures, and on the abstraction level at which systems are evaluated. For example, the main issues

\(^1\)Many sources in the literature refer to “representative workload” as the workload (e.g. a collection of traces) which represents a realistic general case, and is not biased towards a particular architecture, environment, etc. This term is often used in conjunction with a synthetic workload, to indicate that the synthetic workload closely resembles the real workload. In context of this thesis, we use the term “representative workload” in a slightly different way. By “representative workload” we mean a workload which was selected from a larger collection of real workloads, such that it best represents (covers) all important classes of the workload within this collection.
in the domain of microprocessor design are microarchitecture-centric, where a designer is mostly concerned with program characteristics like instruction mix, data and instruction cache miss rates and branch prediction accuracy. On the other hand, the concerns in the case of system-level design of SoC platform architectures are very different and these are not suitably reflected in a benchmark suite designed for microarchitecture evaluation.

In this chapter, we attempt to address this issue of workload design in the specific context of system-level design of SoC platform architectures for multimedia processing (i.e. media processors). Although simulation-oriented design and evaluation are widespread in the domain of system-level SoC design, to the best of our knowledge the issue of methodically selecting representative inputs for architecture evaluation has not received any attention so far. Most of the work reported in the Embedded Systems literature, on novel system models or simulation schemes, shirk off this problem and leave the responsibility of choosing a representative input or stimuli to the architecture on system designers (see, for example, [83]).

There are many reasons why this problem is interesting in the specific case of multimedia processing on multiprocessor SoC platforms. First, media streams may impose very complex and diverse workloads on such platforms. Many multimedia applications exhibit a large degree of data-dependent variability that complicates the problem of choosing a representative input set. Second, in contrast to general-purpose architectures, MpSoC platforms, which are optimized for stream processing, have heterogeneous distributed architectures. This fact further complicates the problem. Third, multimedia processing is in general computationally intensive, requiring for performance evaluation to simulate a relatively large number of events. This makes selection of the representative workload for design of media processors an important problem.

Arbitrarily selecting inputs to form the “representative” input set is certainly not a good idea. The goal of “representative” workload design should be to select inputs such that they cover, as much as possible, the whole space of possible workloads, including those that represent corner cases for the target architecture. Such corner cases are represented by inputs which impose worst- and best-case loads on different parts of the architecture. Determining what constitutes a “corner case” is, however, not a trivial undertaking due to the complex nature of most multimedia workloads. Attempts towards using some qualitative (i.e. subjective) technique to judge the properties of media streams based on their content (for example, by simply viewing video clips to be processed by the architecture and classifying them based on experience or intuition) might easily fail. Hence, a quantitative methodology is necessary, using which it should be possible to objectively assess and compare the properties of different media streams. Based on such a comparison, a small representative subset can then be chosen from a large collection of samples.

We propose a methodology to classify media streams which can be used to
identify a small representative set meant for architecture evaluation. Towards this, we first hypothesize that key characteristics of media streams that influence the performance of an MpSoC platform architecture, are related to their “variability”. This variability stem from the fact that execution time requirements of multimedia tasks and the amount of data consumed (produced) by these tasks at their inputs (outputs) depend on the properties of particular audio/video samples being processed. Now, given a collection of media streams, we classify two streams from this collection as similar if both of them exhibit the same kind of variability with respect to the execution time requirements and the task input/output rates, as mentioned above. Therefore, given a set of video streams which are similar, it would be sufficient to simulate an architecture with only one video stream from this set, as all the other streams would impose similar load on the architecture. To quantitatively characterize the variability associated with a stream, with respect to a given architecture, we use the concept of VCCs, introduced in Chapter 3. As an illustration of our methodology, throughout this chapter we use a case study of an MPEG-2 decoder system whose system-level architecture, including the mapping of MPEG-2 tasks onto it, is shown in Fig. 17 and described in Section 3.6.1.

We would like to point out here that the kinds of variabilities that should be considered in a media stream for an effective classification would depend on the platform architecture and the application at hand. This is mainly due to the fact that SoC architectures are often highly specialized for a narrow application spectrum. For this reason, defining a set of workload attributes which would result in an effective stream classification in any design scenario is difficult, if not impossible. Also, we note that defining a common benchmark for multimedia MpSoC platforms is out of scope of this chapter. The contribution of this chapter is to point out that the properties of media streams which should be considered for representative workload identification in the context of performance evaluation of multimedia MpSoC platforms can be expressed in the form of VCCs, and to propose the corresponding stream classification method.

Finally, we note that, in a system-level design framework, the selection of the representative workload can be carried out outside of the time-critical design space exploration loop (namely, prior to the exploration) and does not require time-consuming system simulations. Furthermore, the workload characterization and classification procedures presented in this chapter can be fully automated, reducing to minimum designers’ participation in the workload selection process.

4.2 Related Work

The construction of representative workloads for performance evaluation of computer systems has always been an area of active research since early 70s (see
4.3. Overview

We assume that system designers have at their disposal a large collection of media streams that fully represents streams which the designed system may have to process in reality. Then, forming a representative workload from this large collection involves several steps:

1. **Identifying key workload properties:** The first step in the workload design is to decide which workload properties are important for the given design context. Based on these properties the workload classification will be carried out. In the case of performance evaluation, we have to select those properties that have largest influence on the performance of the architecture.
2. **Characterizing media streams**: The next step is to characterize each stream in the collection. It is accomplished by measuring the properties upon which the workload classification will be performed. We refer to this step, together with the preceding step, as *workload characterization*.

3. **Defining the dissimilarity metric**: Based on the workload characterization, we need to define how the dissimilarity between two workloads (media streams) will be measured. That is, we need to define a *metric* that would represent the dissimilarity between a pair of media streams as a value. After all media streams in the collection have been characterized (i.e. their relevant properties have been measured), we compute this metric for each pair of streams in the collection.

4. **Classifying media streams**: Having computed the pairwise dissimilarity between the streams in the collection, we can identify groups of streams that may impose similar workload on the architecture. Such a group would consist of streams that have similar properties. From these groups, we can then select representatives. They will form the representative workload for our architecture. We refer to this step and the preceding step as *workload classification*.

The next two sections describe particular considerations that we made while realizing the above steps.

### 4.4 Workload Characterization

Workload characterization should be based on *key properties* that are important in a particular design context. These are properties that have a strong impact on the performance of the architecture being designed. For instance, in microarchitectural design such properties would be instruction mix, branch prediction accuracy and cache miss rates [39]. As mentioned in Section 4.1, our hypothesis is that *on the system level* the performance of multimedia MpSoC architectures is largely influenced by various kinds of *data-dependent variability* associated with the processing of media streams. This hypothesis rests on the observation that such variability is the major source of the burstiness of on-chip traffic in such multimedia MpSoC platforms [165]. The burstiness of the on-chip traffic necessitates insertion of additional buffers between architectural entities processing the media streams, and deployment of sophisticated scheduling policies across the platform. Both of these inevitably translate into increased design costs and power consumption [57].

Individual media streams with *identical* parameters, such as bit rate, frame rate and resolution, may impose significantly *different* workload on the architecture; in particular, the streams may exhibit different kinds of the variability. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that, although these streams have identical parameters, they contain diverse multimedia information and may have
different structure (e.g., in MPEG video streams, different frame types may be arranged in various patterns). For MPEG-2 video streams, this fact is supported by our experiments reported in Section 4.6. [57] demonstrates the variability in streams of several other multimedia formats. Therefore, in the system-level design context of multimedia MpSoC architectures, it is certainly meaningful to characterize and classify multimedia workloads with respect to their variability properties.

In a typical MpSoC architecture, consisting of a heterogeneous collection of interconnected PEs, often there are several sources of variability that depends on properties of the processed media streams. Consider, as an example, the MPEG-2 decoding system shown in Fig. 17 in Chapter 3. The system consists of two programmable processors, PE1 and PE2, and input and output interfaces. PE1 executes a task performing VLD and IQ functions, whereas PE2 executes a task performing IDCT and MC functions of the MPEG-2 decoding algorithm. For brevity, we will refer to these tasks as VLD and IDCT, respectively. In Fig. 17, stream objects belonging to the input stream emerging from the network interface are single bits. Stream objects sent from PE1 to PE2 are partially decoded macroblocks, whereas stream objects entering the video interface are fully processed macroblocks. What are the sources of variability associated with media streams processed on such an MpSoC platform?

- First, arrival patterns of media streams at the input of the system may have a bursty nature, i.e. stream objects may arrive at the system’s input in highly irregular intervals. A typical example of this is a multimedia device receiving streams from a congested network.

- Second, each activation of a task may consume and produce a variable number of stream objects from the associated streams. For example, each activation of VLD in Fig. 17 consumes a variable number of bits from the network interface, although it always produces one macroblock at its output.

- Third, the execution demand of a task may vary from activation to activation due to data-dependent program flow. Both the tasks in our running example of the MPEG-2 decoder—VLD and IDCT—possess this property.

- Finally, stream objects belonging to the same stream may require different amounts of memory to store them in communication channels between PEs. Again, in the example architecture in Fig. 17, we note that the partially decoded macroblocks stored in buffer $B_2$, depending on their type, may or may not include motion vectors.

All these types of variability must be carefully considered and characterized during the workload design process. In this chapter, we will be concerned with the variability of the execution demand and the consumption and production rates of tasks. As mentioned before, depending on the architecture and the application
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at hand, it might be meaningful to consider other types of variabilities as well.\footnote{It might be also necessary to account for correlations existing between different variability types. However, this question goes beyond the scope of this chapter.} However, we show that the two variability types we consider here already lead to meaningful results.

We propose to use VCCs introduced in Section 3.2 as a model for the workload characterization that can capture different kinds of variability in media streams. To each stream \( i \) in a stream collection, we associate a set of tuples

\[
S_i = \{(V^i_p, V^u_p)\},
\]

where \( V^i_p \) and \( V^u_p \) denote lower and upper VCCs characterizing variability of property \( P \) in stream \( i \). For any \( P \), \( V^i_p \) and \( V^u_p \) must represent the tightest upper and lower VCCs, as defined by Defs. 14 and 15. To obtain such tightest \( V^i_p \) and \( V^u_p \), we use (3.42) and (3.43) under the condition that the function set for which the VCCs are calculated contains only one function—the function which corresponds to property \( P \) of the stream being characterized. Thus, the resulting VCCs, \( V^i_p \) and \( V^u_p \), represent tightest bounds on the worst- and best-case variability of property \( P \) in a single stream. The set of all such VCCs, \( S_i \), represents a complete characterization of stream \( i \). As a result, in form of \( S_i \), we have an accurate, compact and easy-to-obtain abstraction of stream \( i \).

In Section 3.3, we defined some VCC types useful for multimedia workload characterization. Out of them, for the workload design in this chapter, we use the execution demand curves and the consumption and production curves, denoted by tuples \( (\gamma^l, \gamma^u), (\kappa^l, \kappa^u), \) and \( (\pi^l, \pi^u) \), respectively. Each task in a multimedia stream-processing application is characterized by these VCC types.

We note that \( (\gamma^l, \gamma^u) \) depends on the PE type on which the corresponding application task is to be executed. For example, if a PE has an application specific instruction set which may significantly alter the execution demand of tasks, then this will be reflected in \( (\gamma^l, \gamma^u) \). In contrast, \( (\kappa^l, \kappa^u) \) and \( (\pi^l, \pi^u) \) are not dependent on the architecture, but on the dataflow properties within the application. Hence, the assumption here is that, prior to the workload characterization, we need to know the partitioning of the application into tasks and the mapping of those tasks onto PE types. We believe that this assumption is not too restrictive. Similar assumptions are common in the Embedded Systems design community, where applications are modeled by task graphs in which the (worst-case) execution demands of tasks are known. In fact, the same assumption is made in a number of trace-based performance evaluation techniques recently reported in the literature [74, 75, 83, 116]. These trace-based performance evaluation techniques rely on pre-collected execution traces of tasks on PEs of the MpSoC platform being evaluated. Our method can be useful especially in this context, by providing such techniques with the representative set of traces.
4.5 Workload Classification

In the previous section, we described how media streams can be quantitatively characterized to enable their comparison and classification. In this section, we explain how such a comparison and classification can be accomplished based on this characterization.

We propose to classify streams based on the shapes of the VCCs associated with them. If two streams are characterized by VCCs having similar shapes, then their behavior, in the worst/best-case, will also be similar. Each stream might be associated with several VCC types, characterizing different aspects of variability within the stream. Therefore, if two streams have similarly shaped VCCs of respective types, then these streams will impose similar workload on the architecture (in the worst- and best-case). For example, the maximum backlogs that such streams will create in the buffers of the architecture as a result of their processing will almost be the same.

4.5.1 Dissimilarity based on a single VCC type

Let us first define a metric that would allow to compare two streams based on only one VCC type. This metric should be a measure of dissimilarity between the shapes of two VCCs of the same type.

In general, any measure of dissimilarity between two objects depends on the specific problem at hand [45]. Each property, based on which two objects are to be compared, is associated with a variable. That is, if there are \( n \) properties upon which two objects have to be compared, then there will be \( n \) variables describing each object. Any valuation of these variables constitutes a representation of an object. The dissimilarity between two objects is then found by computing some metric defined over these \( n \) variables. In our case, a VCC, which is defined for a set of points \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), can be seen as an object described by \( n \) variables.

Intuitively, to see how dissimilar the shapes of two VCCs are, we need to compare their values for each of the points \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \). By noting that all \( n \) variables represent a VCC along essentially separable dimensions, we can quantitatively measure the dissimilarity between two VCCs using the City Block metric [45]. We decided to use this metric as a measure of dissimilarity, because, in comparison to other known metrics (e.g. Euclidean Distance), it is more “sensitive” to differences in each of the dimensions (variables). I.e., in our case, the metric is more “sensitive” to the differences in the shapes of two VCCs. A formal definition of the dissimilarity between two VCCs based on the City Block metric is given below.

Let \( V^r_i(k), k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), denote a VCC of type \( r \) associated with stream \( i \). The measure of the pairwise dissimilarity between two streams \( i \) and \( j \), with
respect to VCC $V^r$, is then defined as
\[ d_{rij} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \omega_r(k) |V^r_i(k) - V^r_j(k)| \] (4.1)
where $\omega_r(k) = 1/k$ are weights that are necessary to normalize the differences $|V^r_i(k) - V^r_j(k)|$ with respect to the length $k$ of the analysis interval. The longer the analysis interval $k$ is, the less critical the difference in the values of the two VCCs becomes. For example, suppose that we want to compare upper execution demand curves of two streams. Assume from the execution demand curves we know that any two consecutive stream objects (i.e. $k = 2$) in the first stream may cause a maximum execution demand of 100 units, while for the second stream this value is 150. Suppose that we also know that any 10 consecutive stream objects ($k = 10$) in the first stream may cause a maximum execution demand of 1000 units, and it is 1150 units for the second stream. Although the absolute difference between the curves for $k = 2$ is smaller than that for $k = 10$, the difference in the execution demand computed per stream object for $k = 2$ is larger than for $k = 10$ ($\frac{100-150}{2} > \frac{1000-1150}{10}$). For $k = 10$ the absolute difference is distributed over a larger number of stream objects than in the case of $k = 2$, and therefore this difference becomes less critical. The weights $\omega_r$ allow to correctly compare the streams for large $k$, e.g. to properly account for long-term average execution demands.

4.5.2 Dissimilarity based on several VCC types

Media streams may be characterized by more than one VCC type. How can the dissimilarity between the streams be quantified then?

First, we propose to compute the dissimilarities between VCCs of identical types as defined by (4.1). Then, the computed “single-type” dissimilarities can be combined in a variety of ways. One possibility is to simply sum up all of them. Our experiments showed that this simple approach works relatively good. Hence, we define the pairwise dissimilarity between two streams $i$ and $j$ with respect to VCCs of types $r \in R$ as [114]
\[ d_{ij} = \sum_{r \in R} d_{rij} \] (4.2)

An improved version of (4.2) sums up normalized dissimilarities $\frac{d_{rij}}{\max_{r \in R} d_{rij}}$, i.e.
\[ d_{ij} = \sum_{r \in R} \frac{d_{rij}}{\max_{r \in R} d_{rij}} \] (4.3)

4.5.3 Clustering

Finally, to classify streams using the dissimilarity measures described above, we employ a conventional hierarchical clustering algorithm which uses the complete
4.6 Empirical Validation

To see how the workload classification method described in previous sections performs on real data samples, we conducted a number of experiments with MPEG-2 video streams. MPEG-2 streams represented an interesting target for our experiments because they have a complex nature and a rich set of characteristics [78].

Workload design scenario
Consider the following design scenario. Suppose our goal is to study the impact of different MPEG-2 streams on the MpSoC platform shown in Fig. 17 in Chapter 3. At our disposal we have a large library of video clips that our architecture should be able to support. However, due to design time constraints we cannot afford to simulate the platform architecture for each clip in the library. Furthermore, since simulation of an entire clip takes a prohibitively long time, we are constrained to simulating only short fragments extracted from selected video clips in the library.

We assume that any video clip in the library contains only one scene. In a visual sense, a scene is “a portion of the movie without sudden changes in view, but with some panning and zooming” [78]. Distinguishing between different scenes is necessary, because even within a single MPEG-2 stream different scenes might have substantially different characteristics. For example, characteristics of MPEG-2 streams (such as bit rate) may significantly vary at a large time scale, i.e. across different scenes, while at a short time scale (i.e. within a scene) the variations are more moderate [78, 84]. Since VCCs represent worst/best-case bounds, if different scenes are not treated separately while deriving their VCCs, then details about variability in some scenes may be “overshadowed” by other scenes. Finally, we note that in practice it is always possible to split a long movie into a series of individual scenes (see [78] for the relevant references).

For our experiments, we used a library of MPEG-2 video clips summarized in Tab. 4. Each clip in the library is an 8 Mbps constant-bit-rate stream, containing one scene with resolution $704 \times 576$ pixels and frame rate 25 fps. We believe that the variety of scenes represented in this library is sufficient for the demonstration of our workload design method.

To select representative streams, for performance evaluation of the platform architecture shown in Fig. 17, we classified the streams in the library based on (i) the variability in the execution demand, and (ii) the variability in the production
and consumption rates of the MPEG-2 tasks to be executed on the PEs of the platform. VLD task can be characterized by both variability types. Its execution demand varies and, per execution, it consumes a variable number of bits from its input. Hence, we characterized VLD task using execution demand curves \( (\gamma^l_{VLD}, \gamma^u_{VLD}) \) and consumption curves \( (\kappa^l_{VLD}, \kappa^u_{VLD}) \). In contrast, IDCT task was characterized by execution demand curves \( (\gamma^l_{IDCT}, \gamma^u_{IDCT}) \) only. This is because its execution demand can vary, but the consumption and production rates remain constant.

### Experimental setup

Our simulation environment consisted of the SimpleScalar instruction set simulator [8], a system simulator and an MPEG-2 decoder program [119]. The MPEG-2 decoder program was used as an executable for both simulators and as a means to obtain traces of bit allocation to macroblocks. The system simulator served for validation of our workload design method. It consisted of a SystemC [153] transaction-level model of the architecture in Fig. 17. This model was based on the simulation environment described in Appendix A.

The SimpleScalar simulator served for modeling PE1 and PE2 of the platform architecture in Fig. 17. It was used to obtain traces of execution times for VLD and IDCT tasks. Both tasks worked at the macroblock granularity. In our experimental setup, the SimpleScalar simulator was used in sim-profile configuration and with the PISA instruction set [8]. Although this configuration does not model advanced microarchitectural features of a processor, such as caches, branch predictors, etc., it requires less time to simulate, and therefore was a suitable choice for our purposes. This choice was also justified by the fact that advanced features in the microarchitecture of general purpose processors do not significantly impact the variability of multimedia workloads [57].

VCCs, \( (\gamma^l_{VLD}, \gamma^u_{VLD}), (\kappa^l_{VLD}, \kappa^u_{VLD}) \) and \( (\gamma^l_{IDCT}, \gamma^u_{IDCT}) \), were obtained from the execution traces using the trace analysis method described in Section 3.5.2. We set the maximum analysis interval to 12 video frames. This corresponded to the most frequently occurring length of group of pictures (GOP) [118] in the

### Tab. 4: MPEG-2 video clips used in the experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>video</th>
<th>file name</th>
<th>video</th>
<th>file name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100b_080.m2v</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>pulb_080.m2v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bbc3_080.m2v</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>susi_080.m2v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>cact_080.m2v</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>tens_080.m2v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>flwr_080.m2v</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>time_080.m2v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>mobl_080.m2v</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>v700_080.m2v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ftp.tek.com/tv/test/streams/Element/MPEG-Video/
4.6. Empirical Validation

MPEG-2 bitstreams. Obtaining the VCCs relied only on the instruction set simulation and a simple trace-analysis algorithm, both of which can be orders of magnitude faster compared to a full system simulation.

**Results and discussion**

Our first step was to compute the maximum dissimilarity between VCCs obtained from different fragments of the same scene (i.e. clip). The goal was to check whether this dissimilarity would be sufficiently small to allow for using a randomly selected short fragment as a representative of the whole video clip. If the dissimilarity were too large, then randomly selecting fragments from the clips would not be a good strategy, and we would need to look for other approaches for selecting fragments from the clips. For example, all fragments of a scene could be classified first using the method presented in this chapter, and then several fragments with diverse characteristics could be chosen to represent that scene.

From each clip in the library, we extracted 10 unique fragments of the same length (30 frames) and measured their VCCs. Fig. 26 shows measurement results for \((\gamma^l_{VLD}, \gamma^u_{VLD})\) for two video clips—video 5 and video 10 from Table 4. Video 5 contains a natural full-motion scene, whereas video 10 is a video test pattern with a small running timer on a still background. By inspecting the plots in Figure 26, we can see that the dissimilarity between fragments of video 5 is larger than the dissimilarity between fragments of video 10. This can be explained by a higher degree of motion present in the scene of video 5. Nevertheless, we can see that the curves for different fragments of video 5 exhibit a similar behavior. For other videos in the library, we observed same trends.

Using (4.1), for each VCC type and each video clip in the library, we com-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VCC</th>
<th>max.dissim</th>
<th>video</th>
<th>VCC</th>
<th>max.dissim</th>
<th>video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^u_{\text{LD}}$</td>
<td>57151356</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\gamma^u_{\text{DCT}}$</td>
<td>37220944</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^l_{\text{LD}}$</td>
<td>23548299</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\kappa^l_{\text{LD}}$</td>
<td>2146073</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma^u_{\text{DCT}}$</td>
<td>22903156</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$\kappa^l_{\text{LD}}$</td>
<td>752238</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 5: Maximum dissimilarities between fragments of the same clip for each VCC type.

Fig. 27: Classification based on $\gamma^u_{\text{LD}}$ only

Fig. 28: Dendrogram of the hierarchical cluster tree obtained as a result of the classification based on all six VCC types and by using (4.2). In this dendrogram, we can clearly distinguish between two major groups of clips:

computed pairwise dissimilarities between fragments of the same clip. Tab. 5 summarizes results of this experiment. It shows the maximum dissimilarities for each VCC type over the whole set of video clips. From this table, we can conclude that video 4 probably contains a very complex and changing scene, because for almost all VCC types its fragments exhibit larger dissimilarity between each other than the fragments of other clips.

Based on the above results, for the classification of video clips in the library, we decided to randomly pick one fragment from each clip and then perform the classification based only on these selected fragments.

For the purpose of illustration, we first performed the classification based on only one VCC type, $\gamma^u_{\text{LD}}$. The results of the $\gamma^u_{\text{LD}}$-based classification into four groups are presented in Fig. 27. As we can see in the figure, our method could correctly identify groups of curves having similar shapes. This indicates that the measure of dissimilarity defined by (4.1) and the chosen clustering algorithm lead to a meaningful classification.

Fig. 28 shows a dendrogram of the hierarchical cluster tree obtained as a result of the classification based on all six VCC types and by using (4.2). In this dendrogram, we can clearly distinguish between two major groups of clips:
4.6. Empirical Validation

This kind of a coarse-grained division into two groups would have been possible to obtain just by viewing the videos on the screen. However, a more refined classification would be difficult to achieve using such a subjective technique. For example, before performing the experiments, by simply viewing the clips we could not predict that video 4 would have such different properties in comparison to the other motion videos. However, we can easily see this in the dendrogram: all other motion videos except video 4, form a tight cluster with the maximum linkage distance almost three times smaller than the maximum linkage distance when video 4 is included into the cluster.

Finally, to see how the results of the stream classification correlate with the actual impact of the streams on the architecture, we performed simulations of the system in Fig. 17. We simulated the decoding of several full-length video clips from the library. As a measure of the architectural impact we decided to use maximum backlogs occurring in buffers $B_2$ and $B_v$ in Fig. 17. The backlog in buffer $B_1$ at the PE1’s input was not taken into account because of its relatively small size.

Tab. 6 summarizes results of the system simulations. Our buffer measurements show that, for example, video 1 and video 7 produce very similar maximum backlogs in both buffers. The maximum backlogs produced by video 9 and video 2 are less similar than the backlogs produced by video 1 and video 7. For

---

3Since video 10 is mostly still, it was assigned to the group of still videos by our method.
video 9 and video 2, the differences in the backlogs in $B_2$ and $B_v$ are 2110 and 245 macroblocks, respectively. We can also see that video 9 is more similar to video 2 than to video 3. The maximum backlogs for video 3 and video 9 differ in 4935 and 405 macroblocks for $B_2$ and $B_v$, respectively. Hence, we can conclude that the simulation results exhibit the same tendency as that shown by the classification in Fig. 28.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an approach for workload design in the specific context of system-level performance evaluation of multimedia MpSoC architectures. The two main contributions of this chapter were: (i) establishing the utility of VCCs as a model for multimedia workload characterization, and (ii) a workload classification method based on VCCs which allows to identify groups of media streams that impose similar workload on a platform architecture. System designers can use this classification method for constructing small representative workload sets for performance evaluation of MpSoC platforms for multimedia processing. We presented experimental results that validate and show usefulness of this approach. However, there is a considerable scope for further research in this direction. For example, a more systematic study needs to be done to identify “variability types” beyond the ones considered in this chapter.
Designing Stream Scheduling Policies

In Chapter 4, we demonstrated one possible application of Variability Characterization Curves: we proposed a method to automate the selection of representative workload for performance evaluation of the multimedia MpSoC architectures. In this chapter, we demonstrate another application of VCCs. The focus of this chapter is on design of platform management policies for such MpSoC architectures.

A platform management policy specifies how the computational and communication resources of an execution platform should be shared among application tasks, i.e. it defines the scheduling and arbitration\(^1\) policies implemented on these resources. These policies are the knobs which designers can use to tune up the system such that a desired tradeoff is achieved between system’s cost, performance and power consumption. That is why a proper selection and optimization of platform management policies play an important role in the system-level design of multimedia MpSoC platforms.

There is a large body of research work on real-time scheduling, covering a broad spectrum of applications—from control-dominated to signal processing systems. However, the scheduling problems arising in the domain of media processing execution platforms (such as multimedia MpSoC architectures) involve a number of specific issues that are not effectively addressed by the existing scheduling methods: Due to the streaming nature of multimedia applications, the scheduling of processing elements in a multimedia MpSoC architecture more resembles scheduling of packet flows in a communication network than the traditional real-time task scheduling. Many existing real-time task scheduling

\(^1\)Hereafter, we use the terms scheduling and arbitration interchangeably.
techniques are *deadline-driven*; in contrast, streaming multimedia applications have *quality of service requirements* which do not directly translate into task deadlines. Additionally, multimedia workloads are highly dynamic and variable, making it difficult to identify optimal scheduling strategies. As a result, platform management policies for multimedia MpSoC architectures often have very large and irregular design spaces.

All these factors call for new approaches to designing schedulers for multimedia MpSoC architectures. We explore this direction in this chapter. The VCC-based workload model and the extended Modular Performance Analysis framework developed in Chapter 3 serve in this chapter as a basis for an efficient framework for design space exploration of the platform management policies. In this framework we mainly concentrate on fast and accurate performance evaluation methods and on schedulability tests which can effectively speedup and guide the design space exploration process. To demonstrate the utility of the framework, we describe two case studies involving Time-Division Multiplex Access (TDMA) scheduling policy.

**Contributions of this chapter**

- We formulate the problem of scheduling media streams under strict QoS constraints imposed by available buffer space. This problem is motivated by the tight on-chip memory constraints associated with the current multimedia MpSoC architectures.

- We propose a framework for fast system-level design space exploration and optimization of platform management policies for the media processing execution platforms, such as multimedia MpSoC architectures. The framework features a combination of an initial one-time simulation of individual architectural components to obtain relevant workload characteristics, and a subsequent fast *analytic* performance evaluation, iteratively performed in the time-critical design space exploration loop.

- Based on the extended Modular Performance Analysis framework, we propose a method for computation of the buffer space requirements under different platform management policies. In comparison to the previously published methods addressing similar problems, the main novelty of our method is in its ability to account for specific QoS requirements associated with processing media streams on buffer-constrained architectures. In addition, in this method we demonstrate how the VCC types defined in Section 3.3 can be used for the *modular performance analysis* of distributed heterogeneous architectures. By applying our method to a case study of an MpSoC architecture, we demonstrate the complexity of the design space of the seemingly simple, widely used TDMA scheduling policy.
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- We propose a method for a fast feasibility test of stream scheduling policies under given QoS requirements. Towards this, we introduce the concept of service bounds and show how they can be computed and used for the feasibility test. Through a detailed case study, we demonstrate how the service bounds can guide the optimization of stream scheduling policies.

**Organization of this chapter**

- Section 5.1 introduces the problem of stream scheduling on buffer-constrained architectures through a motivating example of a set-top box application scenario. This scenario will be used in the course of this chapter for the case studies.
- Section 5.2 outlines the related work.
- Section 5.3 presents the framework for design space exploration and optimization of platform management policies for the media processing execution platforms.
- Section 5.4 addresses the problem of estimating buffer memory requirements resulting from deploying different scheduling policies on processing elements of an MpSoC architecture.
- Section 5.5 introduces the concept of service bounds used for quick feasibility tests of stream schedulers for the buffer-constrained architectures.
- Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.

5.1 Stream Scheduling under Buffer Constraints

This section introduces the stream scheduling problem arising on the system level in multimedia MpSoC architectures. We first describe a set-top box application scenario; and then, using this scenario as an example, we introduce the scheduling problem and point out its specifics.

5.1.1 Set-top box application scenario

Fig. 29 shows a simple system-level model of a set-top box device implementing an audio-video decoder. Audio and video streams enter the device, which includes two PEs: PE1 and PE2. The MPEG-2 video decoding algorithm is partitioned into two tasks—one mapped onto PE1, the other onto PE2. The MP3 audio decoder includes a single task, mapped onto PE2. On-chip buffers $B_1$, $B_2$, and $B_3$ store the partially processed streams, whereas $B_v$ and $B_a$, so called play-out buffers, store the fully decoded streams. These buffers are read by the video
and audio output devices through corresponding interfaces. Besides processing media streams, PE1 and PE2 can execute other tasks. For example, in Fig. 29, PE1 executes a task responsible for interaction with the set-top box’s user. This task handles control commands initiated through a user interface (UI).

In the setup described above, the MPEG-2 video decoding proceeds in the following way. A compressed video stream arrives through the network interface into PE1’s input buffer, $B_1$. PE1 reads the stream from this buffer and performs on it the variable length decoding (VLD) and inverse quantization (IQ) functions [118]. As a result of this processing, the video data appears at PE1’s output as a stream of partially decoded macroblocks. PE1 writes this stream into buffer $B_2$. PE2 reads this buffer and completes the video decoding by computing the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) and, if necessary, performing the motion compensation (MC) for each macroblock in the stream. PE2 writes the fully decoded stream into playout buffer $B_v$, which is periodically read by the video output port. The output port finalizes the video processing and sends the video to a display device.

5.1.2 The stream scheduling problem

Different streams entering a PE (for example, PE2 in Fig. 29) could be associated with different input rates. The respective output devices (such as Video OUT and Audio OUT in Fig. 29) could also consume the outgoing processed streams at different predetermined rates. Additionally, the processing requirements associated with the streams can vary widely. To satisfy the real-time constraints imposed by such I/O rates, it is necessary to suitably schedule the multiple streams entering a PE. Furthermore, to preserve the quality of the processed streams, any scheduling policy on a PE belonging to a setup similar to that in Fig. 29 must typically satisfy the following constraints: None of the buffers should overflow, and the playout buffers read by the real-time output devices should never underflow.
The output devices read the playout buffers at specified rates, depending on the required output quality. Therefore, the constraint on such a buffers underflow is to ensure that this required output quality is guaranteed. Guaranteeing that none of the buffers overflows is needed because, in many cases, using blocking writes to prevent the overflows is infeasible. Efficiently implementing such blocking mechanisms requires either a multithreaded processor architecture or substantial run-time operating-system support for context switching, and necessitates platform-wide flow-control mechanisms [134, 151] which might be difficult to implement in a distributed architecture.

The motivation for this buffer-centric design of schedulers is that buffers are available only at a very high premium because of their large on-chip area requirements [165]. On the other hand, the off-chip memory quickly becomes a bottleneck in high bandwidth applications such as multimedia; and its bandwidth cannot be easily increased due to a number of technology constraints (e.g. a limited number of I/O pins in a chip) [52]. Hence, the buffers play a central role in the design of any scheduling or MpSoC platform management policy.

**Specifics of the scheduling problem**

The scheduling problem just described has a number of characteristics that make it notably different from other real-time scheduling problems. These characteristics are summarized below.

- **Implicit deadlines:** The real-time scheduling traditionally relies on the notion of (hard and soft) deadlines: each task instance has an explicit deadline. This way, the deadlines specify the real-time constraints to be satisfied by the scheduler. In contrast to this, in the stream scheduling problem the real-time constraints are not naturally expressed through the deadlines. The main goal of a stream scheduler is to satisfy the QoS requirements associated with the processed streams. Hence, the real-time constraints are determined by these QoS requirements. The QoS requirements may, for example, include the required throughput, end-to-end processing delay\(^2\) and the underflow/overflow buffer constraints. In general, these QoS requirements do not directly translate into the deadlines.

In fact, the deadlines are not considered at all in the proposed method since we are not interested in individual task instances meeting their deadlines but in the whole stream satisfying given QoS constraints. Although the deadlines are not specified in the scheduling problem addressed in this chapter, the real-time constraints still exist and if needed can be hard. Finally, we note that due to the high variability of several workload characteristics and due to the buffering involved into the stream processing, it would be difficult to translate the QoS requirements into the deadlines for each task instance without introducing a significant amount of pessimism and runtime overhead.

\(^2\)The delay through the whole stream processing chain.
• “Too much service is as bad as too little service”: The goal of the conventional real-time scheduling is to improve task response times. Therefore, the more service a task gets, the better it is (provided that schedulability of other tasks is not jeopardized). In contrast, in scheduling tasks processing streams under the buffer constraints, providing too much service to a task may be as dangerous as providing too little service. A higher service rate offered to a task increases the burstiness of the stream at the task’s output, and therefore may cause overflows of downstream buffers. Hence, in stream scheduling we are seeking for a balanced service.

• Asynchronous communication style: The majority of task models used in real-time scheduling assume that the tasks having data dependencies communicate synchronously: a next instance of a producer task is not allowed to start execution before the output from the previous instance has been read by the consumer task. (The communication channel in this case represents a channel with destructive write, i.e. a register.) The underlying computation model of a stream processing application is different. In this model, tasks communicate asynchronously through the buffered channels. This communication style relaxes the timing coupling between dependent tasks, thereby creating a larger decision (or design) space for a scheduler.

• Workload variability: As discussed in Section 3.1, there are not many task models (and therefore scheduling techniques) that can effectively and efficiently handle the variable workloads. On the other hand, the major complication in scheduling of streaming multimedia applications on distributed execution platforms stems from the high workload variability, which leads to bursty and complex communication traffic between the multimedia tasks.

The communication traffic on an MpSoC platform, such as the one shown in Fig. 29, tends to be highly complex and bursty for three main reasons [165]. First, the execution time of many media processing tasks highly depends on the properties of the particular audio-video sample being processed [14, 57, 134]. Second, the quantity of the I/O data consumed and produced by a task can also vary widely. An example of this is the VLD task in Fig. 29. Third, the input media streams already tend to be highly bursty when they enter a processing device. For example, in Fig. 29, the arrival pattern of the input streams entering the set-top box would depend on the networks congestion levels. In addition to these effects, the burstiness in the streams arrival pattern could increase as they pass from one PE to the next, depending on these PEs’ congestion levels and scheduling policies [133].

3See the discussion in Section 3.1.
5.2 Related work

In real-time scheduling, the QoS requirements of tasks are typically specified with deadlines (which are explicit and fixed for a given task). Thus, many existing scheduling methods proposed in this area are “deadline-driven” \cite{41, 150}.\footnote{Some of these methods have been mentioned in Section 3.1.} However, there is a class of real-time tasks which rather require a guaranteed rate of progress (average throughput) than the satisfaction of the fixed deadlines \cite{140}. Tasks that process continuous media streams fall into this category. There are scheduling techniques that can guarantee the required average throughput to such tasks in presence of other tasks by effectively reserving a portion of the processor bandwidth for execution of these tasks. Examples of such techniques include various kinds of aperiodic task servers \cite{1, 22, 94, 147, 152} and the rate-based execution model \cite{65}. Scheduling techniques based on the bandwidth reservation principle are also used to guarantee QoS to packet flows in communication networks (see e.g. \cite{179}). The same principle can also be applied to schedule streams on an MpSoC execution platform. The scheduling techniques mentioned above may serve as a basis for designing platform management policies for the media processors. However, their direct application in this domain is limited because most of them are concerned with scheduling of a single PE (e.g. a processor or a communication link) without considering system-level issues such as the restricted buffer space.

There is a large body of research on scheduling of directed acyclic task graphs on multiprocessor architectures \cite{40, 76, 80}. A task graph specifies precedence relations between tasks. These relations model data dependencies between the tasks. An application is typically modeled by a set of independent task graphs; each task graph is associated with a deadline and an activation period. This set is then scheduled on heterogeneous architectures \cite{98, 132}. Several hardware/software co-synthesis frameworks use this model \cite{32, 33, 35}. The method in \cite{32} schedules task graphs with periodic and aperiodic activations. To guarantee QoS to aperiodic task graphs it employs resource reservations. \cite{127} proposes an algorithm to schedule task graphs which model both data and control dependencies. Only a few approaches in this category consider memory constraints while scheduling the tasks \cite{108, 131, 154}.

All scheduling methods just mentioned assume single-rate data dependencies between tasks, i.e. the execution rate of any consumer task exactly matches the execution rate of the corresponding producer task. This task model is too restrictive for a large class of multimedia applications in which tasks have multi-rate data dependencies \cite{67}. A more adequate task model for multimedia applications relies on the concept of dataflow process networks \cite{89}, which permits the multi-rate data dependencies as well as cycles in the task graph. Scheduling of dataflow process networks on multiprocessor architectures received a lot of attention in the digital signal processing (DSP) domain \cite{50, 88, 149}. The basic
model used to represent DSP applications, called Synchronous Dataflow (SDF), assumes tasks with constant I/O rates [88]. A generalization of this model, the cyclo-static dataflow [19], allows for the I/O rates to cyclically change. Scheduling of the dataflow graphs is mainly concerned with minimization of data and program memory needed to execute a graph [18]. Although different tasks may execute at different rates, all these rates are tightly related to each other and fixed.

The existing dataflow scheduling algorithms focus on scheduling of only one graph, ignoring the fact that several independent graphs, each having its own QoS requirements, may need to be concurrently executed on the target architecture. Combining these algorithms with the results known from real-time scheduling (e.g., with the bandwidth reservation techniques discussed above) may help to address this problem. An interesting approach going in this direction is presented in [43] where the rate-based execution model [65] based on earliest deadline first policy is used to schedule an SDF graph on a single processor architecture. For this setup, [65] provides an analysis of buffer requirements and the latency.

A number of system-level performance analysis frameworks have been proposed in the literature for evaluation and optimization of platform management policies. [71] proposes a framework for evaluation of run-time schedulers in embedded multimedia systems. Given a system architecture, a set of periodic task graphs with execution times characterized by probability distributions, and a scheduling policy implemented on PEs of the architecture, for each task graph the framework in [71] computes a probability distribution of the processing delay. The framework in [129] performs a system-level schedulability analysis of distributed real-time systems which rely on the time-triggered protocol (TTP) [76] as the communication infrastructure. Along with the schedulability tests, [129] reports techniques to optimize the parameters of the TTP-based communication infrastructure and select suitable message passing strategies for it. The work in [51] uses evolutionary multi-objective optimization techniques and the SymTA/S performance evaluation framework [68, 133] to find suitable period and time slot lengths of the TDMA scheduling policy. [25, 156] address the problem of performance evaluation and design space exploration of network processors. Similar to the framework presented in this chapter, the approach in [25, 156] relies on the Real-Time Calculus [121, 158]. It estimates various performance metrics, such as required buffer sizes and packet delays, resulting from implementing different scheduling policies on PEs of a network processor. However, unlike the framework presented in this chapter, the work in [25, 156] does not account for the buffer constraints (especially those related to the playback buffers) and the variability of the task I/O rates, which are natural for multimedia stream processing on distributed execution platforms, such as multimedia MpSoC architectures.

Finally, we note that designing schedulers for on-chip PEs involves significantly different constraints from those for scheduling and buffer management of multimedia applications in operating systems and communication networks.
5.3. Design Framework

In this section, we present an overview of our framework for design space exploration and optimization of platform management policies [111, 112]. Most of the state of the art in this area rely on simulation-oriented techniques to evaluate a platform management policy (see e.g. [126]), and follow the design cycle in Fig. 30(a). Our technique follows the design cycle in Fig. 30(b); we resort to simulation only once, to derive certain system bounds. Subsequently, in our framework the evaluation of scheduling policies and their parameters (such as suitable weights for a TDMA scheduler) relies solely on analytical methods. Hence, when the parameter space associated with designing a scheduler is relatively large, our framework can be a few orders of magnitude faster than purely simulation-based approaches.

As shown in Fig. 30(b), in our framework we distinguish two phases: analysis and exploration. During the analysis phase a simulation of individual architec-
tural components is performed. For example, execution of application tasks is simulated on an instruction set simulator, and traces of task execution times and other relevant task characteristics are collected. Using analysis techniques described in Section 3.5, these traces are then abstracted by a set of VCCs. We refer to this step as **workload characterization**. After the workload characterization, the obtained VCCs are used either for the analytical estimation of the memory requirements associated with a platform management policy (Section 5.4) or for the computation of the service bounds (Section 5.5) that are then used for fast feasibility tests of stream schedulers. In both cases, the evaluation of schedulers is performed analytically in the exploration phase. In this way, the time-consuming system-level simulation is pushed out of the design space exploration loop.

This basic scheme of using an initial simulation to generate traces is not new and is also followed in [125, 126]. However, simulation-oriented methods such as [99, 125, 126, 184] then rely on a symbolic simulation of these traces (see also [74, 75, 83] for work on performance analysis of bus-based SoC communication architectures), whereas we rely on purely analytical methods which are specific to multimedia processing.

### 5.4 Applying Modular Performance Analysis

This section shows how the MPA framework introduced in Section 2.2 and then extended with multimedia-specific workload transformations in Section 3.4 can be used for designing scheduling policies for a multimedia MpSoC execution platform. In particular, we describe how the buffer memory requirements resulting from deploying different scheduling policies on processing elements of an MpSoC architecture can be analytically estimated using this extended MPA framework. For illustration of the method, we use the set-top box application scenario described in Section 5.1.1 and depicted in Fig. 29. Towards the end of this section, we use this application scenario as a case study in which the performance of the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheduling policy is evaluated. The results of this case study indicate that in a multiprocessor environment even a simple scheduling policy such as TDMA may have a large and irregular design space. The extended MPA framework can help system designers to quickly discover these irregularities and make informed design decisions.

#### 5.4.1 Problem formulation

As already mentioned above, the burstiness of processed event streams largely determines the buffer requirements in a typical MpSoC architecture. It stems from several factors. Some of the factors are application specific, while the others are platform specific. The application specific factors are related to data-dependent variability of stream parameters, such as variability of the execution
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Fig. 31: A chain of performance components induced in a scheduling network by a media stream.

demand. The burstiness caused by the platform specific factors is associated with contention of event streams on shared communication and computational resources (PEs) of the architecture. The scheduling and arbitration policies used to manage the access to these resources influence the degree of the burstiness induced in the event streams and, therefore, largely determine the amount of buffer space required to process these streams at a certain QoS level.

Scheduling policies can be designed such that the buffer space requirements are minimized. However, in many cases, besides the minimization of the buffer space, there are also other design criteria. These criteria are often in conflict with the buffer space minimization goal. For example, minimizing the buffer requirements necessitates scheduling streams at a finer granularity. However, this may increase scheduling overhead and, therefore, result in wasting precious system resources (e.g. energy). While designing scheduling strategies for media processors, system designers are often concerned with identifying such tradeoffs. In many cases, these tradeoffs are difficult to identify since they represent complex relationships between the application at hand and different system parameters, including those pertaining to the resource sharing policies. Identifying these tradeoffs, therefore, necessitates evaluation of many alternative points in the design space. One of the major problems in this context is how to quickly evaluate a large number of the design points. The method proposed in this section employs the MPA framework to address this problem.

In order to use the MPA framework, we need to formulate our problem as a scheduling network. Such a scheduling network represents a performance model of a given application-to-architecture mapping. It specifies how event streams flow between different PEs of the architecture and how these PEs are shared between those streams. The scheduling network, therefore, consists of performance components interconnected through resource and event flows (see Section 2.2 for details). Concrete instances of event and resource flows are abstracted by arrival and service curves, $\bar{\alpha} = (\bar{\alpha}^l, \bar{\alpha}^u)$ and $\beta = (\beta^l, \beta^u)$. Additionally, in the MPA framework with multimedia extensions, performance components are characterized by consumption, production and execution demand curves, i.e. each component is associated with VCCs $\kappa = (\kappa^l, \kappa^u)$, $\pi = (\pi^l, \pi^u)$, and $\gamma = (\gamma^l, \gamma^u)$.

Consider a chain of performance components $C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow C_i \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow C_n$. 
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\[ \ldots \rightarrow C_{n-1} \rightarrow C_n \] induced in a scheduling network by a media stream, as shown in Fig. 31. This chain models a sequence of tasks mapped onto different PEs of the architecture, which process the media stream in a pipelined fashion.

In Fig. 31, performance component \( C_i \) (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots \)) has as its input event-based arrival curve \( \bar{\alpha}_i \). This curve is transformed by \( C_i \) into event-based arrival curve \( \bar{\alpha}_{i+1} \). \( \bar{\alpha}_{i+1} \), appearing at \( C_i \)'s output, serves as an input to the next performance component in the chain, \( C_{i+1} \). The way in which \( C_i \) transforms \( \bar{\alpha}_i \) into \( \bar{\alpha}_{i+1} \) depends on the workload variability at \( C_i \), specified by VCCs \( (\kappa_i, \pi_i, \gamma_i) \), and on the scheduling policy implemented on the PE with which \( C_i \) is associated. The scheduling policy determines the amount of resources (e.g., processor cycles) received by \( C_i \) from the PE in any given time interval. This amount is modeled by resource-based service curve \( \beta_i \). In other words, \( \beta_i \) characterizes the service offered to the media stream on the PE.

At the input of each performance component, there is an implicit buffer (not shown in Fig. 31). As explained above, to maintain the quality of the processed media stream at an acceptable level, we require that none of the buffers in the processing chain ever overflows. Furthermore, there may be some performance components in the processing chain whose input has to be continuous. This means that they cannot tolerate waiting on the empty input buffer for new events to arrive. Whenever such a component reads from the buffer, the data must be available for it. We refer to such buffers as playout buffers. Typically, a playout buffer is associated with the last performance component in a processing chain. This is because the last component often represents an output interface in a multimedia MpSoC architecture, e.g., a video or audio output, at which event streams have to satisfy strict real-time constraints imposed by external devices (such as digital-to-analog converters). Again, to ensure an acceptable quality of the processed stream, we require that any playout buffer neither overflows nor underflows.

Assume that, in Fig. 31, \( C_n \) represents the performance component that needs to have at its input a playout buffer. To model the timing with which \( C_n \) reads its playout buffer, we use event-based service curves \( \beta^l_n \) and \( \beta^u_n \). \( \beta^l_n(\Delta) \) and \( \beta^u_n(\Delta) \) specify, respectively, the minimum and the maximum number of events (stream objects) that \( C_n \) reads from the playout buffer within any time interval of length \( \Delta \).

Given a processing chain such as one shown in Fig. 31, our goal is to compute the maximal backlog which may occur in each of the buffers in this processing chain as a result of applying a given scheduling policy. After finding the maximal backlog in each of the buffers, we will be able to compute the maximum memory requirements associated with this scheduling policy.
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5.4.2 Computing the required buffer space

**Upper bound on the backlog in a ”regular” buffer**

Consider a performance component $C_i$ which has at its input a buffer that must never overflow, but is allowed to underflow. (We refer to such a buffer as a ”regular” buffer as opposed to a playout buffer that is allowed neither to overflow nor to underflow.) To compute the upper bound on the backlog in the buffer at the input of $C_i$, we use results of the Real-Time Calculus [157] presented in Section 2.2.2. Namely, we rewrite (2.10) such that it includes new multimedia workload transformations developed in Section 3.4. We obtain

$$b_i = \sup_{\Delta \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}} \{\bar{\alpha}_i^u(\Delta) - (\kappa_i^{u-1} \circ \gamma_i^{u-1} \circ \beta_i^l)(\Delta)\} \quad (5.1)$$

where $b_i$ is the upper bound on the backlog in the input buffer of $C_i$. In (5.1), $\beta_i^l$, $\kappa_i^u$ and $\gamma_i^u$ are known from the problem specification. In contrast, $\bar{\alpha}_i^u$ is, in general, unknown. Normally, we know only $\bar{\alpha}_1^u$, which characterizes the event stream at the input of the whole processing chain (i.e. at the input of the first performance component $C_1$). Starting from $\bar{\alpha}_1^u$, the value of $\bar{\alpha}_i^u$ can be iteratively computed using (3.38) as follows

$$\bar{\alpha}_{i+1}^u = \pi_i^u \circ (((\kappa_i^u \circ \bar{\alpha}_i^u) \circ (\gamma_i^{l-1} \circ \beta_i^u)) \circ (\gamma_i^{u-1} \circ \beta_i^l)) \land (\gamma_i^{l-1} \circ \beta_i^u) \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots$$

Using the above formula in conjunction with (5.1), the upper bounds on the backlogs in all ”regular” buffers of the processing chain can be calculated.

**Upper bound on the backlog in a playout buffer**

For performance components that have playout buffers at their inputs, the computation of the upper bound on the backlog is in principle the same as for components with ”regular” buffers, however, it involves an additional step.

As stated above, a playout buffer must neither overflow nor underflow. Ensuring satisfaction of the underflow condition necessitates introducing a playout delay. This is a time period at the start of the operation of the whole processing chain during which the performance component associated with a playout buffer does not read this buffer. This playout delay is necessary to produce an initial backlog in the playout buffer. The initial backlog must be sufficient to ensure that even in the case when the processed stream experiences the worst-case delay (e.g. due to processing by upstream components) the playout buffer never gets completely empty. Hence, to compute the upper bound on the backlog in a playout buffer, we first need to compute the initial backlog in this buffer. Towards this we propose the following theorem.

**Thm. 2: (Initial backlog in playout buffer)** The initial backlog, $b^0$, ensuring that the associated playout buffer never underflows is given by

$$b^0 = \sup_{\Delta \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}} \{\bar{\beta}_i^u(\Delta) - \bar{\alpha}_i(\Delta)\} \quad (5.2)$$
where \( \bar{\alpha}^l \) denotes the lower event-based arrival curve of the stream at the input of the playout buffer, and \( \bar{\beta}^u \) denotes the upper event-based service curve offered to the stream by the performance component reading the playout buffer.

**Proof.** Let \( x(t) \) denote the total number of events that have arrived in the playout buffer within time interval \([0, t]\). Similarly, let \( y(t) \) denote the total number of events that have been read out of the playout buffer within time interval \([0, t]\). Assume that \( x(0) = y(0) = 0 \). From the definitions of the arrival and service curves, we have \( x(t + s) - x(t) \geq \bar{\alpha}^l(s) \) and \( y(t + s) - y(t) \leq \bar{\beta}^u(s) \) for all \( s, t \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) [85]. The playout buffer never underflows if \( x(t) > y(t) \) for all \( t \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \).

Now, consider some \( t \) up to which the condition \( x(t) > y(t) \) holds. To ensure that this condition also holds for some \( t' = t + s \) the following relation has to be satisfied

\[
x(t) + \bar{\alpha}^l(s) \geq y(t) + \bar{\beta}^u(s) \quad \forall t, s \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}
\]

Here, \( \bar{\alpha}^l(s) \) is the minimum number of events that may arrive in the interval \([t, t + s]\), whereas \( \bar{\beta}^u(s) \) is the maximum number of events that can be read out of the playout buffer in the same interval. Let \( b(t) = x(t) - y(t) \) denote the backlog in the buffer at time \( t \). Then we have

\[
b(t) \geq \bar{\beta}^u(s) - \bar{\alpha}^l(s) \quad \forall t, s \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}
\]

By putting \( t = 0 \) in the above condition, we obtain a constraint for the initial backlog \( b(0) \geq \bar{\beta}^u(s) - \bar{\alpha}^l(s) \) for all \( s \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \). This is equivalent to requiring that \( b(0) \geq b^0 \), where \( b^0 = \sup_{s \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}} \{ \bar{\beta}^u(s) - \bar{\alpha}^l(s) \} \).

Whenever even-based service curve \( \bar{\beta}^u \) is specified, we can directly use (5.2) to compute initial backlog \( b^0 \) in the playout buffer of \( C_i \). Otherwise, we need to apply corresponding workload transformations to resource-based service curve \( \beta_i^u \). After applying these transformations, (5.2) takes the following form.

\[
b^0_i = \sup_{\Delta \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}} \{(\kappa_i^{l^{-1}} \circ \gamma_i^{l^{-1}} \circ \beta_i^u)(\Delta) - \bar{\alpha}_i^l(\Delta)\} \quad (5.3)
\]

In (5.3), \( \bar{\alpha}_i^l \) can be computed in a similar way as \( \bar{\alpha}_i^u \), as explained above, but using (3.39):

\[
\bar{\alpha}_{i+1}^l = \pi_i^l \circ ([\kappa_i^l \circ (\bar{\alpha}_i^l \circ \gamma_i^{l^{-1}} \circ \beta_i^u) \circ \gamma_i^{u^{-1}} \circ \beta_i^l] \wedge \gamma_i^{u^{-1}} \circ \beta_i^l)
\]

The computation of the above formula starts from \( \bar{\alpha}_1^l \) (which is known from the problem specification) and iteratively proceeds up to the required index \( i \).

Taking into account the required initial backlog \( b^0 \), the upper bound on the backlog in the playout buffer at the input of the performance component \( C_i \) can be calculated as

\[
b_i^* = b_i^0 + b_i \quad (5.4)
\]

where \( b_i \) is determined by (5.1).
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Maximum memory requirements
Having computed the upper bounds on the backlogs in the buffers within a stream processing chain, we can calculate the maximum memory requirement associated with this chain. For this, let $S_i$ denote the maximum size of a stream object in the input buffer of performance component $C_i$. Then the maximum memory requirement, $M$, of the whole processing chain can be computed as follows.

$$ M = \sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i \times S_i + \sum_{\forall i \in P} b_i^0 \times S_i $$

(5.5)

where $P = \{i : C_i$ has at its input a playout buffer$\}$.

5.4.3 Illustrative case study
This subsection presents results of a case study published in [115], where the concepts of the modular performance analysis and the new VCC types developed in the previous sections of the thesis are applied to evaluate performance of the TDMA scheduling policy in a multiprocessor environment. This multiprocessor environment is represented by the system architecture shown in Fig. 29. In this architecture, the TDMA scheduling policy is used for scheduling processing elements PE1 and PE2, with each PE having its own TDMA scheduler.

There are three main reasons for choosing TDMA for this case study. First, it is simple enough to implement in a SoC setup, and it has low scheduling overhead, therefore it is widely used for scheduling on-chip PEs and communication resources [44, 76, 129]. Second, since TDMA is fully predictable in terms of the worst-case delay and bandwidth provided to individual event flows, it is especially suitable for scheduling media streaming applications associated with real-time guarantees. Third, TDMA is also relatively easy to characterize in terms of service curves; hence, it provides a simple illustration of the theoretical concepts presented above. However, it may be noted here that our evaluation framework is not restricted to analyzing only TDMA schedulers. System designers can use it to analyze any static- or dynamic-priority scheduling algorithm, including preemptive and nonpreemptive versions. These include scheduling policies such as fixed-priority, weighted round-robin, and earliest-deadline first. In fact, our framework can evaluate any scheduling policy that is characterizable using service curves. Moreover, it can evaluate a platform in which different scheduling policies are used on the different PEs [24].

For this case study, we consider the set-top box application scenario described in Section 5.1.1 and also shown in Fig. 29. In this scenario, each PE processes two independent concurrent event flows. PE1 performs partial decoding of the MPEG-2 video stream (by applying to it VLD and IQ functions) and handles control events (e.g. user’s commands). PE2 finalizes the decoding of the MPEG-2 stream (with IDCT and MC functions) and decodes an MP3 audio stream. The TDMA schedulers, therefore, regulate sharing of PE1 and PE2 by
these event flows. The scheduling network modeling this set-top box application scenario is shown in Fig. 32. As an example, the processing chain induced by the video stream in the scheduling network in Fig. 32 is indicated with a grey background area.

Let the TDMA schedulers on PE1 and PE2 have periods equal to $p_1$ and $p_2$, respectively. The smaller the lengths of the periods are, smaller the buffer requirements for processing the streams will be, but at the cost of higher scheduling overheads. The goal is to analytically compute a tradeoff curve showing how the on-chip buffer requirements change with different periods of the TDMA schedulers. For the demonstration of the method, in this case study, we restrict ourselves to computing such a tradeoff curve for the video stream only. The dependency of buffer requirements on the TDMA periods for the audio stream can be calculated in a similar way.

We now characterize a TDMA scheduler in terms of the service it provides to any particular stream when that scheduler is scheduling multiple streams. Consider two streams, $x$ and $y$, scheduled on a PE by a TDMA scheduler with period $p$. Assume that no other streams are processed by the PE. The weights associated with streams $x$ and $y$ are $w_x$ and $w_y$, where $w_x + w_y \leq 1$. The scheduler divides time into periods of length $p$. Within any period, the scheduler allocates $w_x p$ consecutive units of the PE’s time to stream $x$, and $w_y p$ consecutive units to stream $y$. If a stream cannot exhaust the processor share allocated to it, the unused processor cycles are wasted.

Assuming $p$ is infinitesimally small, we can neglect the effects of a finite sampling of the processor cycles. Then, we can calculate the service offered to the two streams in terms of processor cycles as follows. If $f$ is the number of processor cycles available from the PE per unit time (that is, $f$ is the PE’s clock
Fig. 33: Example resource-based service curves. Here, $\beta^{\text{TDMA}}_l$ and $\beta^{\text{TDMA}}_u$ are the lower and the upper resource-based service curves characterizing service offered to one of the streams being scheduled on a PE using the TDMA scheduler. The scheduler’s period, $p$, is set to the equivalent of $2.5 \times 10^6$ processor cycles, and the clock rate of the PE is 390 MHz. The on interval indicates the time over which the PE processes the stream within any period. The value of $\beta^{\text{TDMA}}_l$ is initially 0, corresponding to the maximum time the PE is unavailable to the stream.

Therefore, the lower and upper service curves for both streams coincide and are straight lines with slopes $w_x f$ and $w_y f$, respectively.

When $p$ has a finite value, the resource-based service curves take the form of a staircase function, and the lower and upper curves no longer coincide. Fig. 33 gives an example of such a service curve. Here, $p$ is set to a time interval over which the PE offers a total of $2.5 \times 10^6$ cycles. Note that period $p$ does not determine the amount of service (i.e. number of processor cycles) provided to the scheduled streams in a long term. It does influence only short term variations of the service. The long term service provided to a stream is fully determined by PE’s clock rate $f$ and the TDMA weight $w$ assigned to this stream, i.e. by value $w f$. While designing a TDMA scheduler, it is important to choose this value such that, in a long term, the stream would receive not less service than it requires, otherwise, a buffer overflow is bound to happen at some point in time.

To fully specify the problem, besides characterizing the TDMA schedulers, we also need to characterize the video tasks executing on both PEs, the timing properties of the video stream at the PE1’s input and the video interface which reads the fully decoded video stream from the playout buffer $B_v$ at the PE2’s output.
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(a) Consumption curves (b) Pseudo-inverse execution demand curves

Fig. 34: Characterization of the video decoding task executed on PE1.

For a constant bit rate input video stream, which we use here as an example, event-based arrival curves \( \tilde{\alpha}_{\text{video, in}}(\Delta) = \tilde{\alpha}_{\text{video, in}}^u(\Delta) = r_c \Delta \) (the lower and upper arrival curves coincide), where \( r_c \) denotes the bit rate of the compressed video stream at the PE1’s input. In this case study, we consider video sequences with \( r_c = 4 \cdot 10^6 \) bits/sec.

The video output interface periodically reads decoded macroblocks from playout buffer \( B_v \) at a constant rate \( r_{mb} \). Hence, the event-based service curves characterizing this reading process \( \tilde{\beta}_{\text{video, out}}(\Delta) = \tilde{\beta}_{\text{video, out}}^u(\Delta) = r_{mb} \Delta \). Rate \( r_{mb} \) is determined by the frame rate and the resolution of the decoded video clip. In our setup, \( r_{mb} = 39600 \) macroblocks/sec.

The video decoding tasks executing on PE1 and PE2 are characterized by VCCs \( (\kappa_1, \pi_1, \gamma_1) \) and \( (\kappa_2, \pi_2, \gamma_2) \), respectively. The VCCs \( (\pi_1^l, \pi_1^u), (\pi_2^l, \pi_2^u) \) and \( (\kappa_1^l, \kappa_1^u) \) are straight lines with slopes which correspond to the constant-rate production (consumption) of one stream object per task activation. In contrast to this, \( \kappa_1^l \) and \( \kappa_1^u \) have complex shapes since, per one activation of the task performing VLD and IQ functions, PE1 consumes a variable number of bits from its input buffer \( B_1 \). Similarly, \( (\gamma_1^l, \gamma_1^u) \) and \( (\gamma_2^l, \gamma_2^u) \) have complex shapes, because both the MPEG-2 decoding tasks running on PE1 and PE2 have variable execution demands. As an example, Fig. 34 shows \( (\kappa_1^l, \kappa_1^u) \) and pseudo-inverse of \( (\gamma_1^l, \gamma_1^u) \), corresponding to an MPEG-2 video sequence which we used in our experiments.

The VCCs \( (\kappa_1^l, \kappa_1^u), (\gamma_1^l, \gamma_1^u) \) and \( (\gamma_2^l, \gamma_2^u) \) were obtained by analyzing traces generated from the initial simulation step described in Section 5.3. In this case study, this step comprised of simulating the execution of PE1 and PE2 for a representative MPEG-2 video clip using the SimpleScalar instruction set simulator [8]. To derive the VCCs, the traces collected from the SimpleScalar simulation were analyzed using the technique described in Section 3.5.2. Here, we once
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Fig. 35: The surface showing the dependency of memory requirements on the values of the periods $p_1$ and $p_2$ of the TDMA schedulers.

again point out that although obtaining the VCCs requires the simulation of the MPEG-2 decoder tasks, we need to do it only once, using a representative video clip (or a set of clips). Once this specification is obtained, multiple instances of the platform architecture (with different configurations) can be analyzed using only analytical means. Furthermore, we can avoid a time-consuming simulation of the whole multiprocessor system—rather, we simulate an abstract model of the platform for which we need to employ only an instruction set simulator.

Having characterized the TDMA schedulers and the workload properties of the video decoding chain, we can compute the maximum buffer space required for processing the video stream in the architecture shown in Fig. 29 as described in [115].

We are interested in studying how the amount of buffer space required for processing any MPEG-2 video stream depends on the granularity of the TDMA schedulers implemented on PE1 and PE2. Hence, a design point is determined by a pair of TDMA periods $(p_1, p_2)$. For each pair $(p_1, p_2)$ we iteratively compute the maximum backlogs in the FIFO buffers and scale the obtained values by the maximum size (in bits) of the stream objects associated with the buffers. The results of this computation for the representative MPEG-2 video sequence are shown in Fig. 35.

By inspecting the 3D surface shown in Fig. 35 we can see the expected trend: decreasing the values of the TDMA periods $p_1$ and $p_2$, in general, leads to a reduction in the memory needed to implement the buffers. However, we also can see that this reduction is not uniform across the entire range of the period values.
Even for a simple scheduling discipline like TDMA, there are large irregularities in the design space. This makes it virtually impossible to come up with an appropriate tradeoff, based only on a designer’s experience on how the memory requirements typically change with small changes in the parameters of the schedulers. Since on-chip buffers have large area requirements, such an information about the design space is, however, essential for determining optimal platform management policies. Using our framework it is therefore possible to discover the irregularities in the design space, and from it arrive at an appropriate tradeoff—in this case between scheduling overheads and buffer requirements. This capability of the framework can be attributed to the underlying concept of VCCs which can be used to precisely represent the different types of variabilities associated with multimedia processing on multiprocessor SoC platforms.

Finally, we note that evaluating a single design point \((p_1, p_2)\) by simulating an abstract transaction-level model of the platform architecture in SystemC [153] (using the system simulator described in Appendix A) for a 2 sec long video clip required almost an hour of simulation time. This simulation time was around 100 times longer than the time needed for evaluating a design point with our analytical framework implemented using a combination of Mathematica\(^5\) and Matlab\(^6\) models. (We believe that an efficient C/C++ implementation would be at least 5-10 times faster than our current prototype implementation of the analytical framework.) Considering the time involved in simulating even a single design point for a relatively short video clip, it is almost infeasible to obtain a design surface such as the one shown in Fig. 35 in a reasonable time using purely simulation-based techniques. In contrast, using the proposed analytical framework system designers can learn about the structure of the entire design space in tens of minutes.

### 5.5 Checking Feasibility of Stream Schedulers

In this section, we introduce the concept of service bounds [102, 103, 111]. The service bounds allow to quickly verify whether in principle there exists a scheduling policy that can satisfy QoS requirements of a stream (such as the delay and buffer constraints), and to check feasibility of a given scheduler against these requirements. Furthermore, they can direct the design space exploration process by providing the information by how much a given scheduler does not (or does) satisfy a given set of QoS requirements.

In this section, we limit the presentation to the service bounds obtained from the buffer constraints; however, the principles presented in this section can be applied to derive the service bounds also for the delay constraints.

\(^5\) [http://www.wolfram.com]

\(^6\) [http://www.mathworks.com]
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Fig. 36: An abstract view of a PE which processes \( n \) streams.

5.5.1 Problem formulation

For the sake of generality, we consider any media stream to include a potentially infinite sequence of stream objects. A stream object could be a macroblock, a video frame, an audio sample, or a network packet, depending on the part of the architecture where the stream exists. For example, in Fig. 29, stream objects are network packets when the relevant stream is that entering the network interface. In contrast, the stream objects are partially processed macroblocks when the relevant stream is that written into buffer \( B_2 \).

Fig. 36 shows an abstract view of a PE that processes \( n \) streams. Functions \( x_i(t), i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), specify the streams entering this PE. These functions denote the total number of stream objects that arrive at the input buffers in Fig. 36 over time interval \([0, t]\). \( l_i \) denotes the number of stream objects that the input buffer, for stream \( i \), can store (i.e. \( l_i \) is the size of the input buffer). In Fig. 36, the PE writes the processed streams into playout buffers which are then read by real-time output devices. \( L_i \) denotes the playout buffer size for stream \( i \). Function \( y_i(t) \) specifies the processed output stream entering the playout buffer. Like \( x_i(t) \), this function denotes the number of stream objects exiting the PE over time interval \([0, t]\). The real-time output device associated with stream \( i \) consumes stream objects from the playout buffer at a rate specified by function \( R_i(t) \), which denotes the number of stream objects consumed during time interval \([0, t]\). We note that, for all \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \), \( x_i(t), y_i(t), R_i(t) \) are increasing functions\(^7\) of \( t \).

\( \beta_i \) is a tuple \((\beta'_i, \beta''_i)\), where \( \beta'_i \) and \( \beta''_i \) are lower and upper resource-based service curves characterizing the service offered by the PE to stream \( i \). The shape of \( \beta_i \) is completely determined by the scheduling policy implemented on the PE.

\(^7\)Refer to Section 3.2.1 for the meaning of "increasing function".
to schedule the different streams and possibly other tasks processed on this PE.

We require the PE to process the streams under the following buffer constraints.

1. The PE’s input buffers must never overflow.

2. The playout buffers, at the PE’s output, must neither overflow nor underflow.

Our evaluation framework can solve the following two problems:

- For the PE in Fig. 36, given functions \( x_i(t) \) and \( R_i(t) \), and buffer sizes \( l_i \) and \( L_i \) for stream \( i \), the first problem is to compute functions \( \bar{\sigma}_i^l \) and \( \bar{\sigma}_i^u \), which we refer to as service bounds. The service bounds have to guarantee that if the actual service provided to the stream satisfies them, then none of the buffers overflow and the playout buffer never underflows.

- Once we have obtained the service bounds for each stream being processed by the PE, the second problem is to check whether a given scheduler (specified by the set of resource-based service curves \( \beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_n \)) is feasible. The given scheduler is feasible if it satisfies the above buffer constraints for all the streams. If the scheduler is feasible, a designer can then further evaluate it by considering other factors, such as scheduling overhead and implementation complexities.

### 5.5.2 Service bounds

In this subsection, we describe how to compute upper and lower service bounds that have to be satisfied for each input stream if the buffer constraints associated with the stream are to be satisfied.

Assume stream \( i \) receives service \( \bar{\beta}_i \) from the PE in Fig. 36. \( \bar{\beta}_i \) is a tuple \( (\bar{\beta}^l_i, \bar{\beta}^u_i) \), where \( \bar{\beta}^l_i \) and \( \bar{\beta}^u_i \) are the lower and upper event-based service curves characterizing the service provided by the PE to stream \( i \). Two factors determine \( \bar{\beta}_i \):

- the execution time of the stream objects belonging to stream \( i \), and

- the scheduling policy implemented on the PE.\(^8\)

Note the distinction between event-based service curves \( \bar{\beta}_i \), which are unknown in our setup, and resource-based service curves \( \beta_i \), which are fully determined by a given scheduling policy. In this subsection, we will deal only with event-based service curves.

---

\(^8\)Although there may be other factors influencing the service provided to a stream on the PE, such as the number of consumed and produced stream objects per task execution, for simplicity we do not consider them here. In particular, we assume in this section that a task processing a stream consumes and produces only one stream object per one execution. Our framework, however, is not restricted to this special case.
Now, consider the streams $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$ in Fig. 36. For simplification, we drop identifier $i$. We express the playout buffer underflow constraint for the stream as

$$y(t) \geq R(t), \quad \forall t \geq 0$$

Similarly, we express the constraint on the playout buffer overflow as

$$y(t) \leq R(t) + L, \quad \forall t \geq 0$$

Finally, we express the constraint on the overflow of the input buffer associated with the stream as

$$y(t) \geq x(t) - l, \quad \forall t \geq 0$$

Combining (5.6) and (5.8), we obtain constraint

$$y(t) \geq R(t) \lor (x(t) - l), \quad \forall t \geq 0$$

If lower event-based service curve $\beta_l^l$ represents the minimum service that the PE guarantees to the stream, then ([85])

$$y(t) \geq (\beta_l^l \otimes x)(t), \quad \forall t \geq 0$$

Hence, the minimum value of $y(t)$ at any time $t$ is $((\beta_l^l \otimes x)(t))$. Then, substituting for $y(t)$ in the constraint (5.9), we obtain

$$((\beta_l^l \otimes x)(t)) \geq R(t) \lor (x(t) - l), \quad \forall t \geq 0$$

Since for any increasing functions $f, g$ and $h$, $g \otimes h \geq f$ if and only if $h \geq f \ominus g$ [85], we can further reformulate the above constraint as

$$\beta_l^l(\Delta) \geq ((R \lor (x \ominus l)) \ominus x)(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0$$

or, equivalently, if we expend the min-plus deconvolution operator, we have

$$\beta_l^l(\Delta) \geq \sup_{\Delta \geq 0} \{(R(\Delta + \Delta) \lor (x(\Delta + \Delta) - l)) - x(\Delta)\}, \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0$$

Finally, after rearranging the above inequality we obtain

$$\beta_l^l(\Delta) \geq (R \ominus x \lor (x \ominus x - l))(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0$$

If the upper event-based service curve $\beta_u^u$ represents the maximum service that the stream can receive from the PE, then ([85])

$$y(t) \leq (\beta_u^u \otimes x)(t), \quad \forall t \geq 0$$

holds. Therefore, using $(\beta_u^u \otimes x)(t)$ as the maximum value of $y(t)$, we can reformulate the constraint on the playout buffer overflow, (5.7), as

$$(\beta_u^u \otimes x)(t) \leq R(t) + L, \quad \forall t \geq 0$$
or equivalently,
\[ \bar{\beta}(\Delta) \leq (R \ominus x)(\Delta) + L, \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 \] (5.12)

Inequalities (5.11) and (5.12) give lower and upper bounds on the values of \( \bar{\beta} \) and \( \bar{\beta} \) that satisfy the buffer constraints associated with the stream. These bounds represent the service bounds, \( \bar{\sigma} \) and \( \bar{\sigma} \), which were aiming to find in this subsection. Hence, for stream \( i \), we have
\[ \bar{\sigma}_{il}(\Delta) = (R_i \ominus x_i)(\Delta) - l_i \] (5.13)
\[ \bar{\sigma}_{iu}(\Delta) = (R_i \ominus x_i)(\Delta) + L \] (5.14)

Thus, any feasible scheduler implemented on the PE must satisfy
\[ \bar{\sigma}_{il}(\Delta) \geq \bar{\sigma}_{il}(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 \] (5.15)
\[ \bar{\sigma}_{iu}(\Delta) < \bar{\sigma}_{iu}(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 \] (5.16)
for all \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \).

**Computing service bounds for class of streams**

Service bounds \( \bar{\sigma} \) and \( \bar{\sigma} \), obtained above, are only for a concrete instance of stream \( i \), which is specified by cumulative arrival function \( x_i(t) \). Hence, they can guarantee satisfaction of the buffer constraints only for this specific instance. However, we would like to derive the service bounds for a whole class of streams that can appear at input \( i \) of the PE. We assume that this class is specified by event-based arrival curves \( \bar{\alpha} \) and \( \bar{\alpha} \), i.e. for any \( x_i(t) \)
\[ \bar{\alpha}_{il}(\Delta) \leq x_i(t + \Delta) - x_i(t) \leq \bar{\alpha}_{iu}(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta, t \geq 0 \]
always holds. Furthermore, for the specification of the real-time output device reading processed stream \( i \) from the playout buffer, instead of using cumulative function \( R_i(t) \), we use event-based service curves \( \bar{\beta} \) and \( \bar{\beta} \). \( \bar{\beta}\) and \( \bar{\beta}\) return minimum and, respectively, maximum number of stream objects that the output device can read from the playout buffer within any time interval of length \( \Delta \).

Consider the lower service bound determined by (5.13). First, we note that self-deconvolution \( (x_i \ominus x_i)(\Delta) \leq \bar{\alpha}(\Delta) \). Second, since \( R_i(t) \leq \bar{\beta}(t) \) and \( x_i(t) \geq \bar{\alpha}(t) \), we have
\[ (R_i \ominus x_i)(\Delta) \leq (\bar{\beta} \ominus \bar{\alpha})(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 \]
Hence, we can reformulate (5.13) as follows.
\[ \bar{\sigma}(\Delta) = (\bar{\beta} \ominus \bar{\alpha})(\Delta) \] (5.17)

Now consider the upper service bound determined by (5.14). Because of \( R_i(t) \geq \bar{\beta}(t) \) and \( x_i(t) \leq \bar{\alpha}(t) \), the following inequality holds
\[ (R_i \ominus x_i)(\Delta) \geq (\bar{\beta} \ominus \bar{\alpha})(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 \]
Thus, we can replace (5.14) with
\[ \bar{\sigma}^u_i(\Delta) = (\bar{\beta}_l^i \ominus \bar{\alpha}^u_x)(\Delta) + L_i \]  
\[ (5.18) \]

### 5.5.3 Feasibility check

Now we come to the second problem. Given a scheduler to be implemented on a PE, does the resulting service offered to each media stream processed on this PE match the service that the stream requires?

At this point, we would like to note that before even considering a particular scheduler the service bounds can already tell us whether at all there exists a scheduler which can satisfy the buffer constraints for a given set of streams. If the following conditions evaluate to true for all streams in the set (i.e. for all \( i \)), then in principle there exists a feasible scheduler:

\[ \bar{\sigma}^l_i(\Delta) \leq \bar{\sigma}^u_i(\Delta) \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0, \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]  
\[ (5.19) \]

(5.19) will be false in case the buffer constraints are conflicting. Hence, only after verifying (5.19) it makes sense to proceed with feasibility checks of particular schedulers.

The service required by a stream is what we obtained in the previous subsection as the service bounds. However, we computed this requirement in terms of the number of stream objects to be processed within any given time interval. The service that a scheduler provides to a stream, on the other hand, is naturally expressed in resource-based units, e.g. in terms of the number of processor cycles. Hence, we need a way to express this service in terms of the number of stream objects. Because of the variability in the execution requirements of different stream objects belonging to a stream, this is difficult. We address this problem by characterizing the variability using the execution demand curves defined in Def. 7.

Let \( \gamma_l^i \) and \( \gamma_u^i \) denote the lower and upper execution demand curves characterizing the task which processes stream \( i \) on the PE in Fig. 36. As stated in the problem definition, the service that a scheduler offers to stream \( i \) on the PE is specified by resource-based service curves \( \beta_i = (\beta_l^i, \beta_u^i) \). I.e., \( \beta_l^i(\Delta) \) and \( \beta_u^i(\Delta) \) denote the minimum and maximum number of processor cycles available to stream \( i \) within any time interval of length \( \Delta \). Then, for the scheduler to be feasible for stream \( i \),

\[ (\gamma_l^u \circ \beta_l^i)(\Delta) \geq \bar{\sigma}^l_i(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 \]  
\[ (5.20) \]

\[ (\gamma_l^u \circ \beta_u^i)(\Delta) < \bar{\sigma}^u_i(\Delta), \quad \forall \Delta \geq 0 \]  
\[ (5.21) \]

These inequalities should hold for all the streams processed by the PE that contains the scheduler.
5.5.4 Case study: Evaluating TDMA schedulers

We used our framework to evaluate different schedulers on PE2 of the set-top box in Fig. 29. Again, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to TDMA schedulers.

In Fig. 29, PE2 executes tasks for both the video and the audio streams and, therefore, represents a shared resource in the platform architecture. Identifying an appropriate scheduler for PE2 is thus an issue that the system designer must address. To avoid degradation of the sound and picture quality, such a scheduler must ensure that no audio or video samples are lost due to an overflow of any of the buffers and that playout buffers never underflow. Such a scheduler might be difficult to identify because of the high variability in the execution time of the different tasks running on PE2 and the burstiness of the two streams that it processes.

Because PE2 processes only two streams, any TDMA-based scheduler is completely specified by weights \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) and period \( p \). Determining \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) is relatively straightforward. The long-term average rate at which PE2 processes either of the two streams must exactly equal the corresponding output devices long-term average consumption rate for that stream. Either a buffer overflow or underflow is bound to occur at some point if these long-term rates do not match. Designers should therefore choose weights \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) to match these rates. However, there can be short-term mismatches in the processing and consumption rates because of the burstiness of the streams and the variability in their execution requirements from PE2. The tolerable amount of mismatch depends on the sizes of the internal and playout buffers associated with each stream, and period \( p \).

Finding an appropriate value of \( p \) is not straightforward. There is generally a set of such values satisfying all buffer constraints. However, given any value of \( p \), our framework can determine whether the resulting scheduler is feasible. After determining a set of feasible values of \( p \), the system designer can use other evaluation criteria, such as incurred scheduling overhead or power consumption, to narrow that set.

System and workload specification

The system configuration for the platform architecture in Fig. 29 is as follows. Each PE is a reduced-instruction set computing (RISC) core. PE1 has application-specific extensions for MPEG-2 processing and runs at a clock rate of 200 MHz. PE2 has application-specific extensions for video-processing functions and runs at a clock rate of 390 MHz.

Fig. 37 shows an abstract view of processing element PE2 in the system model of the set-top box in Fig. 29. The two input buffers with sizes \( l_v \) and \( l_a \), in Fig. 37, correspond to buffers \( B_2 \) and \( B_3 \) in Fig. 29. The two playout buffers of sizes \( L_v \) and \( L_a \) correspond to buffers \( B_v \) and \( B_a \). Tab. 7 gives the corresponding buffer sizes.
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![Diagram of PE2 in the set-top box application scenario](image)

**Fig. 37:** An abstract view of PE2 in the set-top box application scenario in Fig. 29.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B_v$</td>
<td>$l_v$</td>
<td>4000 macroblocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_a$</td>
<td>$l_a$</td>
<td>4 frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_v$</td>
<td>$L_v$</td>
<td>3200 macroblocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_a$</td>
<td>$L_a$</td>
<td>4 frames</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. 7:** Buffer sizes for the platform architecture in Fig. 29.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-2 video$^\dagger$</td>
<td>constant bit rate</td>
<td>8 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>frame rate</td>
<td>25 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>picture resolution</td>
<td>$704 \times 576$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clip duration</td>
<td>15 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP3 audio</td>
<td>constant bit rate</td>
<td>256 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sampling frequency</td>
<td>44.1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clip duration</td>
<td>15 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^\dagger$ susi_080.m2v, available at ftp.tek.com/tv/test/streams/Element/MPEG-Video/625/

**Tab. 8:** Specification of the two media streams processed by the platform architecture in Fig. 29.

Tab. 8 gives the parameters related to the two streams given in Fig. 29. The streams correspond to an MPEG-2 video and an MP3 audio clip. These represent typical clips that the set-top box in Fig. 29 must process.

In Fig. 37, cumulative arrival functions $x_v(t)$ and $x_a(t)$ specify the video and the audio streams at the PE2’s input, whereas $R_v(t)$ and $R_a(t)$ specify the video and the audio output devices reading the playout buffers. We obtained the $x_v(t)$ function in Fig. 37 by measuring the execution times of the VLD and IQ tasks for each macroblock in the video sequence and by accounting for:

- the constant arrival rate of the compressed bitstream at the PE1’s input in Fig. 29;
Fig. 38: Specification of the video stream: functions $x_v(t)$ and $R_v(t)$ from Fig. 37.

and

- the number of bits per macroblock, which is variable because of the VLD task.

Further, in our setup, PE1 executed only the task performing the VLD and IQ functions. I.e., the full processing capacity of PE1 was devoted exclusively to this task, and no scheduler, therefore, was employed to schedule PE1.

Fig. 38 shows the resulting function, $x_v(t)$. Similarly, function $R_v(t)$, shown in Fig. 38, specifies the consumption of the video stream by video output device. The value of this function is 0 for the first 0.34 seconds, corresponding to a playout delay. After this delay, the function increases with a constant slope, representing a periodic consumption pattern of 39.600 macroblocks per second. (One macroblock corresponds to a $16 \times 16$ pixel block in a frame; thus, one frame with resolution $704 \times 576$ pixels contains 1.584 macroblocks. Therefore, 25 frames per second result in 39.600 macroblocks per second.)

The execution demand curves shown in Fig. 39 capture the total execution requirements of the task performing the IDCT and MC functions on PE2. Rather than using a constant value, we use the execution demand curves to capture the variation in the total execution requirements of this task. To obtain these curves, we first collected a trace of execution times for the task and then analyzed this trace with the method described in Section 3.5.2.

Functions $x_v(t)$ and $R_v(t)$, combined with the execution demand curves, completely specify the video stream. We obtain the specification of the audio stream similarly. Once such a specification of the streams is available, designers can use our framework to evaluate any scheduler using the process in Fig. 30 and without resorting to further simulations.

**Evaluating TDMA schedulers with different periods**

Given functions $x_v$, $x_a$, $R_v$, and $R_a$ for the representative video and audio clips, Fig. 40 shows the service bounds, $\bar{\sigma}^l$ and $\bar{\sigma}^u$, for the video and audio streams.
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Fig. 39: Pseudo-inverse execution demand curves \((\gamma_u^{-1}, \gamma_l^{-1})\) capturing the execution requirements for the video task running on PE2 in Fig. 29.

These service bounds represent the number of stream objects that PE2 must process within any time interval of a given length. The figure also shows the offered event-based service curves \(\gamma_u^{-1} \odot \beta_u^l\) and \(\gamma_l^{-1} \odot \beta_l^u\). These service curves represent the number of stream objects that PE2 will process using a TDMA scheduler with a period of \(2.5 \times 10^6\) processor cycles. TDMA weights \(w_v\) and \(w_a\), associated with the two streams, are 0.109 and 0.891.9 (Fig. 33 shows the corresponding resource-based service curves \(\beta_v^l\) and \(\beta_a^l\)).

Fig. 40 illustrates conditions (5.20) and (5.21). However, a better graphical representation of these conditions is to plot them as differences \(\bar{\sigma}_u = \gamma_l^{-1} \odot \beta_u^l\) and \(\gamma_u^{-1} \odot \beta_l^u - \bar{\sigma}_l\). If any of these differences takes a negative value, then the corresponding scheduler parameters are potentially infeasible. We refer to such plots as difference plots. Fig. 41(a) shows the difference plots corresponding to the configuration in Fig. 40. By inspecting the difference plots in Fig. 41(a), we can see that for the TDMA scheduler with period \(2.5 \times 10^6\) processor cycles the feasibility conditions are satisfied. By comparing the difference plots in Fig. 41(a) with the difference plots in Fig. 41(b), which were obtained for a scheduler with period \(7 \times 10^6\) processor cycles, we can conclude that the larger the scheduler’s period is, the higher chances for buffer underflows and overflows are. In fact, in Fig. 41(b) we can see that the scheduler with period \(7 \times 10^6\) processor cycles is potentially infeasible—either a buffer overflow or an underflow may occur while processing the video stream.

\[\text{Although in our setup } w_v + w_a = 1, \text{ in general, the sum of the two weights does not need to be strictly equal to one. It is only necessary that } w_v + w_a \leq 1. \text{ If } w_v + w_a < 1, \text{ then some portion of the PE’s bandwidth will be allocated neither to the video nor to the audio stream. This portion can then be used to execute some other tasks, or it can (has to) be simply wasted.}\]
Fig. 40: Service requirements specified by service bounds $\bar{\sigma}$ and the actually provided service specified by curve $\gamma^{-1} \odot \beta$ for the video (top) and audio (bottom) streams. The upper and lower curves corresponding to $\gamma^{-1} \odot \beta$ lie completely between the upper and lower service bounds, $\bar{\sigma}$. This implies that the service provided to a stream matches its requirements; hence, the scheduler satisfies all the buffer constraints. For an infeasible scheduler, the resulting upper and lower curves of $\gamma^{-1} \odot \beta$ would not completely lie between the upper and lower curves of $\bar{\sigma}$. 
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(a) Difference plots for the TDMA scheduler with period $2.5 \cdot 10^6$ cycles.

(b) Difference plots for the TDMA scheduler with period $7 \cdot 10^6$ cycles.

Fig. 41: Difference plots for the video stream (left column) and for the audio stream (right column) obtained for TDMA schedulers with different periods.
### Validating the analytical framework

To validate our framework, we evaluated several different TDMA-based schedulers, having different values of $w_v$, $w_a$, and $p$. Tab. 9 summarizes the results. For each scheduler configuration, the table shows:

- whether our framework evaluated the scheduler as feasible or infeasible, and
- the corresponding simulation results that measure the maximum and minimum buffer fill levels (from which we can identify buffer overflows and underflows).

To obtain these simulation results, we used a transaction-level model of the architecture described in Appendix A. The models of processors PE1 and PE2 are from a customized version of the SimpleScalar instruction set simulator [8]; we used the simulator’s sim-profile configuration. The PEs use the portable instruction set architecture (PISA) with application-specific extensions for MPEG-2 decoding and video processing. In the table, the buffer backlogs are in number of macroblocks for the video stream, and number of frames for the audio stream. From Tab. 9, it is apparent that designing an appropriate scheduler can greatly influence buffer space requirements. If the design space is relatively large, especially for scheduling multiple PEs, resorting to purely simulation-based techniques is no longer feasible. Our framework can provide systematic guidance in such cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduler parameters</th>
<th>Buffer backlog measured in simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period, (cycles)</td>
<td>Video weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Buffer overflow
** Buffer underflow

Tab. 9: Results obtained with our framework compared to simulation results, for different configurations of a TDMA scheduler implemented on PE2 of the architecture shown in Fig. 29. Buffer backlog is measured in number of macroblocks for video, and in number of frames for audio.
5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a framework for design space exploration and optimization of platform management policies for multimedia MpSoC architectures. This framework relies on the VCC-based workload model and uses the extended MPA framework developed in Chapter 3. It features a combination of simulation and analytical performance evaluation phases. The simulation phase is performed only once, before the design space exploration loop is started. The outcome of this phase is a set of VCCs capturing relevant workload characteristics. These VCCs are then used within the time-critical exploration loop for fast analytic performance evaluation and optimization of platform management policies. The performance evaluation and optimization of the platform management policies rely on two techniques: The first technique computes upper bound on the buffer memory requirements associated with a given platform management policy, while the second technique allows for fast schedulability checks for a given PE within the architecture. Both techniques account for the QoS requirements associated with processing media streams on buffer-constrained multiprocessor architectures. The utility of the framework was demonstrated in this chapter through the case studies of a set-top box application scenario involving the TDMA scheduling policy.
Energy-Efficient Stream Processing

Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrated applications of VCCs in system-level design of media processors. Unlike these applications, where VCCs were used in an off-line setting, this chapter demonstrates an online application of VCCs. “Online application” means that VCCs are used in a multimedia embedded system while it is operating, i.e. at run time. Based on the run-time information about the workload, certain system parameters can be dynamically adapted such that to optimally suit current user needs and to improve the quality of service offered by the system to its users. Reducing energy consumption of embedded systems through online adaptations to the varying workload is one important incarnation of this basic idea. In this chapter, we explore this direction — we show how VCCs can be used to perform such adaptations to achieve energy savings in media processors. Although this chapter has a clear focus on the energy-aware adaptations, the main concept behind the presented approach can be applied in a broader context of adaptive stream scheduling for real-time embedded systems.

The focus of this chapter is on a scheme for dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) for processing media streams on architectures with restricted buffer sizes. The main advantage of this scheme is its ability to provide hard QoS guarantees while still achieving considerable energy savings. VCCs are central to the whole method. They allow to handle multimedia workloads characterized by both, the data-dependent variability in the execution time of multimedia tasks and the burstiness in the on-chip traffic arising out of multimedia processing. The main novelty of the scheme lies in an online DVS strategy which uses for the adaptations dynamic VCCs, i.e. VCCs that are computed at run time based on the “conventional” static VCCs and the workload history. The DVS scheme is fully scalable and has a bounded application-independent run-time overhead.
This chapter has the following structure:

- Section 6.1 introduces our DVS technique, outlining main differences to similar approaches.
- Section 6.2 gives an overview of existing DVS techniques.
- Using a motivating example, Section 6.3 describes the problem addressed by our method.
- Section 6.4 describes the method.
- Section 6.5 presents results of an experimental evaluation of the proposed DVS technique, including a comparison with a similar method.
- Finally, some concluding remarks come at the end of this chapter, in Section 6.6.

### 6.1 Introduction

Multimedia applications constitute a significant portion of the workload running on battery-powered devices such as PDAs, mobile phones and portable audio-video players [36, 77]. A major challenge faced by the designers of such devices is the need for minimizing energy consumption and at the same time handling computationally expensive multimedia workloads and providing QoS guarantees. The bursty and highly irregular nature of such a workload, coupled with stringent memory and cost constraints associated with portable devices makes this problem even more difficult.

One important research direction aimed at solving this problem relies on dynamically changing the processor's clock frequency and voltage in response to a time-varying workload [27]. This technique, called Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS), rests on the fact that reducing the supply voltage of CMOS circuits results in approximately quadratic reduction in dynamic energy dissipation. Although this energy reduction does not come for free (a lower supply voltage leads to increased gate delays), DVS is known to be more effective than another energy saving technique, called Dynamic Power Management (DPM) [16]. In contrast to DVS, DPM simply puts a processor into a low power state when the processor is idle. With the availability of variable-voltage processors [3, 58, 60, 164], research on DVS scheduling techniques has gained a lot of momentum.

Govil et al. [46] proposed to look at different DVS scheduling techniques from two perspectives: the way how those techniques predict the workload and how they smooth it. In order to make a decision at which speed to run the processor during next interval of time, a DVS scheduler first has to make some assumptions about the workload on this interval. Making such assumptions can be regarded as predicting the future workload. On the other hand, workload
smoothing refers to a policy followed by the DVS scheduler while deciding the processor speed. The concrete decision is based on the assumptions about the future workload, while the policy is typically determined by the performance goals and constraints associated with the application(s) executed on the processor.

One promising approach for smoothing out the workload is to employ buffers. This technique usually achieves considerable energy savings, but at the expense of increased processing delay. Nevertheless, it is especially useful in a large class of multimedia applications, which can tolerate such delays.

Recently, a number of DVS techniques has appeared in the literature which use buffers for smoothing out the workload [49, 59, 104, 106, 144, 174]. These techniques can be broadly classified into three groups based on the way how they perform the workload prediction. [49, 144] predict the future workload based on stochastic models. [106, 174] employ feedback control loops to track workload changes and extrapolate the future workload. [59, 104] rely on off-line worst-case characterization of tasks and statically use this characterization at run-time for making conservative scheduling decisions (i.e. essentially they do not use prediction as such, but assume at any time that the worst case workload will happen).

Although it has been shown that the above lines of work lead to considerable energy savings, all of them still suffer from a number drawbacks. The schemes based on stochastic prediction models and feedback control loops are powerful in handling workloads which are characterized by both, the data-dependent variability in the execution time of multimedia tasks and the burstiness in the on-chip traffic arising out of multimedia processing. However, usually it is difficult to provide hard QoS guarantees with such schemes. On the other hand, schemes that rely on worst-case characterization of the workload can provide hard QoS guarantees. However, they account only for the task execution time variability, assuming that real-time tasks arrive strictly periodically.

In this chapter, we present a DVS scheduling technique which addresses the above mentioned shortcomings of the previous approaches. It takes into account both, the burstiness in a stream and the data-dependent variability in the execution time of a task. On the other hand, our scheme offers a guaranteed QoS along with energy savings that are comparable with those obtained by previous approaches. Furthermore, one of the main assumptions made by many existing DVS schemes has been the availability of large buffers. However, in reality, many portable devices have severe cost and memory constraints. We address this issue by targeting our DVS scheme specifically towards buffer-constrained architectures.

Our scheme relies on an off-line analysis to determine bounds on the variability of the workload associated with a class of media streams. These bounds are represented by VCCs introduced in Chapter 3. At run-time, by using a bounded amount of history of the actually incurred workload, the VCCs obtained from the off-line analysis are revised. Such revised VCCs, which we refer to as dynamic
VCCs, are then used to adjust the processor’s voltage and clock frequency. These dynamic VCCs can be much tighter than their respective static VCCs, i.e. those VCCs obtained from the off-line analysis. At the same time, the dynamic VCCs are “safe” in terms of guaranteeing QoS constraints.

The main results of this chapter are:

- A strategy for online processor rate adaptations for energy-efficient processing of media streams on buffer-constrained architectures.
- A formalization of this strategy as an algorithm which employs dynamic VCCs to provide hard QoS guarantees to the processed media streams.
- An efficient algorithm for run-time computation of dynamic VCCs from static VCCs using the workload history.
- An experimental evaluation of the resulting DVS scheme, including its comparison to another up-to-date DVS scheme [174] and an estimation of the run-time overhead.

Although we present our VCC-based DVS scheme in the context of a simple setup, where DVS is implemented on a single processor running a multimedia task, it can also be applied to more involved architectures such as on-chip networks [17, 31, 79, 144] and multiple clock domain processors [64, 123, 138, 174].

6.2 Related Work

Although dynamic voltage scaling emerged almost a decade ago (see, e.g. [21, 46, 122, 170]), it still remains a very active research area (e.g. [5, 59, 81, 144]). Early explorations of this technique were primarily directed towards non-real-time computing systems [46, 124, 170]. Later on, DVS schemes have been developed for real-time systems, including off-line and on-line scheduling algorithms for a single processor [55, 61, 87, 177], multiple processors [69, 107, 176, 180] and heterogeneous distributed platform architectures [4, 47, 136]. Some DVS schemes were designed for hard real-time applications [69, 90, 139, 142], while others targeted soft real-time applications [56, 178]. Yet another class of DVS techniques were specifically devised for systems processing media streams [29, 30, 59, 106, 143]. With constantly shrinking technology feature sizes, there is a growing concern about rapid increase in leakage power dissipation of CMOS circuits [2, 20], which cannot be reduced by scaling the supply voltage. Consequently, new research directions, reconsidering DVS techniques and combining them, for example, with adaptive body-biasing [73, 110], recently has started to appear in the literature [5, 66, 175].
As mentioned before, it is useful to view different DVS schemes from two perspectives: how they predict the workload and which policy they use to smooth it [46]. These characteristics are tightly related to the energy-performance trade-offs made in the system. For instance, tasks in non-real-time systems do not have stringent timing constraints, therefore the prime concern of DVS schemes developed for this kind of systems is to maintain some average level of performance (e.g. average task response times) while maximizing the energy savings [42, 46, 124, 145, 170]. Since these DVS schemes do not need to provide hard performance guarantees, they allow for some inaccuracy in the workload predictions. Hence, these schemes rely on different sorts of statistics for predicting the workload. [46, 124, 170] propose and experimentally evaluate various DVS schemes which calculate how busy the processor was during a number of past intervals and then apply various techniques, such as a weighted average, to predict the future workload from these calculations. [145] extends the work in [46, 124, 170] by introducing a concept of workload history filtering and proposing several prediction strategies based on this concept. [42] further improves the above workload prediction mechanisms by taking into consideration activities of individual tasks. The majority of the DVS schemes just described employ relatively simple smoothing policies, such as setting the processor speed high enough to complete the predicted work before next adaptation point in time [46].

In hard real-time systems, guaranteeing that tasks complete within their deadlines is of prime concern [22]. Consequently, DVS schemes for hard real-time systems employ notably different mechanisms than those used in non-real-time systems. In particular, since hard performance guarantees have to be provided, such DVS schemes cannot rely on statistics to predict the future workload. In fact, they perform a kind of degenerate form of prediction—at any time these DVS schemes assume that the worst-case workload will happen. Hence, they fully rely on worst-case characterization of tasks. As in traditional real-time scheduling [100], most of the DVS techniques designed for hard real-time systems characterize tasks by their worst-case execution time (WCET) and explicitly defined arrival times and deadlines. Since such a characterization is inherently static, the only mechanism which these DVS schemes can use at run time to save the energy is the workload smoothing.

The main challenge in hard real-time scheduling of variable-voltage processors is to smooth the workload as much as possible but still to guarantee that all tasks complete within their deadlines. The workload smoothing is equivalent to increasing the processor utilization by minimizing the worst-case slack time (WST) and the workload-variation slack time (VST) [90]. The worst-case slack time is the time during which the processor is idle even if all tasks run at their WCET. It is inherent to many real-time schedules. The workload-variation slack time is the idle time which occurs as a result of tasks not always running at their WCET. Different DVS techniques for hard real-time systems differ in the way how they exploit these two kinds of slack time and what assumptions they make.
A number of DVS techniques produce static off-line schedules [54, 61, 81, 177]. They can handle real-time tasks with arbitrary arrival times and deadlines under the assumption that the relative timing between arrivals and deadlines within the task set is fixed. For highly variable workloads, energy savings achieved by these off-line techniques may be very modest. This is mainly due to the fact that they can exploit only WST [90].

*Online* DVS scheduling algorithms have a potential to exploit both kinds of slack time, WST and VST [9, 55, 87, 90, 139, 141, 142]. DVS techniques published in [55, 142] perform processor rate adaptations only at task boundaries. They always assume that a task will run at its WCET. As a result, these techniques can utilize only a limited amount of VST. Both techniques assume periodic task sets. The scheduler in [55] also accepts sporadic requests on a best-effort basis. [87] reports an on-line DVS scheduler based on the earliest deadline first (EDF) policy [100]. Unlike [55, 142], the scheduler in [87] can handle tasks with arbitrary arrivals. Whenever a task is rescheduled after its preemption, the DVS scheduler in [87] recomputes the processor speed setting for this task using task’s remaining worst-case execution time. Hence, if there are a lot of preemptions in the system, the processor speed may be recomputed several times for a given task instance, leading to better utilization of VST. However, a large number of preemptions also means that the scheduling overhead incurred by this scheme may be considerable.

Another line of work represents so called *intra-task* DVS techniques [9, 90, 139, 141]. Within each task, they insert points at which the processor speed will be adjusted at run time. During task execution, the processor speed is adjusted depending on the currently active execution path within the task. This allows intra-task DVS techniques to relatively fully exploit both WST and VST. Although these techniques may suffer from high scheduling overheads (especially if tasks are of a small granularity and arrive at high rates), they represent an interesting trend towards a more detailed characterization of real-time tasks.

In the DVS techniques outlined above, better smoothing of real-time workloads (i.e. minimization of WST and VST) comes at a cost of more frequent processor speed adaptations. For highly variable and computationally intensive multimedia workloads, such methods might not be a first choice.

An alternative approach to workload smoothing is to use *buffering* [28, 49, 59, 104–106, 144, 174]. With buffers the frequency of processor speed adaptations can be significantly reduced. Certainly, buffering does not come for free. It requires additional memory and increases processing delays. Nevertheless, buffers are natural in processing media streams [134]. They play a central role in stream-oriented models of computation [70, 89]. Furthermore, many multimedia applications can tolerate buffering delays [59]. For such applications it may be more important to maintain a constant rate of stream objects at input or output of a PE than to satisfy some explicit deadlines. However, as we discussed in Chap-
ter 5, buffer overflows and underflows may be of concern for this processing style.

One of the first DVS schemes employing buffers has appeared in [49]. A FIFO buffer is placed at the input of a PE whose clock rate and voltage are to be regulated. The DVS scheme computes a moving average of the execution demand to estimate the minimum sufficient processing rate for the samples currently in the buffer. This technique assumes that exact execution demands of individual samples are known a priori, i.e. before they have been processed. Only under this critical assumption and for periodic arrivals, the DVS scheme in [49] can guarantee absence of buffer over- and underflows. Based on the same assumptions, [28] improves the rate estimation algorithm of [49] by extending it to the case when the selection of operating frequency/voltage levels is limited to a set of discrete values.

[104] proposes to insert buffers between tasks processing a video stream in a pipelined fashion on a single PE. The buffers serve to maintain a constant output rate while allowing energy savings on a processor that has only few fixed frequency levels. In addition, inserting the buffers improves response times for sporadic tasks executed on the same processor. [104] constructs frequency-assignment graphs capturing relevant information such as buffer states, and then develops efficient graph-walking algorithms to to find optimal frequency/voltage settings at run time. It assumes that all frames to be processed are available at the start of the operation (e.g. stored in memory or on a hard disk) and that the tasks have constant execution demands.

[59] shows that hard real-time DVS techniques not employing buffers cannot fully utilize VST and therefore there is a potential to achieve higher energy savings. To fully exploit both kinds of slack time, WST and VST, [59] proposes to use buffers to delay the processing such that whenever the processor has completed execution of one task instance, it always finds next task instance waiting in a buffer. Hence, if a preceding task instance has finished earlier than its WCET resulting in a slack time, then the next task instance is able to fully utilize this slack time while running at a lower clock rate. To guarantee that the buffers never overflow and underflow, [59] has to assume that tasks arrivals are purely periodic.

In order to give the performance guarantees, DVS techniques in [28, 49, 59, 104] have to assume either periodic arrivals or, even worse, a complete a priori knowledge of the workload. These assumptions rarely hold in practice. Other buffer-based DVS schemes published in [105, 106, 144, 174] are free from these assumptions, however, as we will see, they fail to provide hard performance guarantees.

[144] presents a buffer-based combined DVS-DPM scheme which fully relies on stochastic workload characterization: stream arrivals and execution demands are characterized by probability distributions. These distributions are obtained by fitting statistics collected through extensive stochastic simulations to standard
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DVS schemes presented in [105, 106, 144, 174] use different flavors of a PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller [37] to regulate the processor rate. The processor with the buffer at its input (or output) represents the controlled plant. Typically, the buffer occupancy level serves as a feedback signal to the controller. The main difficulty in these techniques is non-linearity of the controlled plant. Because of this non-linearity, it becomes extremely difficult to formally proof the properties of a control algorithm and analytically find optimal settings for its parameters (such as controller gains). Furthermore, providing hard performance guarantees (e.g. with respect to the buffer and delay constraints) under highly bursty workloads requires an overshoot-free controller with a short reaction time. However, such a controller is difficult to design because the requirements to have a short response time and to completely avoid overshoots are conflicting.

6.3 Motivating example

As a motivating example consider the system shown in Fig. 42. (A similar system has been already considered in Chapter 3 in Fig. 17 and in Chapter 4.) This system performs decoding of MPEG-2 video streams. It includes two processing elements PE1 and PE2. They can be embedded processor cores specialized for specific tasks such as video processing or any other kind of processing elements. A compressed video stream first enters PE1, which executes a part of the MPEG-2 decoding algorithm. The task running on PE1 performs VLD and IQ functions. After processing on PE1, the video stream enters buffer B at PE2’s

Fig. 42: MPEG-2 decoder implemented on two PEs. Supply voltage and clock rate of PE2 can be controlled (DVS). \( x(t) \) and \( e(k) \) are cumulative arrival and execution demand functions.
input. At this place in the system the stream exists as a sequence of partially decoded macroblocks. PE2 consumes from \( B \) one macroblock at a time and applies to it IDCT and MC functions. Finally, the fully decoded video stream emerges at PE2’s output.

Our objective is to minimize the energy consumed by PE2 without deteriorating the quality of the processed video stream. The stream’s quality is preserved if buffer \( B \) at the PE2’s input never overflows and if the processing delay, experienced by the stream on PE2, does not exceed some specified value. Our ultimate goal is to design a predictable system. This means that we want to ensure that the system satisfies the above mentioned QoS requirements under all possible load scenarios and not only in the average case.

We assume that PE2 supports DVS, i.e. its clock rate and supply voltage can be changed at run time.\(^1\) Such changes can be controlled by the software on PE2 or by some other hardware or software entity, external to PE2. We refer to time instants at which the processor speed is altered as adaptation points.

We assume that the adaptation points are fixed in time. For obtaining energy savings while providing the QoS guarantees, such an assumption is less favorable than the assumption that we can adapt the processor’s clock rate at any time. Our method though can handle both cases. In any case, the spacing of the adaptation points in time in our method is completely decoupled from the execution state and granularity of tasks on PE2. This means that the adaptations are not restricted to occur at task boundaries, and their frequency, in general, is independent of the rate at which the video stream arrives at the PE2’s input.

A DVS scheduler can reduce the energy dissipated on PE2 by exploiting the variability of the workload imposed on this PE. This variability comes from two sources. First, the execution time of the task running on PE2 is variable. Second, the data-dependent variability of the execution time of the task running on PE1 causes the stream of macroblocks at the PE2’s input to be bursty.

One traditional way of reducing the energy dissipated on PE2 would be to fully average out the workload imposed on it using buffer \( B \). If buffer \( B \) is sufficiently large, it can completely absorb the workload fluctuations. This allows PE2 to run at a low constant clock rate which is just sufficient to sustain the long-term average arrival rate of the stream. In this mode, one can ensure that \( B \) never gets empty (as a playout buffer). In this case, no cycles are wasted even during low-load periods, i.e. the available slack is fully exploited. This strategy would yield the most energy savings on PE2. However, such a strategy is often unaffordable since it requires large buffers for processing bursty multimedia workloads like MPEG streams. As an example, our experiments showed that the complete averaging of the workload imposed by DVD-quality videos on PE2 in Fig. 42 required in the worst case the buffer space of at least 8100 macroblocks (or about 3.7 MByte). Such a large buffer would be too expensive to imple-

\(^1\)Throughout this chapter whenever we say that the processor’s rate is changed we assume that to reduce energy its supply voltage is changed accordingly.
ment in some embedded SoC architectures. Furthermore, from the application perspective, the delay incurred by the video stream on PE2 as a result of such averaging might not be tolerable. (It is about 5 full video frames in our setup shown Fig. 42.)

In contrast, we assume that our architecture is buffer-constrained, i.e. the buffer space at the PE2’s input is inadequate for the complete workload averaging. Hence, unless we allow buffer overflows we cannot constantly run the processor at the average rate: a burst in the stream’s arrival pattern or in its execution demand can easily cause an overflow. To avoid the overflows, we could service the stream at some constant safe rate which is high enough to successfully handle the bursts under the given buffer constraint. Clearly, such a safe rate would be higher than the average rate, and therefore during periods with the average or low load some amount of the processor cycles would be wasted for waiting on the empty buffer. In some cases, we could save some energy by putting the processor into a low-power idle state whenever the buffer is empty, and then let it run again whenever there is something to process in the buffer (i.e. use DPM). However, in many cases the switching overhead between processor power states is too high (in the range of milliseconds [16]) compared to the stream arrival rate (in the range of microseconds in our setup shown in Fig. 42) thereby making this strategy infeasible. On the other hand, a DVS strategy which could exploit the slack during low-load periods would yield higher energy savings.

By now it should be clear that despite of the buffer constraint there is a potential to save the energy by running PE2 at a lower rate during low-load periods. However, this potential should be realized very carefully since a burst may suddenly arrive and cause a buffer overflow. Hence, our goals are conflicting: on one hand we want to stay at the average level of performance for saving the energy, but on the other hand we have to provide QoS guarantees and, therefore, need to be ready at any time to handle the worst case. Designing a scheduling strategy which can meet the both goals represents a challenging problem and involves delicate tradeoffs.

The main challenge in designing a safe DVS strategy for a system with constrained buffers, as the one described above, is in the fact that it is a priori unknown how the workload will behave in an interval between two adaptation points. Even if we knew exactly how many stream objects in total will arrive within the interval, this information would be insufficient to guarantee that the buffer will not overflow. For providing such a guarantee we need to know how the stream objects will arrive within the interval. For instance, they may arrive in a dense burst, right in the beginning of the interval. If in the previous interval the processor has not cleared enough buffer space to accommodate this burst, an overflow is bound to happen. Many existing DVS techniques which are capable of providing the QoS guarantees and which employ buffers for the energy reduction avoid this problem by assuming that the stream arrives into (or departs from) the buffer at a constant rate [59, 104]. This assumption, however, greatly simpli-
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6.4 Adaptive Run-Time Scheduling with VCCs

Fig. 43 shows an overview of our method. Our algorithm dynamically adapts the clock rate of the processor to the workload variation using two mechanisms: (i) run-time monitoring of the buffer fill level (i.e. buffer $B$ in Fig. 42) and (ii) online improvement of static VCCs based on the workload history. It exploits both types of workload variability—the slack in the execution time and the irregular arrival patterns of the stream.

Central to our method is the concept of VCCs introduced in Chapter 3. This concept is the key to providing QoS guarantees and achieving good average performance. Using VCCs at run-time and taking into account the current backlog in the buffer and the workload history, our algorithm makes safe, but not too pessimistic decisions at the adaptation points. Such a reduced pessimism is possible because VCCs represent a more detailed characterization of the workload than traditional task and event models, as we have shown in Chapter 3.

In this chapter, we distinguish between two types of worst-case bounds: static VCCs and dynamic VCCs (see Fig. 43). The static VCCs are obtained at the design time through an off-line analysis, and then used by our DVS scheduler at run-time. In this sense, they are similar to conventional worst-case characterization of tasks, such as the worst-case execution time and the minimum interarrival time or period. The dynamic VCCs is a novel concept that we introduce in this
The novelty of this concept lies in the fact that these VCCs are obtained at run-time. They represent an online improvement of the static VCCs. The dynamic VCCs are obtained using the workload history. Depending on the workload situation, these VCCs can be much tighter than the corresponding static VCCs. They allow our scheduler to be less pessimistic about the future workload and through this to achieve considerable energy savings. Furthermore, the dynamic VCCs provide the same level of guarantee as that provided by the static VCCs from which these dynamic VCCs were derived.

Following subsections give details about our method.

### 6.4.1 Workload and service characterization

We shall consider a stream to be composed of a potentially infinite sequence of stream objects. Depending on the application at hand a stream object can be an audio sample, a video (macro)block or a whole frame, etc. A stream can be modeled by two cumulative functions $x(t)$ and $e(k)$ (see Fig. 42). $x(t)$ denotes the total number of stream objects that arrived at the buffer $B$ during the time interval $[0, t]$, whereas $e(k)$ denotes the total number of execution cycles requested from the processor by $k$ consecutive stream objects starting from the first stream object in the sequence. Our objective is to characterize a whole class of streams that the processor has to handle. We achieve this by using upper event-based arrival curve $\bar{\alpha}^u$ and upper execution demand curve $\gamma^u$, defined in Section 3.3. For any stream $i$ belonging to the class, $\bar{\alpha}^u$ and $\gamma^u$ have to satisfy

$$x_i(t + \Delta) - x_i(t) \leq \bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta) \quad \forall t, \Delta \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

$$e_i(k + \epsilon) - e_i(k) \leq \gamma^u(\epsilon) \quad \forall k, \epsilon \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

Thus, tuple $(\bar{\alpha}^u, \gamma^u)$ represents a particular class of streams. In practice, a class may encompass all streams belonging to one application scenario. For instance, all MPEG-2 video sequences with identical parameters like resolution, frame rate, bit rate etc. can belong to one class.

Besides the workload model represented by the arrival and execution demand curves, we need a similar abstraction for the service offered to process this workload. Note that the rate of a DVS processor can change over time. Hence, we have to model these changes properly. For this we use the concept of a service curves. The theoretical framework presented in this chapter involves both, event-based and resource-based lower service curves, denoted $\beta^l$ and $\bar{\beta}^l$, respectively. In the simplest case, when the processor constantly runs at a clock rate $f$, the service curve $\beta^l(\Delta) = f \cdot \Delta$. For a processor which may be switched off for maximum $\delta$ time units and in the rest of the time runs at a constant speed $f$, e.g. as in the case of DPM, $\beta^l(\Delta) = \sup\{f \cdot (\Delta - \delta), 0\}$. 
6.4.2 Safe service rate

To simplify exposition of the method, we introduce the concept of safe service rate and make the following assumption: all stream objects in a stream impose the same execution demand on the processor. This assumption implies that if the processor clock rate is constant on some time interval, then the service rate measured in number of stream objects per time unit which the processor offers to the stream is also constant on that interval. We will relax this assumption later, in Section 6.4.4, by accounting for the execution demand variability.

Def. 16: (Safe service rate) Service rate is safe if continuously servicing a stream at this rate guarantees that the buffer at the input of the processor never overflows and the delay constraint associated with the processed stream is satisfied.

Our goal is to determine the minimum safe rate. For this, suppose that the processor services a stream at a constant rate \( R \), where \( R \) is measured in number of stream objects that can be serviced per time unit. Hence, we can model the offered service as \( \bar{\beta}(\Delta) = R \cdot \Delta \). Then, from (2.10) we can find the minimum service rate \( R_L \) which ensures that the buffer of size \( L \) never overflows:

\[
R_L = \sup_{\forall \Delta \geq 0} \left\{ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_u(\Delta) - L}{\Delta} \right\}
\]  

(6.3)

Similarly, from (2.9) we can determine the minimum service rate \( R_D \) satisfying the delay constraint \( D \):

\[
R_D = \sup_{\forall \Delta \geq 0} \left\{ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_u(\Delta)}{D + \Delta} \right\}
\]  

(6.4)

Thus, the minimum safe service rate \( R_{\text{safe}} = \max \{ R_L, R_D \} \), i.e.

\[
R_{\text{safe}} = \sup_{\forall \Delta \in \mathbb{R} \geq 0} \left\{ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_u(\Delta)}{D + \Delta}, \frac{\bar{\alpha}_u(\Delta) - L}{\Delta} \right\}
\]  

(6.5)

To guarantee satisfaction of the buffer and delay constraints, \( L \) and \( D \), it is sufficient (but not necessary) that the processor offers a service rate which is not lower than \( R_{\text{safe}} \) determined by (6.5). In other words, \( R_{\text{safe}} \) guarantees the constraint satisfaction in the worst case, e.g. during a burst in the stream arrival pattern. However, the appearance of the worst case is bounded, and therefore it is not necessary for the processor to offer to the stream a safe service rate through all the time. Whenever the worst case does not happen, the processor could offer a service rate which is lower than the minimum safe rate. In doing so, care must be taken to timely react to changes in the workload by increasing the service rate if necessary. This principle forms a basis for the dynamic processor rate adaptations which we will consider in the next subsection.
6.4.3 Adapting processor speed at run time

To save energy, during low-load periods our scheduler tries to run the processor at a rate which matches stream’s arrival rate. The scheduler uses the buffer fill level as an indicator of the stream’s arrival rate. At each adaptation point, the scheduler tries to set the processor rate such that the buffer fill level is close to zero. Since any such rate tends to match the arrival rate and is lower than the minimum safe rate $R_{\text{safe}}$, this strategy results in energy savings during the low-load periods.

If a workload burst starts arriving, the processor frequency is increased accordingly. This is done in a safe way, based on the information about the current buffer fill level and the expected future worst-case workload. The scheduler tries to fully exploit the available buffer space during the bursts by being as “lazy” as possible. At each adaptation point, it sets the processor rate such that it is just sufficient to avoid a buffer overflow in the worst case. That is, if the worst case did really happen, the buffer would reach its full state but would never overflow within the adaptation interval. Since the worst case happens rarely, this “lazy” strategy results in energy savings during the high-load periods.

Let $b_i$ denote the backlog in the buffer at $i$th adaptation point and suppose that the $i$th adaptation interval is of length $\tau$. Then, the above rate-adaptation strategy can be realized if at the $i$th adaptation point the processor rate is set to $R_{L,i}$ which is computed as follows:

\[
R_{L,i} = \sup_{0 < \Delta \leq \tau} \left\{ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_u(\Delta) - L + b_i}{\Delta}, 0 \right\}
\]

This formula is in principle the same as (6.3), but it accounts for the initial backlog $b_i$ and is valid only for the $i$th adaptation interval of length $\tau$.

(6.6) ensures that the buffer will not overflow within the $i$th adaptation interval. However, it might happen that due to a burst the backlog at the end of the $i$th adaptation interval is close to its maximum allowed value. In this case, avoiding buffer overflows may require the processor to run at a high rate during the next adaptation interval. This rate might be higher than the maximum rate $R_{\text{max}}$ supported by the processor. Thus, a deadlock situation may occur. To avoid such a situation, at the $i$th adaptation point the scheduler has also to consider what might happen in the worst case after the $i$th adaptation interval. For this, at the $i$th adaptation point it sets the processor rate such that this rate is at least as high as $R_{\text{min},i}$ which is computed as follows.

\[
\delta_i = \frac{L - b_i}{R_{\text{max}}} + \inf_{\forall \Delta \geq \tau} \left\{ \frac{\Delta - \bar{\alpha}_u(\Delta)}{R_{\text{max}}} \right\}
\]

\[
R_{\text{min},i} = R_{\text{max}} \frac{\tau - \delta_i}{\tau} \lor 0
\]

(6.7) and (6.8) provide the necessary formulas for computing $R_{\text{min},i}$ and $\delta_i$, respectively.
Fig. 44: Calculation of the minimum service rate $R_{\text{min},i}$ for the $i$th adaptation interval.

Fig. 44 illustrates the above formulas. $R_{\text{min},i}$ ensures that whenever the worst-case load really happens in the $i$th interval and the buffer is (almost) full at its end, we still can prevent the buffer from overflowing. For this, after the $i$th adaptation interval, we just have to run the processor at $R_{\text{max}}$. This holds because in the worst case the stream is guaranteed to receive a service which is not less than the service curve

$$\bar{\beta}^l(\Delta) = \sup_{\forall \Delta > 0} \{R_{\text{min},i} \cdot \Delta, R_{\text{max}} \cdot (\Delta - \delta_i)\}$$

and

$$\bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta) - \bar{\beta}^l(\Delta) \leq L - b_i \quad \forall \Delta > 0$$

The opposite situation might also occur. If there is a lot of free space in the buffer, (6.6) and (6.8) may return zero. In this case, one could switch off the processor until the next adaptation point. However, this would not be an optimal energy saving strategy. Even if the stream’s arrival rate is low during the time when the processor is switched off, a number of stream objects will accumulate in the buffer. This will necessitate the processor to run at a higher rate during the subsequent adaptation intervals thereby making this strategy not optimal for energy savings. The optimal strategy is to run the processor at a rate exactly matching the stream’s arrival rate. Since the exact arrival rate is never known for future adaptation intervals, such a strategy is difficult to realize. Hence, different approximations have to be made. In our case, (6.6) and (6.8) returning zero may indicate a low-load period. The lowest rate at which the stream might arrive during that period, and therefore at which we should run the processor, is

$$R_{\text{min}}^l = \frac{\bar{\mu}_r}{\tau} \quad (6.9)$$
where \( \bar{\mu}_\tau \) denotes the minimum number of stream objects that might arrive within any interval of length \( \tau \). \(^2\)

Finally, our algorithm can be summarized as follows:

\[
R_i = \max\{R_{L,i}, R_{min,i}, R_{min}^l, R_D\}
\]

(6.10)

where \( R_i \) is the rate set at the \( i \)th adaptation point.

### 6.4.4 Accounting for variable execution demand

The above discussion was based on the assumption that all stream objects impose exactly the same execution demand on the processor. Although in reality this rarely happens, this assumption helped to illustrate the principles of the proposed rate adaptation algorithm by simplifying the formulation of the service rate constraints in the preceding subsections. However, if we were to apply this assumption in practice, we would also have to assume the worst-case execution demand for each stream object. As our experiments showed in Section 3.6, such an assumption may result in overly pessimistic bounds. Therefore, to avoid this problem, our method employs the upper execution demand curve \( \gamma^u \), which represents a more detailed characterization of the worst-case execution demand imposed by a stream on the processor.

As discussed in Section 3.4, the workload transformation \((\gamma^u \circ \bar{\alpha}^u)(\Delta)\) gives an upper bound on the number of processor cycles that can be requested within any time interval of length \( \Delta \) by any stream belonging to the class characterized by tuple \((\bar{\alpha}^u, \gamma^u)\). Using this workload transformation and Thm. 1, and by following the same principles as were used for deriving (6.4), (6.6), and (6.8), we can obtain constraints on the processor clock rate:

\[
f_D = \sup_{\forall \Delta \geq 0} \left\{ \frac{\gamma^u \circ \bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta)}{D + \Delta} \right\}
\]

(6.11)

\[
f_{L,i} = \sup_{0 < \Delta \leq \tau} \left\{ \frac{\gamma^u \circ ((\bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta) - L + b_i) \lor 0)}{\Delta} \right\}
\]

(6.12)

\[
f_{min,i} = \sup_{\forall \Delta \geq \tau} \left\{ \frac{f_{max}(\tau - \Delta) + \gamma^u \circ ((\bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta) - L + b_i) \lor 0)}{\tau} \right\}
\]

(6.13)

where \( f_D \), \( f_{L,i} \) and \( f_{min,i} \) are clock frequencies, corresponding to event-based service rates \( R_D \), \( R_{L,i} \) and \( R_{min,i} \) derived in the previous subsection under the assumption that all stream objects impose the same execution demand on the processor.

\(^2\)In fact, \( \bar{\mu}_\tau = \bar{\alpha}^l(\tau) \), where \( \bar{\alpha}^l \) is the lower event-based arrival curve of the stream. To reduce clutter, we do not introduce in this chapter any lower VCCs, although they also can be useful in realizing an energy-conscious stream scheduling strategy.
Similarly, clock rate constraint \( f_{\text{min}}^l \), corresponding to \( R_{\text{min}}^l \), can be formulated as

\[
f_{\text{min}}^l = \frac{\mu_r}{\tau}
\]

(6.14)

where \( \mu_r \) denotes the minimum number of processor cycles that might be requested by the stream within any interval of length \( \tau \).

Finally, our clock rate adaptation algorithm can be summarized as follows.

\[
f_i = \max\{f_{L,i}, f_{\text{min},i}, f_{\text{lim},i}, f_D\}
\]

(6.15)

where \( f_i \) is the value of the processor clock rate set by our DVS scheduler at the \( i \)th adaptation point.

### 6.4.5 Using dynamic VCCs

The algorithm described in the previous subsections uses static VCCs \( \bar{\alpha}^u \) and \( \gamma^u \). It was derived under the assumption that at any point in time nothing is known about the past workload. Now suppose that we keep a finite-length workload history. By exploiting this history we can improve the energy savings without jeopardizing the safety property of the algorithm. We use the history to revise static VCCs \( \bar{\alpha}^u \) and \( \gamma^u \) into their dynamic equivalents \( \bar{\alpha}^u \) and \( \gamma^u \). This subsection explains how this is exactly done.

The basic idea behind deriving the dynamic VCCs from the static VCCs using the knowledge about the workload’s behavior in the past is fairly simple and can be illustrated with the following example.

**Ex. 4:** Suppose that the upper bound on the workload imposed by a stream on a processor within any time interval of length \( \Delta \) equals to \( A \) processor cycles. Since this bound holds at all intervals of length \( \Delta \), it is a static worst-case bound. Now, suppose that we observe the system at some point in time \( t \). If we know that the execution demand requested by the stream during time interval \( [t - \Delta_p, t] \) \((\Delta_p < \Delta)\) was \( B \) processor cycles, then we can guarantee that over the next time interval \( (t, t + \Delta - \Delta_p) \), the stream will not request more than \( A - B \) cycles. The value \( A - B \) represents a dynamic worst-case bound over the interval \( (t, t + \Delta - \Delta_p) \). At time \( t \), the scheduler can safely use this dynamic worst-case bound for computing the frequency at which the processor needs to be run during the interval \( (t, t + \Delta - \Delta_p) \).

In Ex. 4, we employed a static bound which provided us with the information about the worst-case workload only on intervals of length \( \Delta \). We used this information as a constraint to compute the dynamic worst-case bound for a future interval of a smaller length. Note that we can derive many such constraints from

\[
\mu_r = (\gamma^l \odot \bar{\alpha}^l)(\tau), \text{ where } \bar{\alpha}^l \text{ is the lower event-based arrival curve of the stream and } \gamma^l \text{ is its lower execution demand curve.}
\]
static VCCs $\bar{\alpha}^u$ and $\gamma^u$, since they capture the worst-case workload on intervals of different lengths. At any given time instant, by taking into consideration the past workload, we can then select from those constraints the tightest ones to form the dynamic VCCs, $\hat{\alpha}^u$ and $\hat{\gamma}^u$.

Suppose that the system is at the beginning of the $i$th adaptation interval of length $\tau$. The upper bound $\mathcal{X}_i$ on the number of stream objects that can arrive within $\tau$ is

$$\mathcal{X}_i(\tau) = \inf_{0 \leq j \leq N} \{\bar{\alpha}^u(j\theta + \tau) - H^x_i(j)\}$$

(6.16)

where $H^x_i(j)$ is the arrival history at the $i$th adaptation point, $\theta$ is the resolution of the arrival history, and $N$ is the number of constraints that the scheduler considers for computing $\mathcal{X}_i$. $\theta$ can be interpreted as a sampling period with which arrivals are monitored.

The arrival history $H^x_i$ represents a set of $N$ sliding windows, with the $j$th window spanning the interval $[t_i - j\theta, t_i)$ and returning the number of stream objects that arrived within it. Formally,

$$H^x_i(j) = x(t_i) - x(t_i - j\theta), \quad j = 0, 1, ..., N$$

(6.17)

Note that from (6.1), (6.16) and (6.17) it follows that $\mathcal{X}_i(\tau) \leq \bar{\alpha}^u(\tau)$ for all $i \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$ and for all $\tau \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$. Hence, for the processor rate calculation, instead of using $\bar{\alpha}^u(\tau)$ we can use $\mathcal{X}_i(\tau)$. Furthermore, since $\bar{\alpha}^u$ is an increasing function, $\mathcal{X}_i(\tau)$ can be used to improve $\bar{\alpha}^u$ not only for $\tau$, but also for other interval lengths that are smaller than $\tau$:

$$\hat{\alpha}^u(i, \Delta) = \inf_{\forall \Delta \in [0, \tau]} \{\mathcal{X}_i(\tau), \bar{\alpha}^u(\Delta)\}$$

(6.18)

(6.18) represents the dynamic arrival curve used by our scheduler at the $i$th adaptation point.

By following the same principle, we can improve the execution demand bound $\gamma^u$. Let $H^e_i(j)$ denote the execution demand history of length $M$ and resolution $\psi$. $\psi$ is defined in terms of number of stream objects. The upper bound $\mathcal{E}_i$ on the number of processor cycles that can be requested by any sequence of $k$ consecutive stream objects after the $i$th adaptation point can be computed as follows

$$\mathcal{E}_i(k) = \inf_{0 \leq j \leq M} \{\gamma^u(j\psi + k) - H^e_i(j)\}$$

(6.19)

$$H^e_i(j) = e(l) - e(l - j\psi), \quad j = 0, 1, ..., M$$

(6.20)

where $l$ is the total number of stream objects that have been completely processed up to the $i$th adaptation point. As a result we get the dynamic execution demand bound:

$$\hat{\gamma}^u(i, \eta) = \inf_{\eta \in [0, \hat{\alpha}^u(i, \tau)]} \{\mathcal{E}_i(\eta), \gamma^u(\eta)\}$$

(6.21)

$^4$Refer to Section 3.2.1 for the precise meaning of the term "increasing function".
\(\hat{\alpha}^u\) and \(\hat{\gamma}^u\) can be used in all formulas of Sections 6.4.4 and 6.4.3 in place of \(\bar{\alpha}^u\) and \(\gamma^u\), respectively.

### 6.4.6 Notes on implementation

The DVS algorithm described in the previous subsections can be implemented either in SW or in HW or using a combination of the two. For any implementation, a number of considerations has to be made. These include: (i) taking into account voltage/frequency transition overhead; (ii) working in discrete time; (iii) working with discrete frequency levels; (iv) determining granularity and length of the workload history; (v) downloading the static VCCs at run time if the application scenario changes, etc. Some of these issues are briefly addressed in this subsection.

#### Accounting for the voltage/frequency transition overhead

Switching between different voltage and frequency levels may take some time \(\varepsilon\). During this time the processor cannot service the stream. Hence, at the \(i\)th adaptation point the actual processing starts after \(\varepsilon\) time units. This time-out can be easily modeled by the service curves. In particular, for the computation of \(f_D\) and \(f_{L,i}\), instead of resource-based service curve \(\beta^l(\Delta) = f \cdot \Delta\), we have to consider resource-based service curve

\[
\beta^l(\Delta) = \sup_{\forall \Delta \geq 0} \{ f \cdot (\Delta - \varepsilon), 0 \}
\]

This will correspondingly change the formulas (6.11) and (6.12) for \(f_D\) and \(f_{L,i}\):

\[
f_D = \sup_{\forall \Delta \geq 0} \left\{ \frac{\gamma^u \odot \hat{\alpha}^u(\Delta)}{D - \varepsilon + \Delta} \right\}
\]

\[
f_{L,i} = \sup_{\Delta : \varepsilon < \Delta \leq \tau} \left\{ \frac{\gamma^u \odot ((\hat{\alpha}^u(\Delta) - L + b_i) \vee 0)}{\Delta - \varepsilon} \right\}
\]

For the computation of \(f_{\min,i}\), we have to consider that resource-based service curve \(\beta^l(\Delta)\) consists of four linear segments:

\[
\beta^l(\Delta) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \forall \Delta : 0 \leq \Delta \leq \varepsilon \\
 f \cdot (\Delta - \varepsilon) & \forall \Delta : \varepsilon < \Delta \leq \tau \\
 f \cdot (\tau - \varepsilon) & \forall \Delta : \tau < \Delta \leq \tau + \varepsilon \\
f_{\max} \cdot (\Delta - \tau - \varepsilon) & \forall \Delta : \tau + \varepsilon < \Delta
\end{cases}
\]

Then (6.13) will change to

\[
f_{\min,i} = \sup_{\forall \Delta \geq \tau + \varepsilon} \left\{ \frac{f_{\max}(\tau + \varepsilon - \Delta) + \gamma^u \odot ((\hat{\alpha}^u(\Delta) - L + b_i) \vee 0)}{\tau - \varepsilon} \right\}
\]
### Videos Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>file name</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>file name</th>
<th>MP@ML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bbc3_080.m2v</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>susi_080.m2v</td>
<td>8 Mbps CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>cact_080.m2v</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>tens_080.m2v</td>
<td>25 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>mobi_080.m2v</td>
<td></td>
<td>704×576 pixel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ftp.tek.com/tv/test/streams/Element/MPEG-Video/

**Tab. 10:** MPEG-2 video sequences used in the experiments.

We can use similar approach to devise an energy-saving strategy combining DVS and DPM. $\varepsilon$ would then correspond to the maximum time interval during which the processor can be switched off. Also, note that service curves allow for modeling other effects which might be more complex than the time-out due to voltage/frequency transitions or idle intervals in DPM. For example, sharing of a PE by multiple tasks can be included in the analysis. However, these issues go beyond the scope of this thesis.

### Working in discrete time
All formulas presented up to this point in this section assume computation in continuous time, i.e. for $\Delta \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$. This, however, is impractical. Our method can also work in the discrete time. It is sufficient to compute the clock frequency constraints (6.11), (6.12), and (6.13), only for a few values of $\Delta$. For this, instead of using $\tilde{\alpha}^u$ which is defined on $\mathbb{T} = \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$, we use its discrete equivalent, defined on $\mathbb{T} = \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$. (3.3) formalizes the discretization procedure. Suppose that $\tilde{\alpha}^u_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}(k) = \tilde{\alpha}^u_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}(\Delta_k)$, $\Delta_0 = 0$ for $k = 0$, and $\Delta_k < \Delta_{k+1}$ for all $k \geq 0$, then, to be conservative while computing the clock frequency constraints, we have to use $\tilde{\alpha}^u_{\mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}}(k + 1)$ in place of $\tilde{\alpha}^u_{\mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}}(\Delta_k)$ for all $k \geq 0$. Also, note that the discretization points $\Delta_k$ need not be equally spaced in time, making possible better approximations and optimization of the number of computations.

### Working with discrete frequency levels
In the above discussion, we assumed that the clock frequency can scale continuously. However, some existing commercial DVS processors have only discrete frequency/voltage operating points [3, 60, 164]. Adapting our method to this sort of architectures is straightforward: at each adaptation point the actual processor clock rate must be set to the smallest possible value that is larger than the computed clock rate $f_i$. 
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6.5.1 Experimental setup

For the evaluation of our DVS technique, we conducted several experiments using a simulator of the MPEG-2 decoding system shown in Fig. 42 and described in Section 6.3. The simulator consisted of a SystemC [153] transaction-level model in which PE1 and PE2 were modeled using the sim-profile configuration of the SimpleScalar ISS [8]. Appendix A provides details about the simulation environment.

Tab. 10 gives the set of MPEG-2 video sequences for which we conducted the experiments. This set includes videos imposing different workload patterns on the architecture. For each video, we collected traces corresponding to functions $x_i(t)$ and $e_i(k)$. Using trace analysis technique described in Section 3.5.2, we obtained two curves, $\bar{\alpha}^u$ and $\gamma^u$, representing the whole set of videos. For illustration, Fig. 44 depicts the resulting $\bar{\alpha}^u$.

In all experiments, our DVS scheduler performed frequency and voltage adaptations with a constant period $\tau$. We neglected the time and energy overhead associated with the adaptations and assumed that the frequency and voltage of PE2 can change continuously (i.e. at very fine steps).

For the energy consumption estimation, we adopted the model from [104]. According to [104], the energy

$$
E \propto \int_0^{n\tau} v_{dd,i}^2 \cdot f_i \, dt = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (v_{dd,i})^2 f_i \cdot \tau \propto \sum_{i=1}^{n} (v_{dd,i})^2 f_i
$$

(6.22)

where $v_{dd,i}$ and $f_i$ are voltage and frequency values set by the scheduler at the $i$th adaptation point for the $i$th adaptation interval, and $n$ is the total number of adaptation intervals (such that $n\tau$ is the duration of the entire video clip). (6.22) assumes that during idle periods, i.e. when the input buffer is empty and no stream object is being processed, the PE stays active (e.g. checking for the buffer status). However, during these idle periods we could further reduce energy by putting the PE into a low power state. We assume that such a low power state corresponds to the state in which the circuit switching activity is zero, i.e. the PE is switched off completely; hence the energy consumption

$$
E \propto \sum_{i=1}^{n} (v_{dd,i})^2 f_i \cdot \tau^*_i
$$

(6.23)

where $\tau^*_i$ is the total time during which the PE is not switched off within the $i$th adaptation interval. Further, for the estimation of the normalized energy we assumed that $f_i \propto v_{dd,i}$. 

6.5.2 Qualitative examination

Fig. 45 shows a fragment of a frequency schedule produced by our DVS algorithm and the corresponding buffer fill level which we observed in one of our experiments. The figure illustrates how the two mechanisms of our method—the run-time monitoring of the buffer fill level and the dynamic VCCs—work together to reduce the energy consumption. Dots on the frequency schedule plot show the adaptation points. By inspecting this plot we can make the following observations.

• Before time $t_1$, the load is low and the backlog is close to zero, hence, the processor runs at a low rate.

• At $t_1$ a burst starts arriving. In response to this burst, the scheduler increases the clock rate, but not by too much: it lets the buffer fill up to some level, and then tries to "balance" at this level.

•Shortly before $t_2$, the load abruptly increases even further and the buffer fills up very quickly (within one adaptation interval). Therefore, at $t_2$ to avoid a buffer overflow the scheduler increases the processor rate significantly, but only for a short time. In the interval from $t_2$ to $t_3$, the load is still high and the processor runs at a rate which approximately matches this load.

• At $t_3$ the buffer becomes almost full. Despite this, at $t_3$ our DVS algorithm
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decides to run the processor at a very low rate. How can this be possible? The answer is the effect of the dynamic VCCs. At $t_3$ they tell the scheduler that the burst is over and it is safe to run the processor at a low rate because the next burst will not arrive very soon. Consequently, in the interval from $t_3$ to $t_4$, PE2 runs at relatively low rates even though the buffer is nearly full during that interval.

- Shortly before $t_4$, the scheduler again has to increase PE2’s speed. This is because at $t_4$ the dynamic VCCs tell the scheduler that a new burst might start arriving soon and therefore a sufficient space must be cleared in the buffer to accommodate this burst. Indeed, shortly after $t_4$ a new burst starts arriving and the adaptation cycle repeats.

6.5.3 Quantitative comparison

We compared the energy savings achieved by our technique with those achieved by the DVS scheme published in Wu et al. [174]. Wu et al. uses a PID controller which tracks changes in the buffer fill level and correspondingly regulates processor’s speed and voltage. This scheme is similar to ours in a sense that (i) it can handle both the stream burstiness and the data-dependent variability in the task execution demand; (ii) it is suitable for buffer-constrained architectures; and (iii) it also uses fixed adaptation intervals. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing, the scheme of Wu et al. represents one of the advanced DVS techniques recently published. Thus, we found it suitable for the comparison. From a user’s perspective, the only difference between this scheme and ours is its unpredictability in terms of satisfying the specified QoS constraints, i.e. it cannot provide hard QoS guarantees while our scheme can do this. However, an implementation of this scheme might be associated with smaller SW/HW and energy overheads than of our DVS scheme.

We have implemented the PID controller as described in [174]. The adaptation interval lengths of the PID controller and that of our scheme were set to the same value, $\tau = 4.5\text{ms}$ (which roughly corresponds to nine adaptations per video frame). In our scheme, the arrival history contained $N = 150$ samples with the resolution $\theta = \tau$, whereas the execution demand history contained $M = 200$ samples with the resolution $\psi = 1$.

Fig. 46 shows the results of this comparative study. In this figure, we refer to our scheme as $dVCC$ and to the PID controller scheme as $PID$. We simulated both these schemes in two configurations. In one configuration, if the buffer was empty, PE2 continued to run at the rate set at the latest adaptation point (i.e. some cycles were wasted in the idle state). In the other configuration, PE2 was switched off completely for periods when there was nothing to process (i.e. no cycles were wasted). In Fig. 46, the data corresponding to the latter configuration is indicated with dashed lines and with a suffix $\_DPM$. The switching on and off of PE2 was assumed to occur in zero time under the control of an ideal (”oracle”) DPM. Although unrealistic, such a configuration is useful for...
the analysis because it indicates how well a DVS technique can exploit the slack during low-load periods.

As a baseline for measuring the energy savings we used the energy dissipated by PE2 constantly running at the safe rate $f_{\text{safe}}$ computed for a given buffer size $L$ using (3.47). We also measured energy savings obtained by the "oracle" DPM with instantaneous on–off switching of PE2, running at a fixed $f_{\text{safe}}$. In Fig. 46, the corresponding graph is shown with a dotted line and is labelled as $\text{safe}_{\text{iDPM}}$.

By inspecting the plots in Fig. 46 we can make the following observations.

1. For relatively small buffer sizes ($L \approx 400 \ldots 1300$), both DVS schemes, $d\text{VCC}$ and $\text{PID}$, result in more than 50% energy savings. With increasing buffer size the savings decrease. This is mainly because the energy consumption of the baseline architecture rapidly decreases when $L$ grows, since a lower $f_{\text{safe}}$ is needed to avoid buffer overflows. If $L$ is sufficiently large to completely average out the workload, any DVS scheme is likely to be not worthwhile.

2. In comparison to $\text{safe}_{\text{iDPM}}$, for $L \approx 400 \ldots 1300$ the energy savings of both $d\text{VCC}$ and $\text{PID}$ are 10\ldots30%. This indicates that both techniques can effectively exploit the slack during low-load periods. We can also see that for $L > 600$ $d\text{VCC}$ fully exploits the slack (compare to $d\text{VCC}_{\text{iDPM}}$), whereas $\text{PID}$ potentially could perform better.
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3. For \( L > 450 \) energy savings from \( dVCC \) are at least as high as from \( PID \), while for \( L < 450 \) \( PID \) saves 15% more energy than \( dVCC \). This is the price for the hard QoS guarantees provided by \( dVCC \). If the user specifies \( L \) as the buffer constraint, \( dVCC \) guarantees that the maximum buffer fill level will never exceed \( L \). In contrast, \( PID \) cannot guarantee this. In \( PID \) the user can only specify a target, not the maximum, buffer fill level. The PID controller will then try to keep the backlog at this level. Bursty workloads and stringent buffer constraints require the PID controller to quickly respond to workload changes. This leads to (large) oscillations around the target level during adaptations, which means that if the target level has been set improperly a buffer overflow may occur. As an example, the left most point in the \( PID \) graph was obtained by setting the target buffer fill level to 20 macroblocks, while the maximum backlog registered in the buffer for this setting was about 450 macroblocks. This problem with \( PID \) might be less acute for smoother workloads and larger buffers.

6.5.4 Energy savings vs. implementation overhead

The estimated computational requirement of our DVS algorithm, for parameters \((\tau, N, \psi, M)\) set as described above, (i.e. \( \tau = 4.5\)ms, \( N = 150, \psi = 1, M = 200 \)), is about 0.5 MIPS. This overhead scales linearly with the values of these parameters. It is also relatively low in comparison to the average workload imposed on PE2 by a DVD-quality video stream (about 45 MIPS in our setup).
Fig. 47 shows measured tradeoff plots between the adaptation interval length $\tau$ and the energy savings obtained by our scheme for different buffer sizes $L$. In Fig. 47, we can see that smaller adaptation intervals lead to higher energy savings. Achieving the energy reduction for smaller buffer sizes comparable to that achieved for larger buffer sizes necessitates more frequent adaptations and therefore results in higher run-time overhead. This is again the price for the guaranteed QoS.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we described a new DVS scheduling scheme specifically targeted towards processing media streams on architectures with restricted buffer sizes. In contrast to previously proposed DVS schemes, our scheme provides hard QoS guarantees and accounts for both, the variability of the task execution demand and the burstiness of processed streams. Our experiments showed that the scheme achieves energy savings comparable to those obtained by previous approaches. The advantages of our scheme can be attributed to the novel combination of the off-line worst-case workload characterization based on VCCs with the run-time improvement of the worst-case bounds. The implementation and run-time overhead of our scheme, although modest, might be slightly higher than that of previous schemes. However, this is the price that has to be paid for predictability of the system, i.e. for its ability to provide hard QoS guarantees.
Conclusions

In this thesis, we have addressed the problem of workload modeling for system-level design of heterogeneous multiprocessor embedded computers whose main functionality involves real-time processing of media streams. The complex, variable nature of the multimedia workloads imposed on these computers greatly complicates their system-level design. The central result of this thesis is a workload model that helps to reduce this design complexity by providing a set of simple but powerful abstractions to accurately capture the variability characteristics of the multimedia workloads. We have formally defined this workload model, demonstrated its advantages over existing workload characterization methods and showed some of its applications in the system-level design of heterogeneous multiprocessor system-on-chip (MpSoC) architectures. In particular, we would like to point out the following main outcomes of this work:

- We have introduced the concept of Variability Characterization Curves (VCCs)—a generic model for the worst- and best-case variability characterization of entire classes of increasing functions and sequences — and based on this concept defined our model for the multimedia workload characterization (multimedia VCCs).

- We have used our workload model to enhance modeling capabilities of the Modular Performance Analysis [159, 160] framework based on Real-Time Calculus [24, 121, 157, 158]. This has resulted in the definition of new modeling constructs, called workload transformations, which have enabled an accurate and efficient performance analysis of heterogeneous multiprocessor embedded systems under variable multimedia workloads. Our experimental results showed that the workload transformations allow to obtain significantly tighter perfor-
mance bounds than those achievable without using our workload model.

- We have demonstrated application of our workload model in design of resource management policies for multimedia MpSoCs. Our workload model permits to formulate and address a class of scheduling problems which has not been addressed before: stream scheduling on buffer-constrained architectures with hard QoS guarantees. We have proposed a design framework for efficient exploration and optimization of this class of schedulers and showed its utility using case studies involving TDMA scheduling disciplines.

- Based on our workload model we have developed a run-time processor rate adaptation strategy which can be used in conjunction with the dynamic voltage scaling for energy-efficient media stream processing on buffer-constrained architectures. In comparison to other methods addressing similar problems, our scheme can handle multimedia workloads characterized by both, the data-dependent variability in the task execution time and the burstiness in the on-chip traffic arising out of multimedia processing; and at the same time it can provide hard QoS guarantees. An experimental evaluation showed that our scheme can achieve considerable energy savings, comparable to those obtainable with another state-of-the-art DVS scheme (which is, however, unable to provide hard QoS guarantees).

- Finally, we have demonstrated how our workload model can be used to design representative workload scenarios for simulation-based system-level performance evaluation of multimedia MpSoCs. We have proposed a method for (automatic) classification of media streams based on the variability characteristics of the workload they may impose on the architecture. We are not aware of any other method addressing this important issue in the system-level design of MpSoCs.
Simulation Framework

This chapter describes the simulation framework which was used in experimental case studies presented throughout this thesis.

Fig. 48 shows an overview of the simulation framework and its relations with the methods developed in this thesis. Two major components of the simulation framework are

- an instruction set simulator (ISS) and
- a system simulator.

ISS is used to collect information about behavior of application tasks mapped for execution on to programmable processing elements of a target MpSoC architecture. This information is collected and stored in the form of traces. These traces are then used in two different ways. First, we can compute from them VCCs, which are needed by the VCC-based methods presented in this thesis. Second, the traces serve as an input to the system simulator to simulate execution of the application on the target MpSoC architecture.

The system simulator allows to measure various performance indexes of a given application-to-architecture mapping (system configuration). These measurements can then be compared with corresponding numbers obtained from mathematical performance models.

The following two sections give details on ISS and the system simulator.
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Fig. 48: Simulation framework and its relations with methods developed in this thesis.

A.1 Instruction set simulator

We used the SimpleScalar ISS [8] to model programmable processing elements within a target MpSoC architecture. On its own, the SimpleScalar ISS does not support simulation of heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures [8]. However, it can be used to model with sufficient accuracy execution of individual software tasks on a given processor type. SimpleScalar supports several instruction set architectures and permits modeling of various microarchitectural features (e.g. pipelines, caches, branch predictors, etc.) Furthermore, it is extensible in a sense that users can easily customize simulation models of the processors by introducing new instruction types and by adding new or configuring already existing microarchitectural features.

For experimental case studies presented in this thesis, we employed the simple-profile configuration of the SimpleScalar. This configuration assumes that exe-
A.2 System simulator

Our simulation framework allows to easily construct a simulation model of a given application-to-architecture mapping. We refer to such a simulation model as the system simulator. The system simulator represents a transaction-level model [34] of the system in which implementation details of individual hardware components and application tasks are abstracted away. Instead, the hardware architecture is represented by a set of (coarse-grain) computation and communication resources with certain processing capabilities, while the application tasks are modeled as clients requesting these resources (i.e. generating demands for these resources). At this level of abstraction, there is no principle difference between computation and communication resources (or tasks).

An application is represented by a set of concurrent tasks communicating via unidirectional FIFO channels. The execution model is the same as the one described in Section 3.3.1 besides the fact that the FIFO channels have finite sizes and block write operations whenever they are full. The finite channel sizes allow to model the buffer space constraints resulting from mapping of the application onto the hardware architecture. A write operation into a FIFO channel is regarded as a transaction. A task may accomplish several such transactions during its execution.

When a task is activated it generates a request for the resource onto which it is mapped. In the current implementation, the amount of resources requested is either fixed to a constant value or obtained from the traces collected using the ISS described in the previous section. A resource is distributed to tasks in accordance with the scheduling (or arbitration) policy implemented on that resource. The framework supports both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling policies. In principle, task switching and operating system overheads can be modeled within the framework but were not modeled in the experiments presented in this thesis.

The implementation of the system simulator just described fully rests on the
SystemC C++ library [153] and correspondingly uses of its discrete event simulation engine. We have added an abstraction level on top of the SystemC library which allows to quickly construct a new application-to-architecture mapping or to easily change an existing system configuration.
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